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AAB Report Details Proposals
BY MAUREEN SCOTT
The UGBC Academic Advisory
Board has released its final report
detailing recommendations for
throughout
academic reform
college and university levels.
The Board was created last
spring due to what AAB Chairman
Stephen Fix calls "an awareness
that a comprehensive evaluation
of the academic life at Boston
needed
was
College"

Approximately

forty

proposals

were formed by the fourteen
member student body. Meetings
held throughout the spring and
fall were open to all students.
Members of the Board have
presented the report to various
bodies during the past week. The
University Academic Planning
Council, the A&S Educational
Policy
Committee, and the
Student Affairs and Academic
Committees of the Board of
Trustees all have been formally
presented the report.
The 56 page report is divided
into three sections, the first
discussing "Goals, Priorities, and
Attitudes" for Boston College in
the '70s. The goal of relevance in
education is a predominant theme
in this section. 'The design,
direction, and vitality of the
instutution must be geared to the
needs of its students."

Two specific proposals made in
this section were: that the
University reexamine its goal of
continued growth (2% yearly) in
the Undergraduate population;
and that "the advisability of using
Graduate students to teach core
carefully
be
courses
must
reviewed."
The second section examines
"The Undergraduate Curriculum"
and makes at least seventeen
recommendationsin this area.
load,
Course
The AAB
recommends the reduction of the
course
normal
load
for
sophomores and juniors to four
courses per semester. Freshman
would still take five courses under
the AAB's proposal. The report
contends that "students would
have the opportunity to become
more intimately acquainted with
four course areas... It would
eliminate the need for a student
to take a 'fifth gut course'
It
could serve to lower limits for
course sizes."
Core, Recommendations for
the Core were presented as "7 one
semester courses organized into a
cluster unified around a definite
topic of interest," with the
remaining five courses to be free
electives, and another cluster
the present free
continuing
selection pattern. The first cluster

...

throughout the country.

League
Nurses,
for
the
membership
organization
for
nursing schools, when the funds
were impounded last spring after
being authorized by Congress
These funds aie capitation grants
distributed among the 948 nursing

the basis
of
The decision followed a suit schools on
against
the Nixon enrollment.
Administration by the National
Of the $190,846 Boston

brought

Spring Calendar To Be Changed
\u25a0
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STATEMENT BY EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT FRANCIS
CAMPANELLA
Since on both the national and local levels there is a great deal of
uncertainty about the availability of fuel oil for the next few months,
coupled with a similar uncertainty about the severity of the impending
Winter, we have made the following changes to the academic calendar
for the Spring term.
The mid-term vacation will begin at the end of classes on Friday,
February 22 and extend through Monday, March 11 when classes will
resume. During that time we will follow the same procedures now in
effect for the upcoming Christmas holiday period. These include the
closing of most dormitories, providing minimal heat to classroom and
other unoccupied areas, etc. All classes will resume on Monday, March
11 th. The week of March 11th will not be a vacation week.
Note also that there is no change in the academic calendar for the
month of January. Classes will resume as scheduled on Monday,
January 14th. At this point we do not plan to extend the semester
beyond the dates currently scheduled. However, if we lose additional
class days because of snowstorms or because of a more severe fuel
shortage, it may be necessary to extend the Spring term.
Because of the uncertainties noted above we believe these changes
are necessary additions to the actions we are now taking to conserve
energy. My hope is that we can minimize the personal inconveniences
that might occur by announcing these decisions now. I further hope
that additional changes will not be necessary.
The age of our heating system and the number of damaged
thermostats discovered have presented problems in lowering
temperatures uniformly across the campus, so that I encourage the
continuation of your individual comments about over-heated buildings
along with other suggestions that might reduce our energy
consumption.
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on Core, Course Load and Tenure

AAB Chairman Stephen Fix discusses Affected Departments with academic committee of the Trustees. Left
to right, John McDonough, (AAB member), Fix, and Trustees Dr. Patricia Goler (Chairwoman of History.
Lowell State University) and Maureen Foley. Photo by Maglione.
with
option should be organized into section
dealt
"thematically unified clusters." Interdisciplinary
Learning
Examples of such cluster groups Programs, Small Departments: the
could include such topics as Languages,
and
Small
"Intellectual History Since 1500" Departments: the Arts.
Honors Program, The AAB
The problem of acceleration of
recommended an increase in the the undergraduate Program was
program's
budget,
and
an the only issue not resolved by a
towards clear consensus of the group. The
encouragement
departments "to develop or AAB saw the present program as
strengthen honors programs on 'inconsistent' and presented two
the departmental level."
alternatives to the fiscal dilemma
Other recommendations in this presented by early graduation.

Nurses Win Court Fight But Funds Still in Doubt
BY PAT O'BRIEN
US District Court has ordered
the Nixon Administration to
release funds appropriated to the
Boston College School of Nursing
and
other nursing
schools

December 11,

,

Nursing
School was capitation funds. President Nixon
allocated it received only $83, is now seeking legislative means to
279. Without the additional restrict the i 973 funds ordered
funds, the_Nursing Scliuoi would released or to penalize those
be unable to replace the faculty institutions involved in the suit by
members forced to leave due to denyng them 1 974 funds.
last year's university budget cuts.
One proposal provides that if
The NLN suit alleged that any plaintiff accepts 1974 funds,
"The reduction of the amounts he waives any claim to 1973
such
annual allocations. Another holds that
obligated
for
and
grants
the any 1 974 funds would be reduced
capitation
failure to obligate all funds by any funds paid under the 1974
appropriated for such grant court case.
program violates the intent of
Melvin Laird, chief domestic
Congress in passing the Act and in advisor to President Nixon, has
funds for its described these proposals as
appropriating
implementation."
out-of-court settlements. Sen.
Although the decision on the Edward Kennedy has called the
suit was favorable in lower court, proposals blackmail, and House
Boston College Nursing School Majority Leader Thomas P. O'Neil
questioned
and the other nursing schools have has
the
not yet received the remaining constitutionality of the action.
Nursing schools are not the
only medical institution being
denied funds. Suits have been
filed on behalf of teaching
hospitals, mental health centers,
and community health clinics.
Financial aid to nursing
students is being drastically
the
by
reduced
federal
government. Along with withheld
capitation funds,
funds for
College

..

Nursing Dean Mary Dineen.

and
graduate
traineeships
scholarships and loans are in
danger.
The government has decided to
phase out the traineeship program
which provided tuition, fees, and
stipends for graduate nurses.
Students seeking government
scholarships and loans are also at a
loss as the government is reducing
the funds it previously chanelled
to the National Institute of

Health.

The third section of the report,
"Non-Curricular
Recommendations" made proposals dealing
with such topics as advisement,
libraries, student caucuses, the
grading system, students and the
Registrar's
Office,
the
Experimental College, academic
and physical plant priorities, and

tenure.

Advisement, jne AAB divided
this issue into four areas and made
recommendations for each. For
Freshmen, registration should
take place during orientation
non-majors,
week;
for
departments should compile lists
of courses available and of interest
to non-majors;.for majors, student
advisors and student caucuses
should be
maintained and
developed; for career advisement,
the University should develop a
handbook of resource and career
options for each department."
Tenure, The AAB made four
specific recommendations in this
area. First, "Teaching ability, not
publications
should be the
primary qualification for the
granting of tenure;" second, a
student should be placed on each
college promotions committee;
third, three-year review of all
faculty be instituted; and four,
the granting of up to two
three-year extensions from the
normal six-year probationary
period be allowed.
The report ends by asking the
reader "that this document be
evaluated not simply on the basis
of individual plans, but also as an
attempt to construct a relatively
and
comprehensive
plan
philosophy for a university in the
process of academic planning."
The AAB also voted unanimous
support for the UAPC Goals
Statement.
Chairman Steve Fix told The
Heights "The AAB Report is
unique in that this is the first
really comprehensive report done
by students. Prior to the AAB,
have always been
reports
University projects. I'd say our
report is complete in the sense
that it deals with the major issues
which will be confronting the
Academic planners in the years to
come."
Copies of the report are
available in McElroy Foyer.

NEWSBRIEFS
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Science Fiction Club meeting,
7:00 pm, McElroy 114.

Tuesday, Dec.

Guild of Boston
College-Courtly Love-Poetry in
Medieval Germany. Lecture with
slides by Christoph Eykman of
the Department of Germanic
Conference
Murray
Studies,

Resident Fellow Program presents
Charlie Chaplin starring in the
hilarious classic, The Rink, at:
7:30 pm, Fitzpatrick Basement
Lounge, and 9:15 pm, Hillside A
Lecture Room.

Science Fiction Club meeting,
7:00 pm, McElroy 114.

Kundalini Yoga, 7:00
McGuinn sth floor lounge.

Wednesday, Dec. 12

Monday, Dec.

10

Medieval

Room, 12:15 pm.

pm,

Tae Kwon Do, 7:00 pm, Campion
Auditorium.
Black Student Forum meeting,
7:30 pm, Cushing 001.

Caroling Concert begins at Lyons
at 7:30 pm.
Join faculty,

administrators, students
and
alumni for a fun-filled evening.

PIRG meeting, 7:30 pm, McElroy
114.
Committee
presents
Cultural
Attica Brother, Roger Chapen,
Karate, 4:00 pm, Resident
8:00 pm, Higgins 307.
Student Lounge.

The Department of Speech
Communication and Theatre
Dec.
cordially
invites departmental
majors to its First Annual Winter
Terror Tales, 12:00 noon, Murray Celebration on December 12,
House.
7:30 pm, at the Resident Student
Lounge,
McElroy
HalL
Nursing Senate Christmas Party, Entertainment will be provided by
fifth
floor
4:00 pm, McGuinn
various departmental majors.

11

Tuesday,

lounge.

Attention Gold Key. General
Meeting, McGuinn sth floor
lounge, 4:15 pm.
Impressions of Life in
Portugal by Dr. Norman Araujo.
by
Luso-Brazilian
Sponsored
Club. McGuinn third floor lounge,

Talk:

8:00 pm.
Christmas Party: Le Cercle
Francais and Les Marroniers,
Haley House, 7:30 pm.
Outing Club Meeting: To plan
activities for vacation and next
semester. Devlin 210, 4:30 pm.
Call Anne for further information.

314 Forum: T. P. O'Malley, Dean
of A&S. Haley House 4:30-6:00
pm. Refreshments.

Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is

\u25a0
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Volunteers are wanted to tutor
Allston and Brighton students of
all ages in all subjects especially
English and math. Call Marty Sack
at 783-1485.

.

emergency line, Ext.

111.

Movie Orgy Rides Again: see
The Lower Campus, (Roberts,
previous listing.
Sports Complex, McHugh Forum,

Thursday, Dec. 13

Friday, Dec. 21

Chess Club meeting, 6:00 pm,
McElroy 114.

Karate, 4:00 pm,
Student Lounge.

Civilisation with Sir Kenneth
Clark. Tonite: Grandeur and
Obedience, 7:00 pm, Murray
Conf. Room.

Spring Semester Book Co-op:
Collecting books Dec. 13-21,
McElroy 118. Books sold: Jan.
14-23 and pick up money: Jan.
25-Feb. 1. Sponsored by Alpha
Fulton Debating Society debate, Phi Omega.
8:00 pm, McGuinn Auditorium.
Topic to be announced. Watch for Join the Portuguese Club: Contact
Dr. Araujo, Dept. of Romance
posters.
Languages.

Fri. Sat. Sun.
Dec. 14,15,16
Humphrey Bogart starring in the
Maltese Falcon and Sahara, 7:00
pm in McGuinn Auditorium.
Presented by the Film Board. Pick
up your ticket in McElroy Ticket
Booth, Monday-Friday, 12:00
noon to 4:00 pm.

Cross First Aid Course:
at Office of Student
Activities.

Red

Merry Christmas

Register

Opera Enthusiasts and Lovers:
Discount Ticket information for
Sarah C'aldwcU.'.sJ'our productions
beginning Feb. Office of Student
Activities. 20% off.

from

the Heights!

Photo Club Exhibit this week in
McElroy Foyer.

m

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE *2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

HARVARD CLUB

OF BOSTON Invites
B.C. Women 18+
To JOLLY-UP PARTIES

|21

AT THE HARVARD CLUB
374 Commonwealth Aye.
Aye.)

Massachusetts

[?

CLERICAL

Immediate permanent part-time openings available.
Positions involve light clerical assignments with cus-

tomer contact. Schedules available morning, afternoon
and evening.

\u25a0

HARRISON AYE. BOSTON 426 4210

«*

|

JL *

Ist & 3rd Mondays & Fridays
From 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Complete Cash Bar

Boston

afternoons 12:00-4:00 pm. Also
Bob Fernando, who has training
in
pastoral counseling
and
counseling psychology, will be
available to meet with foreign
students
on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays 9-11:00 am. He may
also be reached by tel. 232-9123.
Any problems? Come and talk.

Resident

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

,

Attention International Students:

Foreign Student Directories are
available in the Office of Foreign
Students, McElroy 229. Drop by

the Modulars, and the Law
PIRG meeting, 7:30 pm, McElroy School) are in Boston, but have a
114.
Newton exchange. For emergency
fire and police, they must dial the
Karate, 4:00 pm, Resident regular seven digit number, or call
O'Connell will be open for study
Student Lounge.
Security at Ext. 111.
7:00 pm-?
Tae Kwon Do, 7:00 pm, Campion
Campus Mail Tips: In order to Newsbriefs complied by Linda P.
Auditorium.
insure prompt and accurate Chatalian.

1 to 2 days).

? near Massachusetts

2

delivery of your mail be sure to
have it addressed to your name,
box number, Boston College,

Chestnut Hill,
Massachusetts
02167.
Also ask those writing you not
BC Women's Ice Hockey: Practice to use nicknames or first names
at McHugh Forum every Monday only. The clerks in the mail room
morn.,
7:15-9:15 am. Any do all possible to make delivery
questions call 527-7133.
but it is difficult if the full name
is not given.
Application
Financial
Aid:
packages for 74-75 and loan Operation
YD
Venus:
applications. All materials must be information. Just the facts. Call
returned by March 1
toll free 1-800-272-2577.

Movie Orgy Rides Again. Get
ready to see some of the most
incredible moments of your
again?a
childhood
fantastic
assortment of film clips featuring
your all-time favorites as they
in
appeared
shows,
TV
commercials, movies and cartoons
from the 50's and 60s. Stop by,
even if only for a few
minutes-it's a great study break.
7:00 pm, Resident Student For all emergency fire and police
calls in Newton-dial 911. If
Lounge.
calling from a campus extension,
dial 9, then 911. Security must be
notified immediately on their

Wednesday, Dec. 19

December 11, 1973

Apply in person Tuesday-Friday, 10-5

ROUTE ONE
DEOHAM, MASS.

An Equal Opportunity Employer MIF

JHomestock wmw

American Family Planning is a
Hospital-affiliated
organization
offering you all alternatives to an
pregnancy.
unwanted
For
information in your area call:
Call (215) 449-2006
AMERICAN FAMILY
PLANNING
A Medical Service to Help You

"Magnificent mind-blowing
play"Carolyn Clay, Boston Phoenix
"The 'IN' loony-bin to visit"?
Arthur Friedman, Real Paper
SAVE MONEY: STUDENT
DISCOUNT! STUDENT RUSH!

CHARLES PLAYHOUSE
76 WARRENTON ST.
4231767

Newton Sports Center

47-51 Langieyßoad
Newton Centre, Mass. 02159

Surplus is back!!!!
Army-Navy Surplus Department
new
Visit our
332-7830-1
items
Wanted
are available,
also Adidas products, brand name We screen print or letter anything
sporting goods also camping
Fre e-Professional Skate Sharpening-Free
equipment, hooded sweat shirts,
December 13th & 14th
also sweatpants, snorkel parkas
(Please bring this Ad)
& many gift items.
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Students Surveyed on Saga
BY TOM KELLEY
UGBC recently completed a
survey which attempted to sample
student opinion and preferences
on the quantity, quality and cost
of meals served in the dining halls
by Saga Food Service.
The questionnaires were passed
out to approximately 2200
resident students and 2000
commuting
students
with
returned questionnaires totalling
800 and 400 respectively. Jakcie
Chermesino, executive assistant of
UGBC, termed this "an above
average reply" for a questionnaire
of this type.
One question dealing with a
proposal which "would allow
students to choose between a
nine, 14, or 20 meals per week
plan," received an 85% affirmative
reply, according to Chermisino.
"The resident student pays about
$20.00 per week or one dollar per
meal to eat in the Resident Dining
Hall." Chermisino went on to

would no longer be a 65%
participation rate in meals, it
would be closer to 100%. "This is
why the cost for this variable meal
plan is higher," Chermesino said.
When the students surveyed
were asked if they were in favor
of this type of meal plans, 85%
said they were. However, when
asked if they would be willing to
pay the increased cost of such a
plan,
only
replied
15%
affirmatively.
In another question, students
were asked if they would be
willing to pay an additional $25
to have several extras put back
into the meals in the Resident

Dining Hall. These extras include
serving meat at breakfast and a
fast food line with hot dogs,
hamburgers, and french fries at
extras
were
lunch.
These

eliminated this year because of
the rising cost of food. Only 45%
of the students stated they were
willing to pay the additionalcost,
explain that, "Saga anticipates according to Chermesino.
that only 65% of those with a
Chermseino said that "this
meal ticket will eat any single shows a real ambiguity in the
meal. This is how Saga can afford students; they want a better meal
plan but they don't want to pay
to stay in business."
If the new dining plan were for it. BC students actually pay
implemented, the cost to student far less "than students at any other
per semester would be $240, college in the Boston area." She
$300, and $325 for the nine, 14, attributed this cost to the fact
and 20 meals per week plans that there hasn't been an increase
respectively. This results in a in board charges at BC in seven
charge per meal of $1.78, $1.43, years while the cost of food has
and $1.08.

risen sharply.

Chermisino told The Heights
Chermesino could not say what
that "if students elected the the future of the Food Service
fourteen meals per week plan for would hold for the students at
example, they would certainly eat BC, but all indications are that a
fourteen meals per week." There rise in cost is in the offing.

Thursday Reporter
BY MIKE MORGAN
Vice President for University
Resources Robert Desmond has
Thursday
announced
that
Reporter will suspend publication
after its December 13 issue. At
the same time Desmond also
announced that a new bi-monthly
newspaper aimed primarily at
alumni, will be formed.
In making the announcement,
Desmond said, "It's my obligation
to use resources to the best of my
ability." He felt that there was
"much duplication" in what TR
and The Heights were printing. He
said that he saw the need for a

..

new publication to augment
Bridge the magazine published by

the Office of Public Relations,
and "tell the BC story
which
is complicated in a multiplicity of
ways."

Desmond pointed out that TR,
which was established in 1971 by
then University President W.
Seavey Joyce, was primarily an
internal publication and that he
wanted BC to "communicate with
to reach an
the outside public
external audience." He explained
that the new publication will be
mailed out to approximately
60,000 alumni and donors. The
publication will be in newspaper
form and while the length is yet
to be determined, he stated that
some issues will run "perhaps
sixteen pages."
Desmond told The Heights that
he has instructed the Office of
Public Relations staff to be "more
or less in position" for work on
the paper by January 15. He felt
that a change in publication was
necessary because he saw in TR "a
gap
in the communications

...

..

to

UGBC found out that while most students want improvements in SAGA service, they are not willing to pay
for them.Photo by Bircolo.

Reactions Favorable
BY JIM MALONE
The new system of holding
exams before Christmas instead of
in January, which was adopted by
the UAS in March 1972, will be
given its first test this month. The
continuance of the system in
future years depends upon its
success with teachers and students
this year. The Heights interviewed
25 students and 10 faculty
members in a preliminary opinion
poll and found nearly all voicing
approval of the new exam
schedule.
"I am very much in favor of it
since there is no threat hanging

be Replaced

He
defined
process.''
as
"giving
communication
heighten
information
to
interest
and to encourage
involvement and support."
The Resources Vice-President
added that TR had served a
purpose and commented "Any
publication which communicates
information is useful." According
to Desmond "I could find four or
five good things" in each issue of
the paper. He cited pieces on BC's
Work-Study and the school's five
year plan as examples. He felt
however that there should be
more coverage of BC's fiscal
operation and various alumni. He
said that such stories will appear
in the new paper.
Desmond said that present
Thursday Reporter staffers will be

put to work on the new
publication and added that it will
not require a larger staff than that
which is presently employed. He

..

observed "I think that we have
public
talented people in
relations . and I see no reason
for changes. except for a
different audience."
He said that he has been
engaging in weekly meetings with
the directors of Public Relations,
the Development Office and the
Alumni Office, to discuss how to
maximizeincome at BC. He added
that the costs of the new
publication are not expected to
run much higher than those of TR
and predicted that it could
operate with "a very nominal
increase... or perhaps break
even."

over

your

head

to
over

New Calendar

the

holidays," said sophomore David

Discenza.
Bob Rivet agreed that "it lets
you enjoy your vacation," and
added "last year we didn't
accomplish anything in the two
weeks of classes following
Christmas vacation." When asked
if the new calendar possibly
would conflict with his work
schedule, he replied "it will help,
since I will be able to get a job
over vacation."
Professor Donald Fishman, new
to BC this year (Department of
Speech Communication), favors
the system of finals before
Christmas, because otherwise the
would
be
one
process
"procrastination followed by
panic, and the fact that there is a
long lapse of time if finals were
held after Christmas."
Although many students favor
exams before Christmas, there are
some faculty members who feel
that the pre-Christmas exam
period poses a problem. One
Professor put it this way. "When
you hold exams before Christmas,
you create a rat-race atmosphere,
and besides, teachers will have to
correct tests over the vacation."

The professor added that he was
thinking of changing to exams
after Christmas.
Alice Mandel, a teaching fellow
in
of
department
the
Mathematics, sees the quetion
from two points of view. "As a
student, I like exams before
Christmas, because you need some
time to catch your breath. But
from a teacher's standpoint, the
semester is too short and since it
is, you don't accomplish as
much." She added that one of the
detriments of shorter semesters
for the students is the fact that
there are no long vacations in
which a student can write a
paper."
Mary Morley, a Junior, said "I
find that the teachers are just as
confused as we are, and as a
result, they are piling on the work
at the end of the semseter. Some
are even holding the exam during
the last week of classes."
Although it is evident that
many
students and faculty
exams before
approve
of
Christmas, there are some who
would like to see the university
return to the previous exam
calendar.

Dorm Electrical Contract Given

BY B. THOMAS GALLAGHER
A contract for the preliminary
electrical work at the Reservoir
Dormitories construction site has
been awarded to Mass. Electric of
Boston.
Executive Vice-President Frank
Campanella told The Heights that
the contract was awarded without
first being put up for bid as a
convenience to BC. "Some of the
transformers necessary to begin
construction have a delivery
waiting time of 35 to 40 weeks.
By awarding the contract to Mass.
Electric now, we will be assured
of having the equipment we need
to begin construction in the
spring." Campanella stated that
the fact the contract was awarded
without first being put up for bid
will not in any way affect HUD
funding for the construction of
the dorms.
Although he did state that
there "is a fixed ceiling on the
price of the work," Campanella
VP for Resources Robert Desmond, has decided to suspend publication refused to comment on the actual
of Thursday Reporter, in favor of a bi-monthly alumni newsletter. cost of the project. A university
Photo by Rosen.
official has put the price at

$115,000.

The work that Mass. Electric
will be doing will extend a power
supply to the construction site
from existing BC sources. Without
this supply, construction could
not take place. Robert Woods,
Director of Physical Plant, told
The Heights "they are going to lay
an underground cable from the
transformer which they will put
up at the construction area.
Basically all they're doing is
looping our power supply around
to that part of the campus."
Woods feels that having a
power supply in that area is
important. "Even if we weren't
going to build down there right
now it's a good idea to have a
power source for the entire lower

campus."
Work on the project is
scheduled to begin within the
next month. Campanella stated
that it should be finished by early
February and that "hopefully
construction of the dorms can
begin early this spring."
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Plans Made for Terrace Residents
BY KIERAN FALLON
The Housing Office has
developed a contingency plan in
the event that Boston College
does not obtain two dormitories
on the campus of Cardinal
Cushing College in Brookline to
house 45 female students next
semester now residing at the
Terrace Motel on Commonwealth
Aye., according to Mary Long,

Placement

Coordinator for

Housing.
The plan is necessitated by the
fact the BC officials will not know

until December 18 whether the
town of Brookline will issue an
occupancy permit enabling the
students to occupy the two
dorms. At the same time, BC
students must vacate the Terrace
Motel by 5 pm, December 22,
when the lease expires.
Long explained BC's plans to
The Heights. Should BC be able to
lease Cushing, the students will be
able to move there with their
choice of roommates. However,
should BC not get Cushing, the
students have been asked to list
their preference for on-campus

Terrace Motel where 45 BC womenare currently residing.

Bolin

to

housing.

On-campus

housing

includes Greycliffe, South Street,
Kilsyth, Cleveland Circle, and
upper campus.
Complicating the situation is
the fact that BC will not be able
to move into Cushing immediately
because of housekeeping details.
At the same time some of the
on-campus rooms won't be
vacated in timefor the students to
move in this semester. Also
December 22nd is the last day of
exam week and a number of the
students have an exam that day.
Long has made efforts on
behalf of the girls to alleviate
these transitional problems. In an
interview with The Heights she
said, "I am willing to make a
special effort to see that they
(Terrace residents) get what they
want. On Saturday we'll send a
van to the Terrace to help the girl's
move."
She continued, "If we get
Cushing the Terrace girls will get
first choice and I will send a letter
to those on the waiting list.
Cushing will house about 170
students, 45 males and 125
females. Although there will be no

Study Student Diversity

BY MARY HUFFORD
The BC Office of Institutional
Research has released a
questionnaire this week aimed at
finding the range of diversity
among undergraduates at BC.
John Bolin, Director of OIR,
hopes the survey, which to his
knowledge is the first of its kind;
will facilitate a more scientific
approach to future planning of
undergraduate life.
Bolin said that the survey will
ask such questions as: How much
time do you feel that BC students
put in studying as compared with
students at other universities?
How well do you feel your
academic success relates to your
career goals; In its present
planning, how well do you feel BC
takes into account its minority
groups; and How satisfied are you
with your present
accomplishments at BC?
The survey will also seek to
find information about
undergraduates such as family
position, economic resources,
political awareness, and religious
affiliation.
Bolin stressed that "We're
looking for trends to help us
better establish a) scientific
method of planning." He added
that predictions concerning the
outcome of the poll are difficult
to make, since most opinions
voiced by faculty and
administrators are based upon a
limited number of contacts and,
as such, are uninformed. He
further explained, "We're going to
collect basic information about
you which is nowhere else being
collected."
The categories covered by the
inquiry are intended to garner as
many impressions as possible of
the BC student's college
experience?ranging from his
chronolpgical placement in his/her
own family to his/her geographic
location at BC to his/her position
regarding national issues. "We

perception of all phases of their
academic experience."
While the results of the poll are
not earmarkedfor use by any one
specific campus agency, Bolin
suggested that they could well be
appropriated by the Vice
President for Student Affairs, the
Admissions Office, and various
planning committees, and will
hopefully affect curriculum in
individual departments.
Bolin went on to assert that,
while the questionnaire is quite

questions frorh people who have
given us advice
I have sought
the advice and counsel of faculty
in as many areas as I possibly
could, and have had help from

...

..
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several administrators
the
UGBC is giving top quality
cooperation in every way possible,
and I want to pat them on the

back."

Readies for FM Operation

BY KIERAN FALLON
WVBC has received a
construction permit from the
Federal Communications
Commission allowing the station
to purchase the equipment
necessary for FM operation. Bob
Grip Manager of WVBC told The
Heights that once the equipment
is installed, hopefully by the end
of the semester, and has been
inspected by the FCC, the station
will go on the air at 90.3 on the
FM dial.
Grip said that the equipment
which the station started ordering
last Tuesday should be
operationalin about a month.
He added that there is very

years."

Sophomore transfer Kate
stated/if I had known
this whole thing was going to
happen I wouldn't have
transferred to BC." Melissa Merkle
added, "I feel the whole problem
centers around the uncertainty of
the situation though Mary is
trying her best."
Concerning the leasing of
Cushing for 1974-75, Dr. Frank
Campanella, Executive Vice
President, who earlier told The
Heights that Cushing officials
would notify BC concerning the
availability of the dorms for next
year by December 1, stated "We
have not been pressing the Sisters
due to the uncertainty over what
the State is planning."

Delaney

A&S EPC MINUTES

Though he admits that the
sophisticated analysis required in
this venture will be a fairly
laborious task, Bolin regards the
extensive?seventy-five questions project with optimism. "I'm
in all, some of them multiple and hoping that the students will
complex?"it does not represent support this project, although it is
all of the questions we'd like to so long and extensive, and I'm
ask?we've tried to include all hoping for substantial returns."

WVBC

food service the campus bus will
run between the school and
Cushing."
Reaction at the Terrace to
these options was one of mostly
disgust mixed with fatalism.
Kathy Oliver said, "I think the
whole thing was poorly handled.
I'm not surprised that the school
has been losing money for ten

little work to be done because the
station, located on the first floor
of McElroy, was designed with the
idea of expanding into FM.
Concerning programming Grip

said, "Initially programming will
consist of music of the type now
heard on AM and news." He
added, "In the second semester
we will have a full series of public
affairs shows, hopefully including
a taped replay of the various
speakers who come to BC."
Grip concluded by saying, "We
believe that we will initially reach
an audience of about a half
million people but we hope to
increase this by petitioning the
FCC for a power increase."

have included some attitudinal
questions; for example, one
entails response on five levels WVBC will be on the FM dial by the beginning of second semester.
relating to the students' Photo by Saaracino.

The meeting opened at 4:25 of the University.
on December 3, 1973 in
As the second item on the
McElroy 114. All were present agenda, member Fix presented
except members Gilroy, Jenks to the EPC the report of the
and Murphy.
Academic Advisory Board of the
The first item of business was UGBC. This detailed, lengthy
a discussion of the .on-going report covers a great deal of
planning process and the role of ground, some of it overlapping
EPC in this. In the course of with matters of EPC concern,
this, a consensus evolved on a such as course loads, the core,
number of points. The EPC interdisciplinary programs,
planning committees should academic acceleration,
relay some of their concerns and advisement, grading and
questions to individual registration. There was no
departments on an on-going discussion of the substance of
'basis to aid them in their the report, which had only just
planning activities. In some been published that day. Some
cases, this might even affect next members only inquired to what
year's course offerings. It was extent the Academic Advisory
noted that the recent UAPC Board reflected the views of the
Statement stipulates a, rather student body at large. Member
specific way planning should Fix noted that, although the
take place in each unit; how AAB was an appointed body,
does the work of the EPC its meetings were open and it
planning committees fit into consulted widely with many
this? In response, it was agreed students.
that the report of the College to
The last agenda item was a
the UAPC would come from the
discussion of the recent UAPC
would
office,
Dean's
which
The first goal,
receive input from the EPC and Goals Statement.
"to remain a strong and
from the individual departments, distinctively
Catholic university
whose reports go to the UAPC recognized
its ideals and its
by
through the Dean's office. The
generated a
EPC, along with the Dean, activities,"
stimulating discussion. It was
would consider aspects of these asked what constitutes a
reports, looking especially at the
Catholic university. Is it only a
interrelation of departments.
dc s c riptiye, phenomenological
specific
One important,
designation? What role does the
contribution the EPC might
percentage of Catholic students
support
make would be to
and faculty play? Is it more
certain programs, even if their
and substantial
fundamental
costs are high. Several than that? To what extent
does
members of the Academic
it go beyond the three specifics
Design Committee desired from
of the Theology Department, a
the EPC a clearer and narrower
strong chaplaincy, and Jesuits on
statement of the charge of this the
faculty? Also, in response to
committee, whereat others had
the
goals statement, a
wanted to consider a rather wide
stimulating discussion ensued as
selection of . topics, including
advisement, course evaluation, the the wisdom-ofincluding the
that ''...the
and a reaction to theUAPC Goals goal
reaffirms a belief
university
Statement. After some
discussion, the Dean urged the in God as Creator and
committee to concentrate on Redeemer..."
The meeting adjourned at
three problems: acceleration of
academic progress, the 6:00 pm. The next meeting of
four-course semester pattern, the EPC will lie held on Monday,
and the relation of the College 17 December, at 4:15 pm in
to various administrative offices McElroy 114.

'pm
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Trustees Discuss Budget, Dorms
BY JOHN MCDONOUGH
The Boston College Board of
Trustees met on December 7 to
discuss what Executive Vice
Campanella
President
Frank
and
legal
termed "mostly
technical matters."
Included in the meeting were
reports on the progress on the
Reservoir Dorms project, the
status of the University Budget,
and reports by the Student Affairs
and Academic Committees on
had
they
with
meetings
representatives of Undergraduate

Government.
Campanella reported to

The
Trustee's Investment
Committee reported that the
endowment funds for this year
have been down but have still
"produced well in the light of
market conditions." VP for
University
Resources Robert
Desmond informed the Trustees
of vulnerability in development
capability this year because of the
economic conditions.
The Student Affairs Committee
reported at length on a meeting it
had with UGBC. UGBC had
requested that if there should be a
budget surplus this year, the

5

money should go to cultural
student activities such as the
Chorale and the Dramatics
Society. UGBC also requested
more emphasis on Undergraduate
education, a four course load, and
greater awareness of the needs of
small departments. UGBC also'
expressed the need for more study

and infirmary space. Campanella
noted that the Trustees later
talked at length about the current
level of service in the infirmary.
The next meeting of the full

Board of Trustees will be on Local watering hole, Mary Anne's, where BC students have been known
to 'hoist a few.'
March 1.

the

Trustees on the Reservoir dorms.
He noted that the project, which
is two weeks ahead of schedule,
should be out for a contracting

The

Rathskellar and its Effects upon the Community

BY JOHN MONTALBANO
The BC Rathskellar, in full
process should last for aboutfour
or five weeks, he said. The bidding operation since the beginning of
will be conducted with a list of the fall semester, has had varying
effects upon people both inside
selective bidders.
Financial Vice President John and outside the BC community.
Smith reported on the status of The Heights has tried to obtain
this year's university budget in the some indication of those effects.
light of increased fuel costs, which Herein are the results:
have almost doubled, and an
increase in fees paid to Saga Food
LOCAL LIQUOR
ESTABLISHMENTS
Service. Smith reported that both
extra costs could be carried within
The Heights sought feedback
the contingency budget. He also from the owners and patrons of
gave an initial preview of next the nearby bars and Liquor
year's budget. Campanella said establishments. At Service Liquor,
that Smith was 'pretty sure' that the owner commented, "We've
next year's budget will be definitely been hurt. Last year
balanced.
students were lining up at the
bid by mid-January. The bidding

door to get in." In fact, this writer
can recall many a keg being rolled
onto the Cleveland Circle-BC
bus, as it made its "unscheduled"
stops at Service. The owner of
Reservoir Liquors stated, "There's
been a drop on weeknights, but
the kids still like to get out, I've
noticed no drop in weekend
sales."
Mary' Annes', the Cleveland
Circle bar which formerly had a
virtual monopoly on resident
students, has also felt the effects
of the Rathskellar. Last year there
were mass renovations and
enlargements, apparently in an
effort to keep a large BC clientele.
However, one bartender told me,

What Others Are Doing About the Fuel Shortage
BY MIKE MORGAN
While Boston College is
attempting to deal with the
present fuel shortage, area colleges
and universities are also making
plans to cope with the energy
crisis.
surveyed
The Heights
several instituions in the area to
discover what plans they have
made to save fuel.
At Boston University, where
fuel allocations have been cut by
25%, thermostats have been
lowered and light are bieng turned
However,
off.
more
strict
measures are being considered.
According to a staff member of
the Daily Free Press, a BU
publication, "There are rumors
that school might close during
January ... or shift to a four day
week."
A longer Christmas vacation is
in store for students at Simmons
College. The vacation will extend
from December 21 until February
4, an addition of three weeks.
According to the business office
at Simmons, the college will add
two weeks to the semester in May.
Other schools to cancel classes

during January include Boston the fuel shortage is Northeastern
State and Framingham State. At University. A spokesperson for
Boston State, there will be no the Northeastern News said that
classes from December 21 until the school is heated with steam
January 28. Dr. O'Brien of that provided by the Boston Edison
school's Dean's Office stated that Company. She noted, however,
office workers and other staff that any effect of the fuel crisis
personnel will continue to work as on Edison will also be felt at
scheduled. He added that these Northeastern. She noted that NU
people will all shift to one operates on a quarter system
building. The other buildings will which involves students attending
have no heat and will be shut regular classes during the summer
and commented "a close down
down.
One school which may escape would really mess things up."

UAS

Academic

University

Senate, meeting on December 5,
dissolved its committee on

.

classmen.
STUDENTS AND THE
RATHSKELLAR
On campus, this reporter
questioned several people on their
feelings about the Rathskellar.
One commuter from Quincy said,
"On weekends I'm rarely on
campus. I wouldn't go out of my
way just to go to the Rathskellar.
Besides, I find people usually
don't go there to meet new
people, so I'd rather go out with

committee's work. The committee
was created in 1972 to make
recommendations regarding
administrative and curricular
features of minority education.
The committee on Common
Freshman Year recommended
"that Boston College select all
freshmen on the basis of quality
and that uniform admission
standards be generally employed
across all schools and colleges of
the University." Committee
Chairperson Dr. Raymond Martin

said

that this would provide
within the

greater mobility
University.

President Monan makes a point at last Wednesday's UAS meeting. Photo by DiLella.

friends close to home."
This sentiment was countered
by a resident student who stated,
"Why go off campus when you
have a place like this? It's more
convenient than worrying about
the stupid buses, and the band
and food service make the
Rathskellar that much more
desirable." (Indeed, the favorable
responses all included the
location, food, the prices, large
dance floor and the relatively
my

patrons affirmed this view, large space.)
commenting on the absence of
According to the manager, Jim
"new blood" this year.
Donahue, the Rathskellar is not
Mary Annes' is still a big BC getting the volume of business
hangout?the common response which was expected. He attributes
being, "The atmosphere and this partly to the increased work
setting is much cozier than the load of students this year, since
large barnlike Rathskellar." But finals are before Christmas. Said
the difference this year is that the Donahue, "Right now we're just
BC patrons are almost all upper breaking even. We have a $16,000

Dissolves Minority Education Committee

committee, Dean Lester
Przewlocki, asked that President
Monan appoint an ad hoc
minority education and recharged committee with a wider selection
its committee on a Common of members. Przewlocki felt that
Freshman Year. Senate members the committee had lost credibility
also received copies of the Judicial by having no representative
Code to study for discussion at minority student and by delaying
the next meeting of the UAS, its report to the UAS for fourteen
slated for February 6.
months.
The Senate dissolved its
Przewlocki also cited the loss
committee on Minority Education of several committee members as
after the Chairperson of the a factor in impeding the

The

"I've seen no real difference. Last

weekend there were a hundred
couples lined up to get in."
This reporter would have to
treat that reply with skepticism.
Granted there was a nice sized
crowd last weekend, and about
thirty people lined up to get in,
but that was in no way close to
last year's packed houses that
resulted from the masses exiting
from the BC bus every Friday and
Saturday night. Several "die hard"

After a series of questions to
committee member John Maguire
concerning the feasibility of
uniform standards of admission to
the various schools, the UAS
passed a motion charging the
committee to get more response
from members of the University
community and to report back in
March, 1974.
Dean Richard Huber, chairman
of the Judicial Code committee,
submitted the final version of the
Code for approval by the UAS.
The code has been in preparation
since September, 1972, and will
be discussed at the February 6
meeting.

renovation bill, which should take
five years to pay off. BC gets 5%
of the gross sales; above that, any
money will go to the Student
Union Fund."
To increase campus interest,
several promotional events have
been run. These include: The
Holy Cross Weekend, where free
Bruins and Whaler tickets were
given away, and a semi-formal
dance with the group Jay and the
Techniques. Also on top is a
weekly "Jam Nite" for all BC
musicians, as an attempt to get
better and more diverse groups.
A recurring complaint of
students concerned the lack of
intimacy and the "Highschoolish" atmosphere of the
Rathskellar. Yet, one student
responded, "As long as I'm with
my friends I don't care what kind
of atmosphere it has. You don't
have to look at the other people
here." To counter this complaint,
Donahue said perhaps fishnets
decorated with lobster traps, etc.
could act as partitions, being both
functional and attractive. He had
only compliments for his
employees and for the food
service (run by Saga), while
adding that the only problem has
been the theft of tablecloths.
COMMUNITY EFFECTS
Finally, The Heights sought the
comments of Dean of Students
Edward Hanrahan, as to the
effects of the Rathskellar on
campus.

"The Rathskellar

can and has

provided a very healthy source of
recreation and an opportunity for
students to mingle in a social
setting both entertaining and

economical." Hanrahan felt that
the objections to the Rath?that it
would be a detriment to the
quality of university life and that
it would cause "problems" in the
nearby comm un i t y-were
unfounded.
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EDITORIAL/LAST WORDS
In Support of the Academic Advisory Board Report
Last week's publication of the Report of the UGBC
Academic Advisory Board marked what is perhaps the
most significant student achievement to date, in the area
of academic affairs.
The Board, formed by Steve Fix, its chairman, was
made up of 14 undergraduates from the four schools, to
make detailed recommendations on academic matters, in
conjunction with the University-wide year of academic
planning.
Among the topics discussed in the Report's introductory goals statement is the importance of the Jesuit tradition at Boton College. The AAB has handled this question in a more precise and workable manner than the
other groups which have attempted it during the past few
years, identifying Jesuitness not so much as a specific
content to be subscribed to by all, but rather as a style of
thought and an approach to education. "... we see in
this tradition a willingness to question the presuppositions and sometimes outworn concepts which have
characterized the Church and the State."
The Heights is in strong agreement with the position
outlined in the AAB Goals statement which emphasizes
undergraduate education and teaching over graduateeducation and publication. " 'Scholarship.' however,
needs a new understanding. In the past this term has 100
often been equated with publication
Boston College
must tailor each and every one of its policies, plans, and
priorities to the realization that we exist as a University
for the purposes of learning, and that teaching is the chief
method towards the realization of that goal."
The final section of the goals statement, entitled, "A
New Attitude," deals with the pettiness and back room
politics which have become an accepted way of life at BC.
" . We have already objected to the rivalry and competition which has existed in the University for a number
of years. The trouble, however, goes more deeply. For a

..

..
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Christian University, there is sometimes at Boston
College an amazing lack of sincerity, good faith, and
honesty in both personal and professional relationships."

In the body of the report, the AAB recommends that
the Board of Trustees empower the individual colleges to
reduce the number of courses required for an undergraduate degree from the present 38 courses to 34
courses. This would mean that one normal load for
sophomores, juniors and seniors would be four courses.
The Heights agrees with such a reduction if it is used to
reduce the present overcrowding in courses and not to

save money by decreasing the size of the faculty.
The Heights further agrees with the AAB's proposed,
more unified Core curriculum, and with the Board's support of high quality, albeit low enrollment (low income
producing) departments.
We endorse the Report's justified chastisement of the
University Registrar's Office. "It is incredible that many
students must learn of impending registration by word of
mouth or by accident. The Registrar's Office has failed
repeatedly in its responsibility to inform students in adequate time to seek advisement and to plan a sound
academic program."
The Heights is in complete agreement with the AAB's
recommendation that, "A student, with full voting
privileges, should be placed on each College Promotions
as an affirmation that students have an
Committee
important stake in tenure decisions .. and as a
guarantee that teaching effectiveness is a primary consideration in tenure decisions."

.

...

We feel that the Report of the UGBC Academic Advisory Board should be carefully read and considered by
everyone concerned with or involved in the academic
planning process. We urge that the majority of its
recommendations be adopted.

Photo Courtesy of Sub Turri

UNDERGRADUATE
GOVERNMENT
OF BOSTON COLLEGE
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ADVISORY
ACADEMIC
BOARD

Looking Back As Another Semester Wanes
BY BERNARD BELLON

Heights have taken pains to point out throughout the

Another semester wanes: another $1325 worth of
education ferments like heartburn. All that is led now are
a few finals and term papers. We have published 15 issues
of The Heights this semester, and a newly elected
editorial borad wails in ihc wings to lake over after Paul,
Len, Mary Lou. and I put out this, our final paper. I feel
that it is indeed right and just to reflect on these last few
months and what they have meant for Boston College.
The University entered this semester with "new
leadership." as the old cliche goes. The key position of
Executive Vice President was filled by Frank B. Campanella after a two-year vacancy. Arts and Sciences was
finally blessed with a new dean after two Godforsaken
search committees and an interim dean. Thus the
prospects were reasonably good that its leadership would
finally be able to provide BC with some direction, to
move it off dead center and out of moral stagnation, if
you will. For in the past two years, as quite a few students
and faculty here will attest, the atmosphere here has been
simply stifling. The demands put on departments by the
financial cutbacks, for instance, consistently robbed BC
of some excellent young faculty.
Courses were becoming increasingly overcrowded. Exciting proposals for academic reform constantly drowned
in a sea of reaction and student apathy.
So the signs for the coming year were at least hopeful
in September. And surprisingly, this preliminary evaluation of where BC stands is actually mixed, at first glance
a marked improvement over recent years. Academic

semester:
1) The relatively new,

planning is currently proceeding throughout the University with significant student in-put. An evaluation of
planning is not yet possible, but there is at least a chance

that it can get the academic sphere rotating again. In addition, Campanella as Executive VP has gained the
reputation of a "straight-shooter," a step in the right
direction.
Unfortunately, the promise of University Academic
Planning and the two/few administrators are not enough
to balance an overall dismal picture. The main factors
strangling tudents continue to be things the editors ofThe

.

undemocratic trend in Universidecision making starkly revealed in the tuition and
room and board hikes announced last summer for 1974-1975, and the veto by administrators in Botolph House of
the student body's decision to support PIRG.
2) The unimpressive showing of student government
and its almost total failure to give direction to a student
body paralyzed by apathy for the past two years.
ty

Yet to this day, the main points of Mary Lou's analysis
have remained unanswered. Student interest in UGBC
and Boston College is at an all-time'low, despite an expanding bureaucracy of committees which fall under the
paltry headings of poster committee, alumni-dinner committee, resident beer bash committee, $6000 loss-perconcert committee. The most successful standing committee has been the Cultural Committee, which is not exactly the one with the most power in student affairs or
academics. UGBC decision making completely rests in
the hands of one or two students. Never has the Student
Caucus counted for so little. The overriding attitude
among certain UGBC officials is a desire to ride out the
remaining two months and make as few waves as possible.
At the same time, however, an ostensibly UGBCcommittee has turned in a trail-blazing document: the
Academic Advisory Board's Report. On the whole, the
report is sound (save for the naive section on honors and
grading). It represents "the deliberative process" at its
zenith. Its chairman and all those associated with it
deserve kudos.
Too bad that the report will have to wait for the next
UGBC to assume office after the February elections
before it gets the attention it will need if even a small part
of it is to be implemented.

Over the summer, students got notices informing them
of a $150 tuition increase, $100-150 increase in room
fees, and a $50 board hike. At the time, student groups,
including UGBC and The Heights, expressed concern
that the increases violated the tuition strike settlement of
1970 bypassing the University Budget Committee (which
includes two students). The hikes emanated from the
Long Range Fiscal Planning Committee, whose meetings
one student attended. Precedent #1.
Last week, Botolph House ordered the $4 PIRG fee.
which 90% of the student body approved in last
February's referendum, struck from the second semester
bills. The last-minute turn-around, which followed administration assurances that there would be no major
problems to prevent the collection of the fee, was
predicated on some obscure principle which forbids the
University to act as an "invoicing agent for outside" parties. Everyone, from PIRG to UGBC to The Heights.
Ed. Note: Any unsigned editorial appearing on this page
was shocked by the administration move which directly
reflects
the opinion of the editorial board of The Heights.
overrode a student referendum. Precedent 42.

* * *

The performance of the Undergraduate Government
was critically evaluated by Mary Lou Doherty in her
analysis in the October 29, 1973 Heights. Her charges
that UG BC has concerned itself with petty issues and has
done nothing to resist anti-student administration
decisions were greeted with a barrage of personal attacks
from UGBC's Executive Cabinet. Based on their reactions in subsequent weeks, the majority's attitude toward
criticism apparently approaches that of the Kremlin.

Any analysis or commentary which is published under
by-line reflects only the opinion of the individual autho
and should in no way be construed to represent th
editorial policy of The Heights.
Space is always available to all members of th
community who wish to express their views in a signe
commentary or analysis.
Letters should be addressed to The Heights, Bosto
College, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167. Please type all article
and letters in a 56 character margin width.
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BOWING OUT
Palinodic Reflections and Recanting 'Young People'
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BY PAUL G. O'MALLEY
Well it's time I assumed the airs of annual lecherous
physician, with his finger groping for the popular pulse on
a severed wrist. Of course I'm speaking about style.
I have observed with no small amount of perspicuity,
that the man with a starched collar, no matter what his
intellectual resources might be, will travel farther along
the road, LIFE, than will the fellow of formidable
intellect whose armpits reveal the stain of sweat or whose
fingernails and appearance are ungentlemanly.
Nor is it any less true that societies judgebeauty (and
untruths), not by the extent to which either pasttime is
exercised, but rather by the subtley with which each is

executed.
It must, by now, be clear to even our most genteel
reader, that this does not presume to be a discussion of
student politics, since such a discussion would have to
presume three things, viz:
A) That politics are worth discussing
B) That students are worth discussing
C) That there might be, in the best of all possible
universities, an intersection of those two thoroughly

indistinguished categories which comprises anything other

than the null set.
Now that the heretofore fog-enshrouded object of our
discussion has begun to emerge, we may safely set forth a
chromosomal necessary of that multi-plumed bachante,
STYLE. That is to say, style and unconscious complacency are antithetical. Of course one must take pain to
distinguish between conscious and unconscious complacency, lest we run the formidable risk of offending that
grand fellow, Jean Paul Meursault, who was known to
affect complete paralyzation for decades at a time, to
stave off that two-headed chimera, boredom and relevance.
This dictum should be borne in mind as we turn to the
Boston College campus for a consideration of the protobarbaric reputation our University currently labors under.
It is indeed distressing that in a recent series of free
association tests administered to a random cross-section of

v

(Cont. on page 9)

After Four Years, a Feeling of Ambiguity
BY MARY LOU DOHERTY
Somehow, trying to put together a final editorial comment leaves me with ambivalent feelings. It's so
traditional, in a way so self-indulgent. What can you do?
Harp on past suggestions now lost or continue rumbling
on about the need for changes and improvements? Do
you say maybe everything really isn't that bad aft«f *rtt,

small majority of the community in relative isolation.
Improvements in the tenure system, registration, budget
decisions, university judicial processes and so on are still
not evident The static status of these questions becomes
evident alter all that has been said and written about
them ad nauseam.

Perhaps this is merely another impatient plea for the
or start seeping into the feeling of hopelessness? After university to start moving, to start acting. But, how
almost four years there's still a feeling of ambiguity.
patient should students be when they are only here for
Everything doesn't fit into neat little packets of good or
four years? When those four years are spent listening to
bad.
judicious calls for calm discussion only to discover that
We've seen the life and death of a Presidential Task action is not a necessary or probable consequence. You
Force Report, a Priorities Committee Report and a begin to feel duped.
judicial code. But then, there was also the Committee on
It's difficult to pin down the fault when there's such an
Curriculum and Educational Planning that was. able to
of half-hearted agreements for innovainitiate improvements in the core. There was the increase inky expression
obscuring
tion
the
fact that little is actually being acin student representation on the University Academic
it's a reluctance on the part of
complished.
Perhaps
Senate which, unfortunately, has now sunken into
Monan
to
take
the lead in enacting anything
despondency. Major reorganizations in the un- President
too new. Maybe it's due to obdurate faculty or addergraduate government, made in an effort to increase its
on after each successive class
effectiveness, were followed by larger student turnouts ministrators who linger
graduates nurturing a penchant for the security of
for its elections and then gradually disinterest.
traditional ways. Quite conceivably it's a result of growThis summer we found out about a tuition increase ing
student disinterest in the fact of superficial failure.
weeks after it had actually been made by a group whose
Student
disinterest. It's happening all over you'll hear.
right to make that decision is still disputed. And now
are disenchanted, some realize that maybe you
Students
there is talk about additional reports on academic imreally can't change the world or even your own universiprovement. Tenure is again being questioned as more stuWe're slipping back into Jerry Farber's idea of the
dent supported faculty members are being forced to ty.
as nigger. Do what you're told, learn what you're
student
leave.
told, and get a job. But it's no comfort to know that it's
It's baffling when there's so much talk about the need happening all over. That's disappointment, not confor changes and yet major aspects of the university re- solidation.
main basically the same. Decisions are still made by a
True education should not encourage or allow students

to be no more than additional fodder for the old sacred
-cows. One must learn to question and suggest, not just
accept. Waiting to get into the "real world" is not education. This is the real world. Aside from the fact that as
students our abilities, our attitudes, our lives are being
permanently affected by this four year stint in the college
of our choice, it should be realized that the university

shapes and is vital to this- nebulous real world.
Try reading James Ridgeway's The Closed Corpora-

tion, a study of the university as community property
defense contract holder, researcher, "impartial"

owner,

Congressional witness for laws dealing with obscenity,
legal drug distribution, safety devices for cars and tt* environment. All related to the real world. Only maybe in
the university the odds are a little more in our favor.
Certainly all students are not going to accept the same
goals, we are no more homogenized in concept of good
and evil or interests than any other group but where dissatisfaction does exist it should be worked on. Maybe
you don't care thathat much about university politics but
you wonder why the book store ups the price or doesn't
have the books you need, or you wonder how athletics
really fits in terms of finances or academics. Then start
asking questions, start finding out what's really going on.
It's not really that hopeless ifenough students are willing
to persist. It's true that it seems disappointing sometimes
but resignation is so hollow.
No, I don't have any final specific university panacea
to bluster about. In fact I don't even believe that one day
the university will be perfect. But, I do hope that improvements will come because the community has won
and deserved them. If such generalizations are part of a
defunct ideal then it is our loss and our fault.
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Reflections on a 'Diffuse' Goals Statement
When I was asked by the Editor of The Heights to
reflect upon the goal statement prepared by the University Academic Planning Council, my first thought was how
to comment on a very diffuse document. I cannot disagree strongly with any single sentence nor can I
enthusiastically support any of them; moreover, I am
confused by the intention and the thrust of the report as a
whole. My second thought was to remember that it is
always easier to criticize than to compose. Thus, I decided to limit myself to three specific points, and my comments will be questions rather than counter-statements.
First of all, I am disappointed in the way in which the
statement defines the Catholic nature of Boston College.
It serves no purpose, I believe, to claim that we should
"remain a strong and distinctly Catholic University,"
without examining whether or not in the past ten years
we have been a strongly or distinctly Catholic institution.
I see no evidence that the committee has raised the
question of Boston College's tradition. In the first instance, this tradition is one of a Catholic college, with a
clear undergraduate orientation. The religious nature of
that education was tied to curricular requirements,
homogenious background of student and faculty, and a
broad inheritance of classical Jesuit education. Can the
formative nature of a Catholic undergraduate program,
especially its cultural and religious role, expand to
professional schools and graduate education? Is the
public and secular nature of the latter inimical to a
Catholic education? Thus an important question must be
is it advisable to even plan for a Catholic University?
Moreover, given the fact that many aspects of the
Catholic nature of undergraduate programs have also
disappeared, perhaps the crucial question should be what
difference does it make whether or not BC is defined as a
Catholic educational institution? In the absence of a clear
statement on this point, we might justifiably conclude
that the Council believes there is no difference and that
the whole issue is moribund.
This conclusion seems reinforced by the opening
remarks concerning pluralism. Does the report call on
BC to offer the broadest educational opportunities required of a pluralistic society? Or is not pluralism the"
final product of many self-conscious and well-developed
monisms? Does the Catholic culture and tradition of BC
deserve to be stressed and preserved as our contribution
to a pluralistic world? The report, it seems to me, out of
an exaggerated fear of parochialism, seems to assume
that the visible Catholic ingredient must be submerged in
the interest of this broader pluralism.
Moreover the explanation of how this religious commitment is manifest seems murky.
On this important point, which by its obvious position
in the report is of crucial significance for the future planning of the university, there is absolutely no principle
upon which individual departments and units can plan.
Does the Council believe that the Catholicity of Boston
College can be insured by chaplains and the Jesuit

"The Community of Christians is not an
organization, but a body of indefinite outline; composed of both clergy and laity, of the more conscious, more spiritually and intellectually developed
of both. It will be their identity of belief and aspiration, their background of a common system of
education and a common culture, which will enable
them to influence and be influenced by each other,
and collectively to form the conscious mind and the
conscience of the nation."
What I expected in a goal statement concerning the
religious nature of Boston College, and what flows from
the above quotation, would be a discussion of whether or
not we affirm common aspirations and common culture.
If so, will this be expressed in an affirmative action
program to attract outstanding and dedicated Christian
scholars, and should we re-order priorities within units in
order to offer programs of study which will stress the
common Christian culture! Is the thrust of the report a
call that the university work to shape the conscience and
consciousness of students and faculty within a ChristianCatholic context? To my mind there are no clear answers
in the goals statement.
I am aware, of course, of the dangers inherent in such
questions, for they inevitably raise others, such as the
role of non-Catholic and non-Christian faculty members,
and the possible damage to national pretige by an identification of parochial religious affiliation. But I believe
that if Boston College wishes to define its uniqueness and
identity alojig religious lines, it is far better to be precise
and open about it, to define its institutional implications
on undergraduate and graduate levels, and face the
problems inherent in this decision, rather than sweep the
whole issue aside with a few phrases which pay lip service
to meaningless ideals. The present statement, I am
afraid, actually damages what it seeks to affirm, for it
refuses to touch upon any of the real problems involved.
It provides no leadership or guidelines for departments,
and is too vague as a statement of Catholic principles.
My second concern is the questionable juxtaposition of
a commitment to quality graduate program (even
selected programs) and a central role for undergraduate
education. Are there not real pedagogical, academic, and
personnel difficulties in attempting to do both. Many of
us are aware of these difficulties and have seen university

learning (p. 11). No one can possibly disagree with that
statement, but it remains a platitude because it is not
prceise enough. What is scholarship? At BC, for the past
twenty years, scholarship has been defined as research
leading to publication. No other form of scholarship has

been evaluated or even encouraged. Yet there is a form of
scholarship which cannot be measured by quantity of
publication, for it infuses the very act of teaching. The
report properly calls for scholar-teachers, but in so doing
apparently continues the assumption that the scholarship
will be aimed in one direction (publications in increasingly
specialized journals) and teaching in another (broad undergraduate courses). Why does the report fail to insist
that the two must become linked, to indicate that
scholarship can also be scholarship which results in
better, more invigorating, more stimulating, more rewarding teaching. Isn't this latter kind of scholarship meant
in the term "scholar-teacher," since it alone implies the
unity
through direct intention
of these two activities. Obviously, there are rare individuals who can fully integrate both aspects of their professional career, but
is such a combination more the result of personal genius,
rather than institutional commitment? Is it not more accurate to say that the publishing scholar's good teaching
is accidental to his research, and the published articles of
a good teacher only incidental to his class work? Is there
some way to insure the mutual compatibility of teaching
?

?

"There is a form of scholarship which cannot
be measured by quantity of publication, for it
infuses the very act of teaching."

and scholarship? I would have expected that a report
which called for a re-emphasis upon teaching to have also
taken up this important question. What will be done to
reward scholarship which is directed toward teaching?
What will be changed in the existing statutes and
promotions procedures to recognize the time-consuming
preparation of outstanding classes, and the employment
ofextensive scholarship (which will never be published) in
order to infuse this teaching.
One final remark here seems to be in order. As a
teacher, I find the most exhausting aspect of my preparation is keeping up with the vast outpouring of scholarly
publications. The dozens of significant monographs (on
"Until these questions are faced and answered, sometimes minute and esoteric issues) which appear
I do not see how planning can be anything more every year must be read, understood and integrated into
my course work. Research projects for publication do not
than a rehash of the past."
detract from teaching, but do perforce severely limit the
possibility of examining those works and thus damages
\u25a0after university grapple with these problems. I am stunnteaching. Those who complete lengthy research projects
ed to see that our own goal statement repeats the cliche find themselves years behind their own field of teaching. I
that Boston College can do both. What evidence has the do not think that the inevitable conclusion is that
Council examined to see that quality professional educaresearch leading to scholarly publication is unimportant,
tion on the graduate level helps undergraduate teaching? but it forces the question, which the goal statement has
Why does the series of questions which are included in omitted, as to what weight a university committed to outthe undergraduate sector (p. 8) not ask the more telling
one
of the relationship between undergraduate and
"Boston College's tradition
is one of a
graduate programs. By assuming the non-existence of
"lt serves no purpose to claim that we should
Catholic college, with a clear undergraduate contradictions in such a joint commitment, the
report ac'remain a strong and distinctly Catholic
orientation."
tually perpetuates them. Departments and units are askwithout examining whether or not
ed to treat graduate and undergraduates as totally University,'
years we have been a distinctly
in
the
ten
past
presence? Even secular universities have well-established separate and distinct undertakings, with different stanand operating chaplaincies, and I share Fr. Gill's position dards of evaluations. Surely one of the most important Catholic institution."
that the Jesuit presence
though obviously most contributions which a long range planning study at this
desirable
is a weak reed upon which to build a time could make would be precisely to analyze and give
religious commitment since obviously many Jesuits no the university guidance on this basic assumption. It is not standing teaching, especially on the undergraduate level,
longer wish to dedicate their careers to institutional iden- important whether individuals have serious dobuts about can afford to give to finding and maintaining a faculty intification. My major question in this section, is why no the compatubility \u25a0of graduate and undergraduate volved in scholarship defined primarily as research
mention was made of the Catholic lay faculty. This is a programs. What is important is whether or not the unleading to publication.
surprising omission, not only in light of Vatican 11, but in iversity community wishes to face up to this question. I
These three points, from among many which I could
view of the reality of the situation at Boston College, see no evidence that we are going to be inspired to do so have selected, seem to me to flaw the document under
where even a healthy and dynamic Jesuit presence will as a result of the goal statement submitted to us.
consideration. Until these questions are faced and
comprise a small fraction of the teaching population.
Finally, in my selected list of three items, I must answered, I do not see how the planning, now already unWhat is the role of the faculty in defining the religious deplore a similar lack of coming to terms with the ques- derway, can be anything more than a rehash of the past. I
nature of the university? Is the existence of a committed tion of effective and scholarly teaching. The goal statesincerely hope that reactions from various segments of
Catholic faculty (both clerical and lay) operating within a ment, rather than taking a hard look at the question of the academic community can assist the University
framework of historical Christian culture and learning teaching at BC, repeats the latitude that teaching and Academic Planning Council in rearranging the goals it
what gives this identification? T. S. Eliot in Idea of a scholarship are complementary, informing and
as set
John L. Heineman
Christian Society concluded:
nourishing each other and contributing to the process of
Chairman, History Departmen*

...

?

?
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I Wish Today Could Be Tomorrow
(Cont. from page 7j
the greater Boston Community, 4,500 out

of 5,000

people tested, responded "potato," when the psychologist
directing the experiment said, "Boston College."
The most recent example of the problem came to my
attention during a luncheon engagement with the Honorable Orin G. Osgood.Over draughts at Jake's he spun such
a tale of public relations horror, that I felt compelled to
avert his knowing gaze when he later said, "How's
everything else at the Heights?" The point in question was
a segment of the Boston Bar Guide and Beer Review,
which his late mentor, that grand gentleman Mr. J. Phinias
Pijewski, had been working on before his untimely demise
in Great Britain. The subject of that report, as you no
doubt have been fearing, was the Boston College Rathskeller. I have it on good authority from Osgood that, had
the unpleasant little monograph ever found its way into
the light of day, it would have meant complete and utter
ruin.
The piece, I am told, began with an attack on the
drinkingestablishmentfor its " . .overwhelming lack of a
healthy sense of desperation." As if this death blow were
not sufficient to assuage the old gentleman's outraged
sensibility, he continued, in the article, to thoroughly discredit the fledgling institution in terms of four categories.
Namely:
1) Choice of beers and wine
2) Choice of entertainment and general amusement
3) Clientel
4) General deportment
I need not herein outline the grim plight and pickle in
which the admissions office would have found itself
immersed, if Pijewski's findings had ever reached their
syndicated destiny. The SAT averages of our better

.

students would have dropped as abruptly as did J. Phinias'
jaw, when he was forced to suffer the several indignities of
obtaining a plastic cup of Budweiser through the agency
of a Sha Na Na ticket and a raggamuffin, while the fifties
were enjoying a revival on stage.
THIS GUY MONAN
"That Balmawhipple (had given satisfaction) by such a
palinode, as rendered the use of the sword unnecessary."
-Scott, Way. xiv.

And that is not the worst. There has been no
insignificant ammount of talk about the tobaccos that
members of the faculty and administration have been
known to consume, in public. Amazing as it might seem,
prominent scholars(many of them tenured!) have quite
openly indulged their plebian desires for such would be
brands as Amphora, Sail and God knows what else. One
can only wonder as to the quality of wine these creatures
partake of at table. It is no less than scurrilous that the
'tobacco' counter in the BC Bookstore does not carry one
reputable cigar or pipe mixture.
Rumor has it that President Monan has become so
embarrassed with the state of campus smoking (his own
included) that he has taken to either hiding in Botolph
House, or disappearing to other parts of the country for
days at a time, in order to avoid the finely honed
insistence of the media on this topic. It is also reportedthat last week's pediculosis scare was merely a diversion
from the real issue.
But as one erstwhile Heights news editor put it,
"Dammit, the students want to see this guy Monan. They
want to believe he's got some style."
As the tedium threatened late last week, a small

gathering took place in a wooden and fireplaced corner of
the campus. Hope was rekindled by a UGBC executive
assistant who remarked, "Those pre-med students really
know how to dress." Later that evening, food chain
executive and Boston College Trustee favorably compared
Pliny with a pomegranite.

A Concern for Values and Responsible Decision Making
Perhaps the most significant and hopeful sign to
emerge on our campus this semester has been the increasing concern over the question of values. Out ofwhat
has been almost a listlessness enshrouding this university
arises the question of the relationship between values and
the eductional endeavors of Boston College. This issue
contains a potential for radically affecting our institution. It will affect not only the quality and distinctiveness
of education at BC, but can also bring about the
dynamism and enthusiasm that is sorely needed if our
lives are to have any significant meaning.
The prevailing notion concerning values seems to be a
vague feeling that there is something lacking in our
courses, activities and perhaps in our lives here at Boston
College. We call this a lack ofvalues. Once we find them
and get them infused we hope we'll all be fulfilled individuals on the way to a successful life.
In the midst of all this talk of value, it seems crucial
that we begin to grapple with precisely what we're all
talking about. When we say "BC must infuse values into
its curriculum" what do we mean? Even a further question to be dealt with is how "value education" becomes a
reality in our already complex and diverse curriculum.
To crystallize our meaning of values we must take the
being asked by critics. "Does BC include a
sense of values in its curriculum?" and rephrase it. The
real question is "Are students at Boston College given the
opportunity and encouragement to develop a mature conscience" or "Are students given the tools to make responsible decisions about themselves, their world and their
faith, both now and in the future?" The area of responsible decision making has been sorely lacking both in the
curriculum and atmosphere at BC.
statement

My observations as one of a team of five University
Chaplains and who is also involved in the teaching of
several Theology courses have given me some insight into
the more crucial needs of students. Chief among these is
the ability to understand and integrate the dynamics of
responsible decision making. From questions of personal ethics-relationships, human sexuality, career and
vocational goals to the broader questions of response
to oppressive social structures and social responsibility,
?

the question continually arises: "How do I make such
decisions and feel that they are good and responsible actions?"
I am not implying that decisions are not made, but
rather that the difficulty, pain and ambiguity surrounding these indicate that the tools of discernment and
conscience-forming are inadequate for the lives students
lead and the world they face. The blame for this does not
rest merely on Boston College but is indeed a much
broader social and cultural phenomenon. Five to ten
years ago the framework for decision making was considerably much more defined
so well defined that we
also were defined by the frameworks dictated in the
schools, the Churches and social institutions. Today
these Gibraltars of values, ideals and traditions have
crumbled and have left us to somehow fend for ourselves.
This is evident to a degree in all our lives but is especially
glaring in the lives of students caught in the learning
process at a time of transition.
The real task of Boston College is to address itself to
the needs of the students which it serves. It cannot ignore
what it means for anyone in this university to grow as a
person of feelings, emotions, responsibilities, and faith
as well as a person of intellect. More specifically it must
attempt to give its students the tools with which they can
formulate a conscience, deal with the dimensions of
growth basic to all men and do this unashamedly in the
context of the Christian tradition upon which BC is based.
Boston College, like all universities, is caught in this
crumbling and transformation of values. Since it does not
have a clear idea of what ethical ideals and desired
behaviors to espouse, it has chosen to either ignore the
issue or to deal with it strictly in the objective intellectual
apparatus academe offers. (I wonder what really goes on
in Ethics and Core Theology Courses?)
Instead of shying away from ethical inquiry about
ourselves and our society because of lack of answers to
transmit, our present situation really affords professors
and students the opportunity to search together for a
reasonable and responsible approach to our life and
world. It allows a sharing of reference points for teacher
and student. Students and their life experiences become
?

?

real in the classroom. Professors share a rich knowledge
and a sincere personal dimension in their approach to
problems. In short, dialogue occurs. Teachers cease being knowledge transmitters and students cease being
passive agents. To use the words of Paulo Friere, education becomes a "problem posing" experience that is real
to the life of the participants.
The Academic Goals Statement raises the very question of responsibility in decision making. It asks "Are we
asking the kinds of questions that people of necessity
must face in their lives?" The burden of ethical inquiry
lies on the entire university. Ethics is not something to be
relegated to merely Philosophy and Theology. The extreme departmentalization of our university prevents us
from approaching problems in a multi-dimensional
perspective. The problems our students face are not
merely theological or philosophical matters. Using these
as a base perhaps, inter disciplinary approaches to
ethical inquiry would attempt to speak to the whole person as well as to a complex world.
In this light, the Core must be seriously re-evaluated.
Philosophy and Theology must ask if the Core Courses
are really speaking to the needs of students. Is Ethics an
introduction to the history of ethical thinking or an
attempt to speak to authentic problems and issues in our
lives integrating a modern and historical viewpoint? Are
the students' needs important components in our inquiry?
At present there are but two courses in Theology in
Ethics and but one professionally trained Ethician. He,
by the way, is part-time. Courses in "Ethics" are by no
means a solution to a lack of values at BC. Since the
mechanism is there however, it is logical that the process
begin in Theology and Philosophy and spread out from
that base.
By now many are probably seeing this as a call for a
return to the days when Ethics was crammed down the
throat of many a docile Eagle. I'd like to believe we listen
to ourselves, our society and our faith too realistically to
ever regress to that. What I am asking is that we commit
ourselves to a process of inquiry, the content of which is
not always so clear. Only in such a process can we begin
to risk, to dialogue, perhaps even to educate.
James Donahue

THE HEIGHTS
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Academic Planning, Mr. O'Malley
BY STEPHEN FIX
Aside from Christmas parties and exams (and some
say the distinction grows less valid each year), two things
of significance happen in December at Boston College.
First, The Heights is reformed through editorial
cosmogeny, on which occasion we are treated to the parting opinions, assaults, and accolades of the departing
editor. Second, the University takes a long vacation to
recover from same. Because this issue ofthe newspaper is
so monumental for the community and sentimental for
the exiting Mr. Paul O'Malley, I was a bit unsure what to
write when my lame-duck-editor-friend asked me for a
"piece that would deal philosophically with the state of
the University's academic planning process."
Having had a hand in both the UAPC Goals Statement and the AAB Report, I rather thought that I had
burdened the community sufficiently with my ideas on
this subject. Accordingly, I produced an uproarious piece
of journalism which I guaranteed, in writing, would tickle
the fancy and confound the wit. Mr. O'Malley was
neither tickled nor confounded. Mr. O'Malley is very difficult to please, as Mr. Flatley can well attest.
"Wouldn't you«are to try again?" the departing scribe
inquired with a hint of tears in the eyes.
"Sir," I responded, quoting Dr. Johnson, "Nothing
excites a man to write like necessity."

* * *

Effective academic planning

at

Boston College is, as

A&S Dean T. P. O'Malley (allegedly, cousin to the
Editor) is wont to declare, "a cow of a problem." Part of
the reason that many people are concerned over the

progress of the present academic planning
process is that a project of this magnitude has seldom
been attempted at Chestnut Hill. Even the 1964 selfstudy was more narrow in scope, and dealt with a vastly
different campus and economic situation. The Priorities
Report of recent memory was very comprehensive and

thoughtful, but it differed from the present effort in two
ways: first, it did not call for significant planning and
reform on the departmental and school levels; and second, it did not focus clearly on the academic issues of the
University, but tried to deal with the entire range of
issues facing the University at the time.
Thus, the efforts of the University Academic Planning
Council, and the planning units in each school and
department, are quite unlike anything we have done
before. That is bound to creat a certain amount of uncertainty and fear. While fear ofchange is normal enough, it
is exaggerated by the amazing ability of the Boston
College community to generate, broadcast, and then discard rumors with a joyous alacrity which would make
Rhoda Barrett's head turn. Phones ring with the muchfeared news; contacts are contacted to confirm or deny;
confrontation and crisis rule.
I have made the caseelsewhere for the need to end such
an atmosphere in order for academic planning to proceed
productively. It would be repetitious and indeed

and

tautological to stress how vital the elements of trust and
respect are to thefuture not only of planning, but indeed,
to the University itself. My point is simple: in the University community, or at least at Boston College, tone is
everything. A brief look back may provide some insight
into the validity of the point.
On December 15, 1970, the departing Heights Editor
wrote: "Low level politics is not confined to high places
at BC: behind the scenes activity springing out of ambition for power is the name of the game
(BC has
become) a nightmare of surrealistic proportions, in the
face of which all academic rhetoric is sheer hypocrisy."
On December 13, 1971, his successor departed with
these words of encouragement: "Boston College, as a
symbol, is dying . What remains in the Winter of 1971
is the University as the deceitful and hypocritical type
that the English languages calls Janus faced."
The anger and the rhetoric have colled considerably
since then. Surely, these editors had a great deal to be
angry about. But whatever the merit of their objections,
one thing is certain: true academic planning in such a
context would have been foolish at best, fatal at worst.
Things have changed. At last, there is some kind of
confidence in the community that something positive and
of lasting value can be done, and done effectively. Part of
this new situation stems from great progress made in
intra-University relations. More and more, faculty and
students have come to look on one another as colleagues
in a University community who share similar hopes and
goals. Though each surely has different interests, duties,
and abilities, there is a growing realization that the artificial faculty-versus-student battlements of a few years
ago are behind us for a while, and for that, we can be
grateful. Issues in the University are now beingevaluated
more on merit than on the degree status ofwhoever sponsors a particular view.
In this context, the potential for creative planning is
great. The key word is, of course, "creative." Already, a
difference of opinion is rising over whether the planning
process should attempt to tinker with the present system,
with a minor change here and there; or whether planning
ought to include a more radical examination of programs
and priorities and an attempt to plan not simply for what
is, but for what might be.
The UAPC, for its part, has clearly indiated that both
are desirable. For example, while the Council has sought
to provide and collect data on the present status of
departments and will also provide some data projections
based on status gup assumptions, the Foreward to the
UAPC Planning Document makes clear that the planning process must move beyond this: "The UAPC is interested in imaginative and innovative thinking rather
than simple mechanical extrapolation from the status
quo
We believe that realistic but imaginative planning is the order of the day."
Realistic and imaginative. The combination is as rare
as the money to fund it. Perhaps that is why it is increasingly difficult to make the University give this plan-

.
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Dean O'Malley wrestles with the cow of academic planning.

ning process the seriousness and attention it deserves.
Often times in the past, individuals and groups at BC
have offered excellent proposals which went begging for
lack of funds. But if people are sincere about the need for
a more effective use of University resources; if the spirit
of trust and openness noted earlier can be maintained;
and if planners are in fact both reasonable and creative:
then the words of the UAPC Foreword represent an encouragement to fresh thinking: "It may prove necessary
and probably vital to shift some resources from some
programs and add them to others in order to take advantage of the most imaginative proposed formats." That is
not to say that every scheme will be funded, nor does it
necessarily tic creativity to additional revenue. However,
the community must be convinced that academic planning, and the imaginative thinking which is the sine qua
non for its success, is more than an exercise in Swiftian
projection.
There is a necessary administrative corollary to this.
Departmental planning must be followed by courageous,
informed, and firm decisions by academic officers and
the planning groups. There can be no failure more serious
at this point in the development of Boston College than
the failure to act decisively once all appropriate input and
discussion has been received. We have too long been
paralyzed by idle plans, counter-plans, pocket-vetoed
plans, and other devices guaranteed to promote
procrastination and institutionalize indecision.
All of this is not to imply that academic planning is an
easy process. The Chairmen, students, and others who
will shiver through January in Carney and elsewhere will
surely tell you otherwise. Academic planning is a difficult
process to pin down precisely because its object, liberal
education, is itself a dynamic rather than static process.
The character of the University community changes
significantly with each commencement and orientation,
with each faculty arrival and departure, etc. It is hard to
hit a moving target. However, with a creative partnership
of all members of the University community, the
deadlock on planning can be broken. If such a
partnership can be honestly effected, then we may finally
believe with certainty that the 1970 and 1971 editorial
pronouncements quoted above are truly as out of date as
we would like them to be.

* * *

There you have it
somewhat rehashed. Merry
Christmas to UAPC, SAC, CLE, EPC, UAS, UGBC,

..

?

WVBC, JSA, BCSC, AAB, TR, PR, BCEC, EVP-.

A&S, SOM, ED, SON, JLM, ETS, GRE, JLH, CFD,
RMS, TPO, AND YOU. And as for you, Mr. O'Malley,
I leave you with the satiric words of Alexander Pope:
"Expression
must not always be grammatical, lest
appear
pedantic
it
and ungentlemanly; nor too clear, for
vulgar;
fear it becomes
for obscurity bestows a cast of the
wonderful, and throws an oracular dignity upon a piece
which hath no meaning."
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HEIGHTS TRAVEL SECTION

Florida, Sky King and Perverted Textbooks
BY ADRIAN TAYLOR

Don't bother asking the average northerner about his
or her experiences in the State of Florida, if s/he has been
so fortunate as to have spent any time on the peninsula at
all. The descriptions of Florida by most people read
somewhat like the inside of an Eastern Airlines travel
brochure: Sun, beaches, Disney World, sailing, Miami
Beach ("Gotham-By-The-Sea"), fishing, Ft. Lauderdale,
golf, Daytona Beach, nightlife
There is, however,
another side to the Sunshine State that few northern
tourists and vacationers get to see.
Florida's mid-section extends from the panhandle
region near Louisiana down through the rural guts of the
state and into the Everglades. The area around Polk
County (about a half-hour inland from Tampa on the
gulf coast) has been describedby Grover Lewis in Rolling
Stone as "tundra-like" and"a fine place to visit at
Christmastime, and a piss-poor place to live." A very apt
impression, indeed.
At this time last year, I was preparing for final exams
and counting the days before dhristmas vacation in the
converted military billet that few of us were willing to call
a college dormitory. I would return, reluctantly, for
another semester at Florida Southern College in
January. But come the first of May when the second
semester terminated, it would be over.
A drive into Lakeland, the largest city in Polk County,
is depressing in itself. The endless citrus groves stretch to
the horizon in all directions in a monotonous sort of way
that reminds one of the South Jersey pine barrens. Dotting the groves are small wooden shanties, abandoned

..

.

sped down a dusty back road.
Buck, as he later explained, had just come from the
funeral of a close friend and felt the impulse to puflNthe
kind of stunt that easily scared the shit out of three
college freshmen from secure and quiet northeastern suburbs. He finally returned our wallets outside a "Lil'
General" food store. He bought us two six packs of beer,

Florida on behalf of Sen. George McGovern was a painful thing to witness. The Polk County Democratic Party

Florida sun worshipers 'catch a few rays.'

shook our hands and dropped us off on a median strip in
Tampa where we sat on a guardrail for a few minutes in a
weird kind of stupor. It had been an appropriate initiation to an eight month stay in central Florida.
As a reporter for the student newspaper at Florida
Southern, I possessed all the freedom of any beat
reporter for Pravda. Despite thefact that the president of
the college had allegedly cheated on the homestead exemption of his income tax return, it was never exposed on
the pages of the college rag due to pressure from the
paper's advisors and the college hierarchy.
One of the more provocative evenings while in
Lakeland was spent listening to a barber from nearby
Lake Alfred, Florida tell me I was learning history from
"perverted" text books. John Paul Rodgers (southern
men often prefer to be called by their first and middle
names) was fairly tall and paunchy and was dressed like a
supermarket manager in a dark blue doubleknit suit and
light blue shirt. He was one of the most frightening individuals I had ever heard as he delivered a racist, antisemetic and anti-intellectual discourse to an audience of
about 150 while college students. Rodgers is presently
Grand Dragon of the Florida chapter of the United
Klans of America, the modern-day XX.X. About all the
Klan was doing last spring was trying to rally support in
the community against pornographic bookstores. The
only tangible evidence of the Klan's efforts surfaced oc-

phosphate pits and large grazing fields of emaciated beef
cattle. It is bleak, but the sun remains as the eternal
irony. It is always shining.
One of my first experiences in central Florida occurred
early in the fall of 1972. I, and two other friends, hitched
a ride in the back of a blue El Camino headed for
Clearwater, on the gulf. The guy at the wheel had the
depersonalized features of a member of the President's
Secret Service detachment, complete with pin-stripe suit
and "Sky King" shades.
A few minutes after he picked up up, we had climped
to a speed that hovered close to 110 mph going west on
Interstate 4. The man was throwing down quicklyconcocted scotch and waters while weaving from one side
if the highway to the other. It was obvious by that time
hat we had come upon a person of very questionable
nental stability. About five mines into the trip, "Buck"
yes "Buck") slowed down and proceeded down a ramp
)ff the highway and headed toward the Plant City ("The
Winter Strawberry Capital ofThe World") Holiday Inn.
suddenly he stopped the car and jumped out. In his right
rand was the biggest and meanest looking shootin' iron
my of us had ever seen. There was little argument. Our
filets fell immediately into Buck's possession as we

casionally, late at night, when small groups would throw

rotten oranges at establishments selling pornographic
literature. This had little impact and only served to point
out the meager destructive power of citric acid.
The '72 Presidential election campaign effort in

regulars refused to fund any campaign effort for
McGovern and did little more in supplying manpower.
The chairperson of the Polk County Citizens for
McGovern was 19 year-old Gayle Gonzalez who lived
with her husband, Charlie, in a small house outside of
Lakeland near Tammy Wynette's and George Jones'Old
Plantation Music Park. We'd sit around the livingroom
of the Gonzalez home during the evening hours, calling
voters on the phone and filling-out canvassing cards.
The small group had as its inspirational leader, a
middle-aged carpenter named Pete Marchesi. Pete had
recently fled from Brooklyn with his wife and daughter to
see the "good life" in Florida and to make a decent living
in the area's thriving construction trade. He soon found
out what life in central Florida was all about and he was
determined to do something to change it.
There was little hope for George McGovern in a state
where George Wallace had run away with most of the
vote in the Democratic Presidential primary. As I sat in a
TV studio in Tampa on election night, local political
hacks were being ushered past me and into an adjacent
studio to be interviewed. As the station readied for a live
"feed" from Walter Cronkite in New York, the results of
the election, nationwide, were quite clear. The work of
the McGovern people in 49 states had been futile. There
was little else to do but think of my transfer application
and hope that next fall I'd be spending election night in
number 50.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
The academic world is an open world with many
possibilities. Eric Hoffer was offered a professorship in
California without an MA, without a PhD, merely on the
basis of his philosophy. The academic world is not a
straightjacket, but a world of free people who have the
(With my apologies to Hans Christian Anderson)
It was a beautiful spring morning in the country side. academic freedom to be gloriously right or gloriously
Far out in the country there was a farm house near a wrong.
wooded hill. At the foot of the hill a peaceful pond calmI am making an appeal that the principle of academic
freedom, not an academic straightjacket, be applied in
ly reflected the blue sky above.
In this pond there were two adventurous toads who on my case on the basis of what I have to offer. This is
this sunny day desired to see a little more than just their precisely why I advised the students who offered to petition my case not to petition with any specific
own small world of water and weeds.
the
journey,
out
on
a
humid
following
they
So
set
Department: because we do not know what the special
there,
Arriving
they
to
the
farm
house.
found
up
ditches
needs may be in the various areas. It was not done
curiosity
they
of
open.
the
cow
barn
Out
aimlessly. It was done deliberately, in order to leave as
the door to
leaped through the door into the barn that on that day many avenues open as possible.
I took my case step by step to the highest level. On the
was empty
all the cows being out in the fields. In a
dark corner they found a jar, half-filled with heavy basis of 33 doctoral credits and the first part of the doccream, apparently forgotten by the maid who had just toral examinations passed and evaluated at Harvard
skimmed it off the milk.
University and here, I feel I should be given the opporThe two toads jumped up on top of a stool to take a tunity to go on "swimming" even beyond the four year
closer look.
rule that has already in other cases also at other Univer"What a funny, little pond," said one of the, "why sities been
not broken
but bent in a very flexible
don't we jump down to see how it feels to swim around way. It is precarious to set a precedent. But how can a
there?"
precedent be set now when it has already been set several
And so they did.
times. A Merry Christmas to everybody, to those who
After a while they both got tired of swimming in the fat agree and to those who disagree. With no apologies to
cream and tried to get out, but in vain: The sides of the Hans Christian Andersen.
jar were too steep and slippery.
Hans Lorentzen
"No way out," said one of them, gave up and was
drowned at the bottom of the jar under the thick white
fluid.
The other toad kept swimming, apparently aimlessly. Dear John,
Thanks for your article on Chuck Serns.
all
Swimming was all he could do. He swam all day
You clearly state the real issues behind much of the old
alone. He did not blame his misfortune on others. He just
power movement. Then, few knew what they
student
kept swimming, the only thing to do.
wanted
and
reached for all they could get. They made
two
boys
by
In the afternoon
and saw the toad
came
swimming in the cream. They laughed and said: "Look some real changes, but were blocked from many of your
what he got himself into." And then they went away. same, stated goals by some amazing men.
Genuine faculty powerhouses of the any means
When it was close to evening'the maid came out to pick
up the jar. Instead of finding the cream, she saw a live necessary type. Vendetta, back-stabbing, smiling contoad sitting on a lump of butter at the bottom of the jar descension, and strong moralistic reliance on the great
god of academic tradition, ah yes. In their strength, they
with his dead companion at his side.
"Out you go," she cried, shaking frogs and butter into could savagely force out a dean who was popular with
the yard. The toad leaped back to his pond where he students, and ruthlessly eviscerate a popular honors
program on the grounds of academic integrity. Dropping
belonged
safe and sound.
With no further apologies to Hans Christian Andersen a faculty member who is popular with the students could
hardly bother such consciences. (Consciousnesses?)
I feel this illustrates my situation:
So the fight is again joined! (Now less flamboyantly)
Boston College has through my Department been good
I wish you the best in your every attempt to get Boston
to me in the past. So much more was my surprise when I
to change its basic priorities regarding quality of
College
after the four years of Instructorship
could not
teaching
vs publications and research; and values educamy
finish
doctoral work because I had to go out looking
for a job, while studying. This brought me to an ap- tion vs solely information education. I really wish there
parent impasse before my last doctoral examination in was something I could do to help. I still have hopes that
the History of French Literature. I did not panic, but I BC may someday allow itself to realize the VALUE of
just kept "swimming," seeking support wherever I could, these more student oriented priorities.
As always, (righteously)
hoping for a way to break this deadlock.
Timothy Anderson
Legally, I do not think that I could contest the four
year rule on Instructorship without a doctorate. But what
prevented me from getting back into education, where I
belong by background and training, specifically in the
academic world, I do not know. I am available on the Dear Editor:
campus for any questions in this regard. I am making
I served as the graduate student representative to the
myself available for such questions after 29 years of political science department during the year 1971-72,and
teaching without any unemployment. I can easily afford thus have information which bears on the letter of former
to speak so candidly about my case publicly, because my teacher Pierre-Michel Fontaine (Heights, Dec. 3).
life has always been an open book through my
Prof. Fontaine recounts that he sent out a memo when
publications, here and overseas. And so be it.
he discovered that the department was considering as his
It has been a lonely struggle, but it is proving to be possible successor someone whose area of interest was
worth it. I finally found support from a number of former British politics, leaving no representation of"the
colleagues and students. 1 may occasional!) have been political experience of the world outside of Europe and
swimming in the wrong direction. I am not familiar with North America." The memo, he says, was "apparently
the statutes and the numerous committees of a university. quite effective in rallying departmental opinion and forI knew that there was a four year limit on the contract, cing the at least temporary shift in orientation that led to
but thought
maybe being too gullible
that there the hiring of Assistant Professor Milenki (sic), a Latin
could be found a way (with some good will). This is what Americanist."
the student petition, mentioned in The Heights, was all
I must first express misgivings about revealing
about. Nothing more, nothing less.
anything of the internal departmental considerations in
It is just a case of a man, so close to a goal, yet seeing hiring matters. The reason for this is obvious to a person
the goal taken away from him when he is just reaching of any sensitivity, since such considerations include the
out for it, not by ill will, but by a system that in this case "pros" and especially the "cons" about different inis more rigid than necessary, considering the background dividuals, and can be a matter of considerable embarrasswhich I have to offer.
ment to those who have been evaluated
we all have our

hcans hristian...
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conspiracy theory
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deficiencies, and presumably do not want these needlessly
to become matters of public controversy. Yet I must
speak despite these misgivings because truth does not
automatically result from public discussion. It is
necessary to defend it and to attack what is false.
Prof Fontaine says that the area of interest of the candidate considered was British politics. He neglects to inform readers that the particular aspect of British politics
involved was British political and economic development.
Prof. Fontaine is no doubt aware of the growth within
Comparative Politics of a field of "comparative
development," which studies, compares, and contrasts
development of newly emerging nations with the earlier
development of more established nations. Apparently his
"lively interest in diversity int he field of political
science" does not outweigh the argumentative advantages derived from misrepresentation of facts, at least in
this case.
But, more importantly, the candidate considered seemed on paper to have the possibility ofbroadening out into
Third World nations. When the interview indicated that
this was not the case, he was quickly rejected, and attention turned to the other half-dozen candidates. The
department hired, instead, Assistant Professor Milenky,
whose candidacy had been sponsored by Prof.
Lowenthal, the special target of Prof. Fontaine's jejune
accusations, before the allegedly crucial memo. The
significance of Prof. Fontaine's silly little memo was
negligible, and assumes weight only in proportion to the
frenetic egoism of its author.
The appointment of Asst. Prof. Milenky also gives the
lie to another of Prof. Fontaine's charges: the reference
to the department's loss of its first and last
"behavioralist-in-residence." Prof. Milenky's
publications amply testify to his competence in such
matters. This is, of course, as is well known to anyone in
the department, in addition to the appointment of Asst.
Prof. Donald Hafner, a behavioralist, in 1971. Prof. Fontaine's malice has blinded him to such facts.
To such accusations as "it is a well-known fact in the
DPS that Chairman Lowenthal wanted to purge
Professor Gilbert by any means" one can only respond
that such is not the case. It is only another example of
Prof. Fontaine's assertion of his suspicions as
authoritative fact. Given contemporary University conditions, there should be no need to resort to such a crude
"conspiracy theory" and "purge" rhetoric.
I will not by any means disagree with Prof. Fontaine's
description of "Messrs. Gilbert, Devine, and Serns" as
characterized by thorough dedication to teaching,
abiding respect for ,students and concern for their
academic welfare, and interest in diversity in political
science. Yet his implication that these qualities are not
characteristic of some "conservative/reactionary wing"
of the department is despicable innuendo. Prof. Fontaine's imagination has grasped at such explanations
without justification, or as the law has it, with "reckless
disregard for the truth." This is forgivable in a paranoid,
but not in a University professor.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Christopher Wolfe

fourth reich?
To the Editor:
I have no intention of commenting on every charge
made in the long letter of Mr. Fontaine concerning the
Political Science Department, which unaccountably,
perhaps, was printed in your December 3rd issue. I would
only remark on the more hideous of the slanders in the
letter, those hurled at Professor Lowenthal. The man is
not a Nazi, nor is he a Fascist, nor even did he ever, no
does he now, think of Adolf Hitler in anything but th<
most bestial of terms. It goes without saying that th<

Political Science Department under his chairmanship i
not the Third Reich.
I suppose if you gentlemen had any sense of shame
you would not have thought it very decent to print tha
nasty little product of Fontaine's spleen. Sharp teeth am
a fierce snarl should not be sufficient qualifications for
person whose writing is selected to be printed in youj
publication, or anyone else's.
I
Robert Karz (Po. Gradl
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Young People Programmed For Promiscuity
Says Prominent Psychiatrist
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The album, called Bette Midler, lives up
both, though not with as much force as
its predecessor, The Divine Miss M. Here,
Bette the singer is given greater command
of the proceedings; the orchestrations and
gimmickry that were half the fun of The
Divine Miss M. take a back seat to her
remarkable voice in Bette Midler.
The results are generally good, and
sometimes great. Bette Midler is still a
concert performer first; to appreciate her
on record one must imagine flopping arms,
bouncing breasts and frantic racing across
the stage in baby steps. These are still
inseparable features of her act. Although
she still uses them in concert ("I know all
the tricks, honey"), in recent interviews
she has confessed that two years of onstage
musical orgasm have begun to wear her
down. The burlesque-like "Divine Miss M"
image is starting to yield to Bette Midler,
the person, the singer, the serious
entertainer.
Bette Midler has one of everything. It
to

BY CHRIS MEHNE
Bette Midler

Bette Midler
Atlantic SD 7270
Bette Midler's second album, like her
first, has two intentions: to entertain its
listeners with a frantic combination of
camp, sentimentality, comedy and rock,
and to prove to anyone who cares that Miss
M is the most versatile performer to come
along since the one-man band.

begins with two tearjerkers: "Skylark," a Sisters-style of singing that Bette brought
moving Hoagy Carmichael ballad, and back to life comes up again in "In the
"Drinking Again," an artfully performed Mood," as does the immortal "low-rent
tribute to Judy Garland (whose cult Bette retro rock'n'roll" in an extremely
seems to have rapidly picked-up). well-performed medly of "Uptown" and
"Breaking Up Somebody's Home" is a "Da Doo Run Run."
mock-acid Janis Joplin parody (yes, the girl
The album ends with an off-beat
little
bit
of
in
followed
everyone
putdown
has a
of psychoanalysis, "Twisted,"
her),
sensual,
Weill-Brecht
a
"Surabaya
Johnny,"
nicely orchestrated version
a
and
by
operetta piece. It's very strange if you're of "Your Love Keeps Lifting Me Higher."
not into that type of music, but, again, it's
Bette Midler still has a bit to learn about
not
She still tries in some -places to
recording.
versatility
there for the sake of
and
insert her physical and musical stage tricks
badly done.
The side ends with "F Shall Be into a song, where she should just
Released," a nice, personal version of concentrate on singing and letting her
Dylan's song that has become Miss M's big-sized personality come tluough without
second theme after "Friends." It shows her throwing it at us. It's fun for the moment
concern for asserting a real personality on stage, but albums are forever and she
through her show-biz exterior.
might not like her former self a year or two
Side Two is a return to the schmaltzy from now.
stuff that made Bette famous. "Optimistic
Still, the current Miss M is a bundle of
Voices" (from The Wizard of Oz) is an
ingenious and hilarious lead-in to talent whose legions are growing quickly.
"Lullabye of Broadway." The Andrews
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Portaaifmarriage
By Nigel

Nicolson

Passion and love are brutal,
incomprehensible, ultimately a
kind of salvation in this portrayal
of the marriage of Vita
Sackville-West and Harold
Nicolson written by their son. He
was a diplomat and statesman, she
was a writer. They were
prominent British aristocrats,
homosexuals, husband and wife.
Nigel Nicolson has composed

the book from entire sections of
Vita's previously unpublished
autobiography, letters, diaries and
finally, his own interpretations.
These interpretations lead to the
cloying suspicion that even their
son, perhaps especially their son,

feels a need for justification of
this unconventional marriage
based on "mutual respect,
enduring love, and a common
sense of values."
Yet, the fascination of this
story remains in its ability to
engage readers in the complex
emotions felt by these two. It is in
its conveyance of the Nicolson's
confusion that the book is most
honestly satisfying. Nigel's
sporadic attempts to make his
parents' lives an anecdote of
steadfast marital love (while
somewhat a defiling act of
shallowness) concedes that the
conformity which neither Vita
nor Harold could accept is
evidence of their own searching
uncertainties.
Vita reveals herself as "a
a romantic
aristocrat." She writes in her
autobiography as a woman whose
"curse has been a duality with
which I was too weak, too
conforming rebel,

self-indulgent to struggle." Harold

was "mild," sentimental. To him
"sex was [an] incidental." He had
"menfriends, by some of whom
he was temporarily, but never
hopelessly attracted." Where
Harold was able to obey
regulations "with the instinct of a
trained civil servant, she would
protest? sometimes refuse."
Married in 1913, Vita began her
first real affair in 1918 with
Violet Trefusis who also married
one year later.
Vita
writes in her
autobiography that she treated
Violet with "unvarying scorn"
claiming that it was the only way
to keep her. Through the three
year affair Vita was able to write
to Harold as "the only person of
whom I think with consistent
He has complete
tenderness
power over my heart though not
over my spirit." And Harold
would appeal "to love?my love
for you and yours for me
If
you left me I should never love
anyone else." Vita returned to
Harold. Vita and Violet were
defeated not by themselvesbut by
"convention, by 'them', by what
today would be called the
Establishment."
The idea of dual personality
becomes increasingly interesting
to Vita. She attributed she and
Harold's compatibility to the
mingling of their own feminine
and masculine aspects. Vita
expressed the feeling of freedom
she felt when she played the role
of "Julian" in her affair with
Violet remaining, nonetheless,
aware of the danger involved in

Wolff and others but none were as

explosive as with Violet. "She
loved more deeply, less
passionately, as she became more

contemplative."
Harold and Vita remained
together until their deaths in the
19605. The book is filled with
their mutual protestations of love.
They both believed in a happy
marriage as "the greatest of

benefits," developing a
"formula" based on trust; not the
conventional marital trust
meaning fidelity, but rather a
trust which meant both would
confide in the other about their
infidelities, their emotional crisis
"and, whatever happened return
to their common center in the
end."
Their concept of love still
appears so unconventional it is
difficult to explain even after
reading about it. They were
confidants, bedfellows for a
while?yet so often separated.
Especially through Vita, one
begins to feel the individuality
and isolation of both and wonder
at their ability to feel such a need
for each other.
In spite of Vita's occasional
references to her shame one senses
an attempt to
the
duplicity of emotions around
them. Emotions which allowed
British society to celebrate
Victoria's (Vita's mother)
successful effort to prove
Victoria's own illegitimacy in
order to retain her estate. The
Nicolson's story is one of a
marriage that was superficially a
discovery.
failure and yet perhaps in its own
Vita was to have more affairs, way ideal, if not complete.
with Geoffrey Scott, Virginia
-MARY LOU DOHF.RTY
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KINKS

BY PAT MITCHELL
This album is one that any group

THE HEIGHTS
would be proud of.
Very few of my acquaintances in Kinkdom anticipated the release of this album
with any apprehension. 1973 was not a
very good year for the Kinks: on April
Ist, the boys gave a drunken-silly-sloppybitchy-disturbingly self mocking concert
disappointing to all but the unlucky few
that had never seen them perform before.
Summer found them releasing a string of
singles about which the best one could
say is that they were badly produced. In
June, Ray Davies wife, Rasa, left him,
taking their two children. She promptly
had a nervous breakdown and Ray was
treated for a drug overdose and on July
15th, at the White City Music Festival he
announced his retirement: "I just want to
say goodbye and thank you for all you
have done."
But few who know or have followed
Davies believed that the compulsive showman (a Leo) who once told an interviewer

that he is happy only while on stage
would actually abandon the world of
music and performing. This fall he regrouped our beloved Kinks and led them
on a tour of England and Europe
apparently astounding audience after
audience with a stage act featuring choirs
and horn sections, animal acts and
dancing men. The core of the Kinks' new
show is a multi-act musical entitled
Preservation. The new album, as you may
have guessed, presents the first act of that

musical.

Those familiar with the last dozen or
so Kinks' albums will find few surprises
here lyrically, or musically. What Ray has
done here is to rewrite Village Green
Preservation Society, the second side of
Lola and the second side of Muswell
Hillbillies, placing the symbols, subjects,
scenes, styles and in one instance the
character of one of those albums, in a
single theoretical context that by rock

standards is remarkably coherent.
Preservation-Act lis quite a bit more
than coherent. It is probably the finest
album that the band has made since
Arthur and unless something remarkable
happens it is the pop album of the year.
Everything about it is compelling and
delightful; the characters - the Chorus,
the Tramp, the Scared Housewives, Working Class man, Upper Class Man, and my
favorites the Vicar and Flash; the lyrics
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are strong and witty alternately mature
and facetious, shaping a threatend civilization and a vile social structure that
exists nowhere except on other Kinks'
albums; and musically the band is just
supurb I felt like dancing Dave's usual
tasteful stupid self on lead guitar, John
Gosling strikes the 88's like a magician
and Ray has finally brought his disreputable horn section under control. But the
real magnificence of this album resides in
the arrangements and the vocals. Ray
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vies is rocks premier "Musical Throat"
d his chorus" has clearly been
sratically trained. But you'll have to
ir for yourself just how those years of
d work have paid off - my ears - for
3, have never felt so good.
The tunes, like so many of the boy's
ering, are genre songs, drawing on
cific traditions and conventions - for
tance "Cricket" is in the form of a
non - a real show stopper, the Kinks'
wer to "Demon Alcohol." "Flash"
"Money and Corruption-I am Your
a" recall old Bertold Brecht and a
htly younger Kurt Weil but "Where
They Now" is a paragon of allusive art
song about the 60's in one of its most
racteristic modes. Here, Mr. Davies
p \u25a0
:nts a tradition just to destroy it and
effect is devastating.
'hey must be a proud bunch of boys. I
proud to have been a "kink before
a". Thank you and goodnight.

An Assassin's Diar
heard of kills 10,000 people big deal
puss the beer and what's on TV tonight."

Pocket Books, $1.50
142 pp.
On May 15, 1972, Arthur Bremer
stepped on camera and shot George
Curley Wallace. The shooting held extraordinary political ramifications for the
United States: to wit, it guaranteed the
re-election of Richard Milhous Nixon
and made the ensuing political rituals of
conventions and campaigns extraneous.
The shooting of George Wallace fit the
pattern of recent American political
assassinations to the letter. According to
the official gospel, buttressed by excerpts
from his diary, Arthur Bremer was a 23-year old psychopath who saw Kubrick's
Clockwork Orange and decided to go
after the Good Guv'nah. There is not the
slightest hint, we are told, that a conspiracy, nay even calculated political
motives, were involved here. The crazed
loner from the remote recesses of
American society struck again, and by
coincidence happened to remove the only
force capable of jeopardizing Nixon's reelection.
But alas, revelations spawned by the
orgy of investigative reporting coming
out of the Watergate scandal have severely eroded this explanation. Consider the
following points:
The Washington Post reported that
Charles Colson, spiritual leader of Nixon's secret police, ordered E. Howard
Hunt and Gordon Liddy to break into
Bremer's Milwaukee apartment one hour
after the shooting to look for any
evidence tying Bremer to the left. Hunt
allegedly told the Senate Watergate
Committee that the break-in did not oc- tl

weeks, a bizarre smirking grin, and a
crippled governor of Alabama are all that
Mr. A. H. Bremer has left the world. But
the diary contains remarkable insights
into himself and is surroundings, the expressions of a character who could still contemplate a patch of soft, green grass in
May, who could abort one assassination

?

cur.

FBI agents who arrived at Bremer's
apartment reported that it had apparent?

ly been burglarized and ransacked befo
they arrived.
?The Nixon regime illegally donati
$400,000 to Wallace's opponent in tl
1970 gubernatorial race to prevent
Wallace Presidential Campaign in 197
The Village Voice reported on No
22, 1973, that a TV network, presumabl
CBS, possessed a photograph of Brerm
?

Mr. Davies' voice is weak and effeminate. But I'm really glad so many of my friends are happy because of

the new Kinks album

one of the heads of the White House
nbers taken shortly before the
"ting. The next week, its narrative
s
c
inued: "Reports that CBS has a
:ograph of Gordon Liddy with
p
ncr seem to boil down to a shadowy
1
n
tachioed figure in the background of
t
famous newsfilm of the Wallace
ting. The FBI is convinced this is not
s
y."
I
f course, these reports are not in
iselves sufficient evidence to use to
t
c
truct an intelligent conspiracy
ry.
Rather, they raise the possibility
tl
tl
there was more to the Wallace
ting than first met the eye.
si
c do not know how far the Nixon
ne was willing to go to deal with its
p
d
:stic opponents. For instance, we
n
know that it resorted to burglaries,
appings, agent provocateurs, illegal
u
nment in 1969-1972 for the cause of
ii
onal security," as Nixon himself has
S(
/nically termed it. But what about
peal murders? Did the Nixon regime
the shooting of Black Panther
o ?
rs while they slept? Were the Kent
U
Jackson State massacres prea
tated?
n
c investigations of Nixon's use of
pr have quite understandably shied
from dealing with theseenormously
a
:ive
subjects. But perhaps it is now
si
to
open
the books on the fatal conti
f,
ations between dissidents and
rnment forces which were so
g
bly one-sided and later ignored by
h
)vernment's own investigatory agentl
Is this the context in which to view
ci
footing of Wallace?
t(
a
p

BY BERNARD BELLON
An Assassin's Diary
By Arthur H. Bremer

ci

k
o

** *

the pages of his diary (assuming
ie actually wrote it), Arthur Bremer
?es as a man totally determined to
.ichard Nixon and somehow end his
mi

existence. After six unsuccessful
Nixon's life, he is forced to
second best: George Wallace,
won't even rate a TV interrupussia or Europe when the news
they never heard of
He won't get more than
lutes on network TV news. I
ect anyone to get a big throblion from the news. You know,
in some big country we never

.

mts on

?

?

?

Thirteen diary entries covering six

attempt to prevent maiming two teenage
girls: "Two 15 year old girls had gotten in
front of me. Their faces were I inch from
the glass I would shatter with a bluntnosed bullet. They were sure to be blinded and disfigured. I let Wallace go only
to spare these two stupid innocent
delighted kids. We pounded on the.window together at the governor. There'd be
other times."
Frustration has taken its toll on this
young man and he looks longingly to his
own suicide:
I am one sick assassin. Pun! Pun!
suicidal thoughts have been known to
generate

..

..

physical symptoms. Guess only my
generator is

healthy.
I hope my death makes more sense
than my life
Yet he can fathom others' frustration,
even political frustration:
Drove to Lansing. Read its papers.
Drove around it. Drove right out.
Demonstrators again! Shit! Against
the mining of North Vietnam! Shit! If
it wasn't for demonstrators four weeks
ago
/which made it impossible to
kill Nixon through the beefed-up
security/ No mining.
Misspellings, punctuation and grammatical errors abound, even though in
places they result in apparently complex
puns. Yet Bremer's manuscript occasionally approaches brilliance. As Harding Lemay stated in his introduction. An
Assassin's Diary is a piercing treatise
about Bremer's "hopes, his fears, and his
need for future renown, aspects of the
human being we all share with him as we
share the shame that produced him."
A diary, a smirk, and a cripple
I
guess he has left more than most do

...

..

..

...
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an army," commanded by the
notorious Heinrich Himmler, and
whose task it was to ensure the
security of the Nazi Third Reich.
With brutal force and genocidal
tactics the SS was to carry out its
mandate to rid Germany and
Europe of the "subhuman races."
The SS directed the slaughter of
some fourteen million human
beings; even before it was
destroyed it had become
synonymous with unprecedented

by Frederick Forsyth
Incorporating his characteristic
literary style of suspense,

adventure, and vengeance into a
web of historical truism,
Frederick Forsyth has created
another bestseller. As in The Day
of the Jackal, Forsyth's first
novel, much of the grip of the
story lies in the fact that the
reader is perplexed as to how
much of the story is true and how
much is a product of a creative

inhumanity.
Shortly before the end of the
war, when it became apparent to
Germany that all was lost, the
Odessa was formed to effect the
escape of the SS members and to

art.

The Odessa File is the author's
imaginative explanation of a real
event?how a package of
incriminating documents dealing
with war criminals was sent
anonymously to the Ministry of
Justice in Bonn in 1964. It was
this mysterious package that was

"create" a new life for them. Vast

amounts of gold were smuggled
out, identity papers forged, and
escape channels opened up. Many
were to be protected for years by
their new identities and the top
men were to remain abroad,
manipulating the escape
mechanism from the "safety of a

dubbed "the Odessa File."
"Odessa" is an acronym for the
secret organization which has
protected the identities and
secured the fates of former
members of Hitler's dreaded SS
since the end of WWII. The SS
was Adolph Hitler's "army within

THE SOLDIER'S CATECHISM

comfortableexile."
It is upon these historical bases
that Forsyth begins his fictional
narrative?the story of how a
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young German journalist named
Peter Miller came to send the
documents to the Ministry of
Justice. Miller, quite through
accident, discovers the terrifying
diary of a survivor of an
extermination camp. This account
of the miseries suffered by
millions at the hands of the SS is
Miller's first realization of the true
depth and meaning of guilt, and it
sears through his whole being. He
resolves to track down the
commandant of the camp
described in the diary, Captain
Eduard Roschmann, the Butcher
of Riga.
Miller enters a "Nemesis
pursuit" for Roschmann that
leads him several times directly
into the hands of the Odessa and
the perils of bomb and assassin,
until he finally corners his human
prey. A single question dominates
the reader's mind throughout the
narrative-Why is Miller's
determination to rid the world of
Eduard Roschmann so intense, so
much so that he defies death in
the process? What is the nature of
the vengeance that has consumed
his soul?
By Margaret Barth

.

...iiH.vprt w

Catechism to prepare the
Aside from the Infantry Drill
Paree as a look into the book because
a) it costs more
unassuming doughboy for the big Regulations, Saluting, and Firing
Army Mental Tests (Yoakum and
b) it is more comfortable
Regulations there is also an
battle across the sea.
Yerkes) illustrates. Before getting
c) it is made of wood
Before the Lusitania went into the meat of my review allow
Done in question and answer interesting sidelook into the
4) If a grocer gives you too format and in a handy pocket history of the United States which
down for the third count me to digress and cite some fine
America's serious interest in the examples of questions guaranteed much money in making change, size, it seems that this would have is both inspiring and informative
First World War rarely exceeded to keep a good many of the boys what is the right thing to do?
been an invaluable as a haversack to a boy stuck in some Kraut
a) buy some candy from him and flap when things got nip and hell-hole with time on his hands.
an occasional "Foch you, Kaiser" down on the farm:
tuck with Kaiser Bill and his boys. As the book says he should study
overheard in local taverns. The
1) How much are 30 guns and with it
gravity of the conflict never really 7 guns?
b) give it to the first poor man Of particular innovation is the this section to "know what people
hit home until the government
section on Intrenching Tools. The are talking about when they speak
2) It is better to fight than run you meet
started pulling young men off the because
c) tell him of his mistake
diagrams are priceless as well as of such things." Other lessons can
Passing these questions won't the accompanying questions be had by perusing the special
streets, dressing them in khaki,
a) cowards are shot
and giving them an all-expenses
b) it is more honorable
get you those oak clusters but (done in rapid fire quiz form to section on Venereal Disease. In
paid trip to the old country.
c) if you run you may get shot does make you eligible for a keep Johnny-on-the-spot). addition to the use of something
Needless to say, some of the boys in the back
Purple Heart. Hence Capt. Bolles Example: Q. How much moist they call an A and D tube there is
were not all that prepared to sec
some valuable advice when it
3) A house is better than a tent came up with this Soldier's sand? A. About 14 inches.
comes to being lured into French
"cafes." "If you must take an
occasional beer, go to a place that
is kept clean and sanitary and has
by Major F.C. Bolles
copyright 1915

No. 24
1 shows V-shaped notch cut in center ot end
of nail, and nail scraped back from point
of V.
2 shows corners of nail square.

No. 20

The proper

position to hold man to remove water
from his lungs

No. 25

Improper way to cut nail
1 shows center of nail cut to a point.
2 shows corners of nail cut round.

no back rooms with women there
for the purpose of taking your
money." Laughable now but a
major embarrassment source to
our boys back then.
So that the new recruit doesn't
get the impression that all is as
bleak and regimented as it may
first appear, there is a
compassionate Miscellaneous
section. Here the young Yank
learns he should write home at
least every two weeks, must
remove his hat when a coffin
passes, saluting distance is 30
paces, and flies bring unwanted
germs into a bivouac.
In conclusion, as fine and
indispensable as The Soldier's
Catechism is I would recommend
a thorough reading of Yoakum
and Yerkes' definitive study of
military mentality before tacking
Major Bolles' oeuvre. As a Tuial?
example of the stuff that made
men:
If you saw a train approaching
a broken track you should
a) telephone for an ambulance
b) signal the engineer to stop
the train
c) look for a piece of rail to fit
in
-Tim Horrigan
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GENESIS
BY SPECTRE
"Genesis is a way of doing
things,'' says lead
singer/spokesman Peter Gabriel,
and after witnessing the musical
expertise and stunning visuals
presented during their two hour
performance at Cohen
Auditorium on November 17, I
can see no reason to question his

percussion), and Tony Banks Peter's antics brilliantly. The tight
(keyboards) forming a semi-circle interplay of Phil Collins'
around him. Gabriel's, drumming and Michael
choreography was perfectly Rutherford's rumbling, bouncing
coordinated with the sound and bass lines was striking throughout;
lighting effects, which afforded churning forth the endless rhythm
him the power of determining combinations which characterize
what the crowd saw of his Genesis' repertoire. The range of
costumes and facial features, and sounds hewn from the many
guitars of Steve Hackett and the
also how they were perceived.
methodology.
"Watcher" was followed by an various and sundry keyboards of
After an hour's delay due to array of material from their new Tony Banks covered a wide
sound and equipment hassles, the album, Selling England By The spectrum; from soft and
house lights abruptly dimmed, the Pound (Charisma FC 6060), supplementary to soaring, slashing
stage curtains slowly parted, and including "Dancing With the solos of electrifying intensity. The
the sell-out crowd roared in Moonlit Knight," "Cinema tasteful passages of acoustic guitar
enthusiastic recognition as the Show," "I Know What I Like," provided by Banks and
familiar mellotron drones of and "Firth over Fifth." Gabriel Rutherford plus the flute and
"Watcher of the Skies" broke the introduced each of the new songs incidental percussion of Peter
silence. Under the soft glow of the with a~ different skit or costume, Gabriel rounded out the core of
black light, the five band members and when breaks in the action the evening's musical
presented an eerie and occurred, he and drummer- Phil performance.
awe-inspiring visage to the Collins injected a bit of dry
But it was the flash and
audience; an impression which humor into the show with their mystery of Gabriel's theatrics
lasted throughout the show. Peter commentary and "boogie" riffs. which caught the crowd's
Gabriel stood centerstage, The band performed as a true attention and held it for the
resplendent in his green day-glo rock ensemble, using great taste duration of the concert. His
mask, shimmering multi-colored and skill to create the different portrayals of the aging man in
cloak, and bat wing headpiece, moods and colors so essential to "Musical Box" and the
with the spectral figures of Steve each individual piece of music. To stick-wielding street hoodlum in
Hackett (guitars, electric sitar), suggest that the band relies solely "The Battle of Epping Forest"
Michael Rutherford (bass guitar, on Gabriel's stage show is grossly were done with a flair and
rhythm guitar, bass pedals, inaccurate. Their incredible excellence that are uniquely
12-string), Phil Collins (drums and musicianship complemented Peter's.

Heights: hor the benefit of
The final number of the night
was the epic "Supper's Ready" those who are unfamiliar with the
from the Foxtrot LP, and the band's history, could you explain
elaborateness of production made a bit about the genesis of Genesis?
it the best song of the show. The
Phil: Well, in the beginning
song is sub-divided into seven there were the three musicians
pieces, which allowed each band (Peter, Mike, and Tony) at
member to solo at one time or Charter House school, which is a
another. The most impressive private school in England, and
visual trick of the entire evening they joined together with John
occurred during the sub-piece, Mayhew on drums about six years
"Apocalypse in 9/8," when ago. This band existed in one
Gabriel synchronized costume form or another for two and a
change with a blinding flash of half years, recording two albums,
light. He had originally been Genesis To Revelation and
wearing a dark shroud with a Trespass. After Trespass, myself
frightening polyhedral headpiece, and Steve joined and we gigged
and the resulting explosion of around a bit, getting to know
light transformed him into a ourselves and forming ideas, until
silver-suited Christ figure, we did Nursery Chrymes in 1972.
complete with a crown of thorns. Of course since then we've been
Afterwards, thanks to the pretty productive, turning out
and one live album.
kindness and cooperation of Mark two studio
Flashen of Don Law ProHeights: Which bands or
ductions, Fred Lewis of Atlantic
individuals
have influenced the
Records and Tapes, and
sound and show of Genesis?
Heights
themselves,
Genesis
The
Peter: Oh, English literature
was allowed to meet band
has definitely influenced the
members Peter Gabriel, Steve
writing of the band from a
Hackett, and Phil Collins back at thematic standpoint, as have the
their hotel for an informal Beatles, Procol Harum, and King
interview. The following are Crimson. I like to think of our
excerpts from that conversation. sound as being our own.
(Cont. on page 20j
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from page 19)

Heights: In a recent interview
with Melody Maker, you
mentioned something about an

ideal set, which the band could
never have because of the fire
hazards involved. What is your
ideal stage setting?
Peter: What we had planned to
do as a group was to have an
inflatable environment
surrounding the group, which
could be projected upon, so at
one minute you could see us in an
exposed sitting room and the next
minute on top of a mountain,
wherever the song is set. Then
there was a disastrous fire at a gig
in Britain (Summerland
Entertainment Complex) that
tightened up the safety
requirements and scrapped our
"environment."
Heights: Your latest album,
Selling England By The Pound,

was just released in Boston a few
days ago. Were you aware of this,
and if so, how did it make you
feel as far as presenting material
which was unfamiliar to a large
portion of the audience?
Phil: (laughs) Is it on the charts
yet? That's a bad set of
circumstances really. You see, we
don't generally carry a large
repetoire of songs on tour with us,
so it's very hard to play different
sets on different tours. If we were
to have gone out tonight and
played a lot of old material, it
would be a regression for us.
Peter: There is a problem with
playing new material. As a result,
in some places we are unable to
maintain the interest we'd like
because we don't play the pieces
that the audience expects. In the
words of Genesis, "they know
what they like and they like what

they know." Back to the point
though; this tour is very
important to us because it really is
serving to introduce us to

America, and therefore the album
should have been released a hell of
a lot earlier.
Heights: I'd like to know
where you classify yourselves in
the spectrum of contemporary
music.
Steve: I suppose that you
could say that we're into a sort of
Progressive "glam-rock," but
basically we're an amalgamation
of tilings.
Heights: What about Yes?
Quite often I've heard people

comparing your arrangements to
theirs.
Peter: No! No, I deny it! I hate
Yes! Gokingly) We didn't steal

from them

....

Heights: That's true, and since
we're on the topic of the nature
of the group, would you care to
comment on the "Genesis
concept" of the concert as a

mini-theatre without the extensive
use of props?
Peter: On the average, you can
spend a lot of time writing lyrics,
and then five percent of them
actually get across in concert. So
you think, well, maybe we can get
some of them across a bit more;
so I waddle about in masks and
try to act out one or two of the
characters. In other words, the act
is there to get the content of the
writing across. Our stage shows
are planned around the songs and
not vice-versa, as some would
think.

Phil: Yeah, but we're at the
other end of the "glam-rock"
spectrum from groups like T. Rex,
Alice Cooper, and the like. We're
a bit more relevant and tasteful.
Peter: We don't want to be a
hype band. We want to win our
audiences by having them like us
by what they see.
Heights: I'd like to finish by

asking, what does the future hold
for Genesis?
Peter: Well, naturally we'd like
to expand our boundaries of
sound and projection. We'd
eventually like to use laser beam
projection of 3D images onto thin
air in our act, but that's far off.
The best way to sum up our
future is to say
there's more!

..
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The Return
Assisted by a pair of tiny
wooden crutches, the little
gingerbread man hobbled into
Doctor Jenkin's small office.
"Ah, my little friend," queried
the salt and pepper-bearded
physician, "what might I do for
you?"
"I understand," replied the
gingerbread man, "that you
specialize in fitting patients with
permanent artificial limbs."
"Indeed I do," retorted the
elderly doctor, slowly removing
his tortoise-shell spectacles and
letting them dangle from the
golden chain around his neck.
"Some folks call me the best
around these parts."
"So I have heard," responded
the knee-high cripple, "and for
my sake, I only hope that you are
as skillful with plastic and metal
as they say you are. For as you
see, my good doctor, mine is not
the ordinary case ..."
"Er, yes, I noticed," replied
the doctor, repositioning his
eyeglasses upon the end of his
bony nose in order to get a clearer
view of the bandaged stump. "Tell
me my friend, when did your, ah,
'removal' occur?"
"No doubt you have heard my
story through some form of the
media at one time or another?"
"Your story?"
"Come now, Doctor,"
continued the sugar-coated
gentleman. "You mean to tell me
that you have never heard the
story of 'The Little Gingerbread
Man'? You don't remember his
thrilling escapes from the various

predators longing to capture him

for their dinner?"

of the Little Gingerbread Man

"Yes, I vaguely recall the
adventure," replied the physician
scratching his beard. "But it was
so long ago that I can't even call
to mind how it ended ..."
"Ahhh, isn't it always the way?
One day you're a star, the next
day-forgotten! My dear sir,"
cried the wee brown man,
obviously upset at this point,
"you do not recollect how I
gallantly surrendered myself to
the two little children after
escaping the fast-moving jaws of
all those animals!"
"To be honest with you,"
explained the confused old
doctor, "I haven't heard the story
since I was a mere stripling. You
can't blame me for failing to recall
the details. Anyhow, are you
trying to have me believe that you
were the protagonist in that tale?"
"One and the same," answered
the gingerbread man, placing his
small pair of crutches on the
office floor and sliding his tiny
body onto the black naugahyde
sofa.
"But that was more than fifty
years ago," clamored the aged
physician. "How could you

to that little leg of
yours?"
"Well, as you most likely have
figured out," began the
raisin-studded fellow "1 had a
change of heart right after I gave
myself up to those two pesky

happen

a century? Why didn't you try to
replace it before this?"
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don't really think that I could get
very far in a wheelchair ..."
"Well son," declared the kindly
old doctor," don't you worry one
minute longer. You've come to
the right place. I've got just the
thing for you-matter of fact, I
can have you fixed up in no
time."
"No kidding, Doc? You can do
it today? It won't be painful, will
it?"
"I doubt it, but I'll put you
under the gas so you won't feel a

"God knows I've tried. I've
been to baker after baker, but it's
always been the same old story.
They'd fix me up with some flour
and water job stuck on with corn
grandchildren. The storytellers, syrup, and the damned thing
though, always tend to end it right would fall off as soon as the
there. The little brats had pinned temperature reached 70. And as
me down on a breadboard, and we for doctors, well you know as well thing."
just about to cut me in half when as I do that most don't take
And in a matter of minutes,
the little gingerbread man was on
the clean, white operating table in
the rear of the doctor's office in
deep slumber, awaiting his new
permanent limb of plastic and
steel. All was silent, when
suddenly, the slamming of a door
could be heard in the background
Old Doctor Jenkins slowly made
his way to the front of the office
to greet his visitors.
"Grandpa! Grandpa!"
exclaimed the two little children
in unison. "Do you have any
candy for us today?"
"No," responded the elderly
physician, taking off his
snow-white coat, and carefully
placing it into his top drawer,
"but I've got an extra special treat
possibly ..."
I thought, 'to hell with a heroic kindly to operating on for you in the back room."
"Oh boy!" they cried, as they
"Doctor, are you not familiar ending,' jumped off the table, and gingerbread men. They say things
with the particular anatomy of headed for the door. But I like it's bad for their image, and headed towards the small
my species? Gingerbread men do suppose I just wasn't fast enough, that we get crumbs all over the operating room.
Lying on the carpet in front of
not age?they merely grow a bit because the lad with the cleaver place ..."
moldy
"Yes, I know, I know," replied the black sofa, something caught
and that only happens caught a piece of my leg right
if we stay out in the rain too before I reached the ground. But 1 the doctor in an understanding the old man's eye. Bending down,
and with a single swooping
long."
managed to escape?and I've been tone.
"This entire conversation is a limping around the country like
"So you see, Doc, you are motion, he scooped them up and
really my last hope. I mean, a deposited them in the nearby
little difficult to fathom," replied this ever since."
the doctor, shaking his balding
"Hmmm quite interesting. chap can take just so many wastepaperbasket.
"Hey you two-make sure you
head and sinking into the ancient You say that you've been decades of these things," he said,
easy-chair opposite the ebony wandering around on those little nodding to the pair of wooden don't get crumbs all over the
couch. "Tell me, just what did walking sticks for more than half crutches on the carpet. "And I Pace
Michael lanzito
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THE GILLETTE COMPANY
OF BOSTON
PRESENTS
A COLLEGE SPORTS NIGHT
The Gillette Company
will sponsor a Sports
Night featuring the
highlights of the 1972
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BY MIKE MORGAN
"I must be a glutton for
punishment," I thought to myself
as I stood in line for Neil Young
concert tickets. For the past two his axe with his teeth, yelled at set (or was it sixty) and mercifully
years it had seemed that the the audience to "Get it together" did not appear for an encore.
musical giant who gave us (isn't that original?) and They were followed onstage by
"Everybody Knows This Is
Nowhere" and "After The
Goldrush" had degenerated into a
boring and pretentious
singer-writer on record and a
mindless, little league social
commentator on film.
With the release of the
critically assailed "Journey
Through the Past," shown initially
in Boston, it would have seemed
fitting if Neil had marked his
return to this city by appearing on
stage with a neon sign reading:
ATTENTION, I AM A
SENSITIVE ROCK STAR." It
seemed then that I arrived at the
Music Hall on November 16th,
with a sado-machochistic desire to

You Too Can Be A Star

view

ever-growing

the

Rock-Star-as-Asshole
phenomenon.
The appearance of the opening
act, Grin, did nothing to quiet my
fears of a lost evening. Grin is led
by Nils Lofgren, Young's old
sidekick from the Goldrush days.

While

he

is

a

more than

competent sideman, I found
Lofgren totally useless fronting

his own band.
Grin played at ear-splitting
volume and bore out my
contention that, with the notable
exception of The Who, volume is
best employed in masking a lack
of talent. Lofgren sang, or rather
shouted, off-key and his guitar
playing was a cross between
psuedo-flash and warmed over
Neil Young licks.
Employing all the tricks that
real live rock stars use, he played

.

performed two somersaults. I kept
hoping that the obnoxious little
twerp would vault himself into
the orchestra pit.
then I would
have applauded.
Grin departed after a six song

.

folkie Murray McLaughlan who
delivered a short but high quality
set. Unfortunately he was
interrupted time and time again
by leather-lunged idiots who kept
shouting for Young to appear.'

Finally, a little after 10:00,
walked onstage
accompanied by former Crazy
Horses Billy Talbot (bass), and
Ralph Molina (drums), Stray
Gator Ben Keith (pedal steel) and
Lofgren on piano. He opened with

Young

"Don't Be Denied," one of the
better songs on his new "Time
Fades Away" album. Young was
in surprisingly good voice in this
autobiographical number, but its
bittersweet tone made one
wonder if we were in for a night
of bemoaning-star-status. Any
worries were quickly dispelled as
he launched into "When You
Dance." Both his guitar playing
and voice were surprisingly
inspired and remained so
throughout the evening. Lofgren
was to say later that it was Neil's
birthday. He should have one

Bblg

TROPICAL FISH

told an amused audience of sitting
in a disabled limousine in London
on Halloween, wearing a Dick
Nixon mask and waving at
astounded passers-by.
Young continued his set with
acoustic numbers, "The Needle
and the Damage Done" followed
by "Ohio." Young was most
effective sitting on the darkened
stage accompanied by his acoustic
guitar and a single spotlight. He
wailedhis dirges with a great sense
of urgency. He finished his
acoustic mini-set with fine
renditions of"I Believe in You"
and "Helpless." On the latter
songs, he received some nice
backing from Keith (dobro) and

Lofgren (accordion).

..
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Soon it was time for "electric
music and boogie" as Steve Stills
would say. With Lofgren on
second guitar, Young blasted out
"Cinnamon Girl" and "Cowgirl in
the Sand." Both songs were
performed at high energy levels,
and though neither Young nor
every day.
Young segued into some new Lofgren are master guitarists, they
material, which included a nicely pushed each other well within the
done song for his lady, Carrie, and context of the group.
a song about a junkie roadman
"Tonight's The Night." Up to this
To say the least, Neil Young's
point, he had said little to the performance was a welcome
crowd, and now looked up and surprise. After three disappointing
greeted us with "Welcome to albums and his bogus film, it was
Miami Beach" as an orange sun obvious that Young had to
appeared over Neil's head, retrench. He has shown good
illuminating a plastic palm tree. judgement in selecting his most
Marty Mull would have been recent touring band, especially
proud.
when one remembers that Talbot,
Molina and Lofgren have been
He was in good humor, joking responsible for solid backing on
about how the band was tuning Neil's best albums. On the basis of
up in darkness "to help solve the his Music Hall showing, he is
energy crisis," and added in his hopefully on the way home.
deadpan manner "... It's sorta
nice to travel in a van at 50 miles
an hour
life seems to go by a
little slower." A few songs laterhe

baltex self service

fish
little fish
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An evening

BY MIKE IANZITO
"Ringo"
Ringo Starr
Apple SWAL 3413
"We're all in show biz really.

That's what we're all about."
-Ringo Starr Interview, 1973
In the tradition of a Lonely
Hearts Club Band performance,
Richard Starkey has released his
third solo effort called Ringo?a
title for Broadway if ever I saw
one. As with Broadway, all
senses are working-just the visual
attractions alone may keep one
occupied for many an hour. After
one finishes reading the score of
credits, he may thumb through
the twenty-page lyric book,
pausing at each page to savor the
delicious charcoal and ink
illustrations by legendary bassist
Klaus Voorman. And as if this
wasn't enough, one can't help but
be totally mesmerized by the
shining multi-color album jacket
which depicts an immense stage
featuring the occasional drummer
aglow with its flashing spotlights.
Painted in the balcony is a
collection of the faces who
worked on the project, and even a
few more. From Nicky Hopkins
to Marc Bolan, they all are
present, and the gathering of
visages makes the cover equal in
attention-holding since the
immortal Sgt. Pepper assembly.
Ringo is one of those albums
which is hardly a musical classic,
but yet one cannot merely let it
pass by with a "mediocre.'
labelling. It certainly surpasses
Sentimental Journey and his C&W
excursion, Beaucoups of Blues.
Now the voyage is into the
glimmering land of bright lights
and stars, (not the Bowie scene,
please!), and each number
exhibits a tinge of showbiz,
mostly due to the humorous
display of Ringo's somewhat
off-key baritone vocals before the
colossal array of "backing"
musicians.

Listen to the first cut, "I'm the

at

the theatre
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rhythmically brush the floor
What a performance
The climax of the show arrives

with one

of

Starkey's own

compositions, "Evil Woman." The
pulsating drums drive the entire
house to its feet, adorned in the
flashiest costume of the night.
He's dressed garbed completely in

metallic-scarlet with hundreds of
brilliant gold stars affixed to the
skin-tight jumpsuit.

discover that Ringo garbed in a white-seguined, forth, like Johnny Burnett never
three-piece suit, clutching a could, moving the tall microphone
microphone in one gloved hand stand along with him and making
while directing an infinite the crowd go wild with every
swoop. All that is missing is the
orchestra with the other.
The song fades, the curtain sound effects of the screaming
drops, and when it arises, a new audience, but one's imagination
backdrop, that of a barnyard can easily take care of that as
Shears/You know it has been for scene appears. It seems like well.
so many years/Now I'm only everyone's having a grand ol'
There is a brief intermission,
thirty-two/And all I wanna do, is time?all of The Band (save then Ringo reappears in an ebony
boogaloo." Combine this with the Richard Manuel) are present and jump suit readied for the rocking
Lennon harmonies and familiar are playing their acoustic "Oh My My." He explodes during
Harrison runs, and you have quite instruments; old buddy Davey the sax solos, prancing around the
Bromberg is there as well, dancing stage and keeping time with
an opening act before you.
And, of course, there is around with a fiddle bow in hand. Jimmy Keltner's downbeat while
"Photograph," the single release And in the middle of them all is teasing the pubescents in the front
that is heavy on keyboards, the star of the star, flanked by row seats.
"Step Lightly" is his next
drums, strings-heavy on friends Harrison and Vini Poncia,
everything except the vocal who help Ringo along with the piece, and the glory is all Ringo's.
quality. But that doesn't really chorus of this country number, It's a shuffle number, and Mr.
Starkey has donned his silver taps
matter because it's the creation of "Sunshine Life For Me."
a mental picture which counts on
Then, back to a Fifties scene to exhibit his dancing charms. His
this one. It seems that this is the with a charming version of vocals noticeably waver (there's
only way to get full enjoyment "You're Sixteen." The stage is no chorus this time around) but
out of the disk?simply imagine clear of people except for a pair pay it no heed?keep in mind the
the whole thing as a gala costume of bobby-soxed backing singers
big picture. Imagine the top hat
affair and taking place in an who are at a reasonable distance and tails, and the snow white
immense theatre. "Photograph," behind the appropriately slicked spats, which become a blur as the
for instance, creates the vision of Ringo. He's swaying back and brightly polished shoes
album combines tight harmony
vocals from Loggins, Messina and
bassist Sims with some wild sax
and guitar trade-offs. If you have
most of his material from his with "Thinking of You" from the ever heard this song performed
recent album Song for Juli. They second album. The latter song live, then you just know that this
performed a funky "Hesitation sounds better when performed by group can improvise the pants off
Blues" the album's beautiful title Kenny and Jim without the band. any band around. Messina is a
cut, and"The Morning Sun Is You can appreciate the sweet master of timing; after the band
Gone" with some tasty flute and vocals a lot more in the acoustic finished off "Angry Eyes" he
took the time to tell the crowd
piano work. Jesse finished the set version.
Loggins and Messina that L&M had been recording a
with "Natural Boy" on which he
did some nifty scat singing in time traditionally open their set in the live album, with most of the
to his guitar riffs. The only same manner: three acoustic tracks taken from their August
disconcerting part of the band's numbers with the band jumping in concert in Foxboro (with The
set was their failure to do an halfway through "Sing a Country Beach Boys). This evoked a great
Greatest," and

Ringo is capable of being a
poseur (as if "Don't Pass Me By"
and "Octopus' Garden" weren't
indication enough). Backed by a
track of cheering fans (a la Sgt.
Pepper) one hears him proclaim:
"Yes, my name is Billy

Lighting Up With L&M
BY MICHAEL MORGAN
Remember the days when
people went to concerts in order
to see talented performers? Given
today's penchant for gimics,
glitter and the "Kiss my ass, I'm a
superstar" mentality it's an
infrequent experience to witness a
show which stresses only the
talent and professionalism of the
musicians involved.
Well, if any of you went to see
Loggins and Messina and Jesse
Colin Young at the Music Hall,
then you can still BELIEVE. The
Music Hall was only two thirds
full for the show, and perhaps this
can be explained by the lack
discerning audience who are
willing to shut up and listen to
what a band is playing.
I had the unfortunate
experience of missing half of Jesse
Colin Young's opening set, but
what I did catch reaffirmed my
belief that, while quality may
change in form, it never changes
in substance. While he excelled at
the folk-rock idiom while with the
Youngbloods, much of the music
that he and his new band make is
in a jazz vein.
Throughout the short set Jesse
delighted the crowd with his clear,
mellow voice and ever-improving
guitar work. He is ably backed up
with bass, drums, a reed player
who doubled on flute and sax,

..
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Song." But they carry off the act
an intermission so damn well that it never fails to
which featured the closing of the impress. This is one band which
Men's Room due to flooding (love obviously enjoys live dates and
that Music Hall plumbing), Kenny the enthusiasm with which they
Loggins and Jim Messina walked perform always knocks my socks
onstage and opened with the off.
acoustic "Danny's Song" from the
In a departure from normal
Sittin' In album. They continued L&M played "Angry Eyes" as
and an outstanding piano player in the acoustic vein with "House their first all-out jam of the night.
named Scott Lawrence. He took on Pooh Corner" and followed This number, from the second

encore.

Following

Tambourine in hand, Ringo's
dance steps rival those of Jagger's,
while he purses his lips to
exclaim: "Sexy Sadie, you look
like the devil to me/Devil Woman,
that's not the way it should
be... " During the screaming
guitar fills, the showman fingers
an imaginary Les Paul as he does
the Chuck Berry shuffle across the
stage. He's down on his knees by
the time of the drum solo and
madly pounds the tambourine
with the microphone while beads
of sweat come pouring down his
brow. You can feel the thundering
waves of applause rising as he
leaves the stage with a train of
musicians following him.
A tender melody arises from
the orchestra pit as the velvet
curtain parts for the finale. It's
Ringo's farewell piece, "You and

Me (Babe)":
"For you and me Dave,
they've turned out the lights,
The violins stayed to
wish you goodnight,

Me and the band-aid,
Are reaching the end,
so it's off we go
"
Standing alone, dressed in his
simple white tux, he thanks
everyone involved in
the
production and then waves so
long, bidding the audience,
"Goodnight, from your friend and
mine, Ringo Starr." The band
fades, the performance is over.
Keep the theatre image in mind
and you are guaranteed to find
amusement with the package.
Everybody's in showbiz-and
Ringo Starr is no exception.

...

reggae

"Coming

tunes "Lahania" and
to You." On these

numbers, Messina showed how a
good guitar player utilizes the
wah-wah pedal, getting off some
biting energetic sound.
When you can play as well as
the Loggins and Messina band,
you are entitled to a gimmick or
two. As the stage went dar«c,
Loggins intoned "As we begin the
long journey from Hawaii to
Jamaica ..." and a painted
backdrop of a sailing ship's deck
came into view. A flute
introduction brought on
"Vahevalla" an incredible blend
of sharp vocals, energetic
drumming, Garth's violin and
Messina's persistent guitar. The
song went into a long and spacey
jam which featured a battle
between Messina and Clark on
electric flute, before ending as the
band pulled out all stops. What a
hell of a way to end a set!

The band returned to perform
their two smashes, the current
"My Music" and "Your Mama
Don't Dance." They played both
with a fury and intensity wjjich
just cannot be captured on record.
The boys finished the night with
"Nobody But You" from Sittin'
In, a number which combines
some very precise sax blowing
with Bregante's rhythmic
drumming. You have to like a
band that can finish off a set as
strong as they start it and that's
why I DEMAND that you see
Loggins and Messina the next time

but typical Boston crowd
response, whereby the throng
awaits a stimulus in order to react
(in much the same manner as
Pavlov's dogs).
Mixing old favorites with new
material, Kenny and Jim
performed material from their
new album Full Sail. The band
can really cook on any kind of
material and proved it on two new they play here.
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Winter/Spring: Nicely seasoned.
BY THE SPECTRE
EDGAR WINTER
RICK DERRINGER
ORPHEUM
DEC. 2
It's only fitting that songs like
"Free Ride" and "Frankenstein"
should be the dominant pieces in
the repertoire of the Edgar Winter
Band, because, through the use of
a lighting show copped directly
from Pink Floyd and the Who
they have literally hitched a 'free
ride' to pop-rock stardom. And
what's really a shame is that in
many cases, this second hand
lighting show combines with
excessive volume to drown out
the talent and musicianship that
the band does have. Thus, they
blasted through "Free Ride,"
"Frankenstein," and other recent
selections, as well as "Tobacco
Road" and other songs done to
appease the old fans from his
White Trash days. Edgar played

by
anyone
attempting to classify the band
under a single style. After "The
Madman," they closed out their
performance with "God Bless The
Conspiracy," a song from their
second LP featuring an incredible
violin solo by team physician
Michael Dreyfuss.
It was an impressive conclusion
to an amazing show. McKendree
Spring .. like running water,
pure, clear and far extending.

encountered

.

Associate Features Editor, Michael lanzito (left), is sworn in by Heights Features Fzar, Timothy Horrigan.
A gala banquet at Mondo's Restaurant followed last Thursday's ceremony. DiLella Photo.

keyboards, saxes, and additional
percussion with more enthusiasm
than skill, and the performance

suffered for it.
The silver lining of this clouded
show came with the sequence of
songs taken from lead guitarist
Rick Derringer's new album,
ALL-AMERICAN
BOY (KZ
32481).
"Rock
and
Rolle
Hotchiekoo" and "Teenage Love
Affair" were easily the best
the
offerings of
night,
as
Derringer's vocals and guitarwork
were handled with skill and taste.
If he's not already, Rick should
soon be quite a star in his own

right.
Edgar Winter also has a wealth
of talent. It is just this writer's
hope that in the future he
concentrates on exhibiting that
talent and not the trappings of
flash and glam-rock evidenced in
his performance at the Orpheum
Sunday night.

McKENDREE SPRING
PAUL'S MALL
NOV. 18
McKendree

Spring.

.

the

name brings to mind a picture of
running water; and frankly, that's
the best way to describe the
sound of this multi-dimensional
group. From the graceful intricacy
of their softer melodies to the
surging strength of their rock riffs,
there is perfect continuity. And
for a week at Paul's Mall they
proved it.

The band, consisting of Fran
McKendree, guitar and vocals;
Chris Bishop, bass and vocals;
Marty Slutsky, lead guitar; and
Dr. Michael Dreyfuss, violin and
theremin provided the audience
with a short but strong set of
material which clearly displayed
their talent and uniqueness. They
opened the act with several songs
from earlier' LP's, including an
excellent version of Tom Rush's
"No Regrets." Fran McKendree's
vocal was delicate and precise, and
made more interesting by the use
of the theremin. Next they moved
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into "1 Was

Born" and"The
new album
Spring Suite (MCA 370). The first
song was a lively rocker and the
latter a more mellow piece and
the simple contrast demonstrated
between these cuts were a good

Madman" from their

indication

of

the

difficulty
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Quadrophenia Sweeps Boston
The outer walls of the Boston
Garden reminded me of the cover
of the Who's Next album. It was
all in the spirit of things, however,
since the Who was precisely the
band we were there for Monday
night, December 3rd. They were
holed up behind the urine stained
walls, waiting to go on.
Passing through the crowd at
North Station, it was easy to see
why Who tickets had been sold
out in about five hours. There
were ticket scalpers everywhere,
even one offering front row seats,
and a chance to "shake hands
with the Who for $60." If I had
been there to see St. Peter, I may
have considered his offer, but Pete
Townshend is not the saint we
have all heard so much about.
There was a better show
directly in front of us than that
which Lynyrd Skynyrd, the front
band, was attempting to put on.
My companions and I contented
ourselves in watching the antics of
the absolutely toasted freak in
front of us, who was precariously
balanced on the brink of oblivion,
which is to say that he was so
stoned, his fourteen year old
girlfriend (he was 25 if he was a
day) had to hold him to keep him
from falling from the first

balcony.
Eventually, we were forced to
turn our attention to the stage,
where Skynyrd's lead guitarist was
involved in a frenzied, two string
solo. Thankfully, his amplifier
blew out, and while the switch to
a fresh one was being made, the
rest of the bank cranked on quite
pointlessly. The band's lead
vocalist(?) then treated us to an
exhibition of rage at the way the
show was going by throwing the
drummer's cymbals at
the

audience, and the organist's chair
at the drummer. The crowd loved
it. If there is a member of Lynyrd
Skynyrd with any talent, he must
not have shown up Monday night.
The neon sign blinked yellow
from high atop the stage, a sort of
invertedcivil defense emblem, and
Tommy Walker's creators came
onstage. I thought it somewhat
pretentious of the Who to open
with a relatively obscure tune,
"Can't Explain." But they are
superstars, so I suppose they have
a few more rights than do many
other bands.
The Who have been together
for ten years now, and in that

time many excellent bands have
been born and have died for one
reason or another. The Beatles
died, the Hermits, the Animals,
and several others who came up
with the Who from the dirty ports
of England have been scattered to
the winds. Even the Stones are
not intact, with the loss of Brian
Jones, and they have been
floundering of late. But the Who,
still with the four original
members, continues to be strong,
and remains an asset to rock
music. In fact, Townshend is one
of the foremost voices in rock
today. And Tommy continues to
be performed year after year, long
since having proved that it was no
fluke.
The enthusiastic Daltry then
shouted "These are a few of our
favorites!" I was a little surprised
at the attitude of the band, which
remained sincere throughout the
concert. My apprehension at their
one night stand in Boston is
understandable
when
one
remembers that on their first
night in Boston, back in Summer,
'71, their PA system was still
with
the
rains at
damp

Jimmy, a mod (as opposed to a
rocker) of 1965. He is not quite
sure he wants to remain a mod, as
times are changing, and is seeking
identity.
a
new
Jimmy's
"identity" is made up of the
personalities of the four members
of the Who, Daltry, Entwistle,

Moon,

and

Townshend,

thus

making him not schizoid, but
quadroid-hence "Quadrophenia."
The material is strong, perhaps
stronger than Tommy, but this
was the Boston Garden, not the
Record Plant. The lyrics, to those
who did not know them, were
unintelligeable.
Who,
The
however, were prepared for this,
and brought along substantial
effects to spice their performance.

Peter Townsend

Several times, the roar of the
ocean was heard from the rafters
of the Garden, and a taped
orchestra backed the band on a
few occasions. Especially effective
were the blue and green lights that

focused on the visual effects, in Montreal, as the taped
which unfortunately settled into a synthesizer echoed the opening of
sameness that verged on becoming "Won't Get Fooled Again." An all
dull. But the finale, "Love Reign too short "Pinball Wizard," and
swathed
the
band
during O'er Me," once again brought the an extended version of "See Me,
"Drowned." Judging by its crowd to its feet, where they Feel Me," ended the concert as
performance, the album should be stayed for the remainder of the huge spotlights shined out upon
quite successful.
set.
the appreciative throng.
During the performance of
As the applause faded, Daltry
We stayed, waiting for an
Quadrophenia, the audience grew mentioned that ten hours before, encore, but none came. After all,
Tanglewood. Roger disapproved, less frenzied as they strained to "this gig would have been what was left?
and sent the entire system hear the lyrics. Finding that impossible,"
then
muttered
the concentration something vague about thypolice
Ric Heerde
crashing down upon the head of impossible,
the poor, bewildered stage hand,
who spent the next couple of days
at Mass. General.
But all seemed well, as the
into
Who
thundered
Pete
"Summertime Blues,"
Townshend jumping around stage
as he did at Woodstock.
Entwhistle's "My Wife," always a
personal favorite, followed, after
which came one of the early rock
anthems, "My Generation," which
I have never heard done better.
Daltry then announced that the
band would do a new album for
the crowd.His announcement met
with a bit of nervous applause. It
was here, again, that I thought
maybe the Who assumed a bit too
much. Nothing commercial has
been released by the band since
"Won't Get Fooled Again," about
a year and a half ago. Therefore,
their listening audience has
Recycle this ad
or give it to a friend. It's worth
become quite selected. I was
$2.00 off the price of a lift ticket weekdays, $1.00
doubtful that they could hold the
weekends, when redeemed at our ticket office. Offer
crowd for easily overan hour with
good only from opening day to Dec. 25 and again
material which has only been in
from
Jan. 6-30. Limit: one coupon per customer per
the record stores for three weeks.
day.
But hot damn! they made a good
show of it.
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Quadrophenia is the story of
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BY RICHARD LORD
In a famous essay of a number ofyears
ago, the late film scholar Robert
Warshow argued that a large part of the
appeal of the gangster film was that the
gangster is the one figure in the landscape
of American mythology who is allowed
by the constitution of that myth to
achieve the status of tragic hero. Relying
on his own strengths, and building them
out of his own code of values, the
gangster rises to a position of power,
prestige and fortune as enviable as any
Aggamemnon, Orestes, or Oedipus.
However, when the mobster has reached
the peak of his success, he inevitably
bumps his head against the broad sky of
the prevailing social values, and tumbles
to his destruction. His fall arouses both
fear and pity in us because he was a
thorough individualist, he worked hard
and he fought to get to where he got. Unfortunately, he failed to realize that there
is one further tenet to the Puritan ethic,
to act in accordance with certain positive
social laws. This failure is the gangster's
megale hamartia, and gives him his unique place in the wide halls of American
myth.
One of the most interesting features of
Martin Scorsese's Mean Streets is that it
rejects the mantle of tragic hero for its
protagonist, and fits him instead with the
torn robe of a Christ figure. To understand the significance of this switch, we
should contrast the Christ story with the
conventions of tragedy. Unlike the tragic
hero, Christ was not an important figure
to his society for, paradoxically enough,
it did not see him as either a god-like being or a great leader (that, after all, was
his big problem). Missing this stature, the
final fate of Christ resembled, in terms of
his society, the final stumble of a
Pagliacci-like clown more than a great
hero's collapse, and was more pathetic
than tragic.
Working with this major .distinction,
Martin Scorsese set out to give a fresh
and original vision of the world of the underworld. The locale of this vision is one
of the Little Italys that dot New York
City even in these (days of rapid
demographic shift. It is a locale that
Scorsese grew up in and seemingly knows
extremely well. He certainly knows it
well enough to realise that the traditional
placing of the gangster as tragic hero in a
universe dominated by the Puritan ethic
won't stand up in a society where an
aboriginal and naive yet wise and pontifical Roman Catholicism hold almost
absolute sway. In such a society a
tattered Christ is more appropriate than
a broken Coriolanus for purposes of
dramatic development against the environment.
The Christ figure of Mean Streets is
Charley, a young existential Italian who
is trying, through the auspices of his
powerful uncle, to take over a failing
restaurant. This alone would not make

couraged by his environment, Charley
sets out to redeem his soul by sporadic
acts of self-sacrifice and altruism. These
acts are mainly channelled in the direction of one Johnny Boy, a wild wayward
whose supposed low intelligence is constantly getting him into serious trouble
with his world, with a few tributaries of
self-sacrifice running to Johnny's epileptic cousin.
The second part of the Christ equation
is Charley's Little Italy, a partially closed
universe which has no source of gravity
for the pious orbit he would like to turn
in. The pathos which will cut Charley's
story springs from this conflict. Not that
this universe is one ruled by those virtues
of the Puritan ethic. In fact, the world of
Mean Streets is strangely fused combination of the American dream and
primitive community bonds. Though
wealth is not spurned, and indeed a run of
sleezy affluence pervades the entire film,
more intangible social values draw a
higher rung in the characters' scale of
worth. Thus Michael, the big money
dealer of the film, is not so much concerned with the money that Johnny Boy
ows him as with the fear that his contemporaries will begin to consider him a
"jerk-off." The supreme power of just
such pieces of the vulgate as "jerk-off
and "fuckhead" point up the whole set of
rituals and totems that serves as the
social cement of Mean Streets' world. It
is only one example of Scorsese's talent
as a screenwriter that he can evoke and
sjKtain this particular network of rituals
and totems throughout most of the film.
Obviously, the Catholic Church is
woven thickly into this network. Scorsese
and his screenplay collaborator (whose
name I forget) skillfully chart the adjustments the Church makes in order to
survive as a viable force in the violent,
lustful atmosphere of the film's locale.
The priests, Charley sadly informs us,
understand the people they are dealing
with and how things are today and all
that and thus give out lenient penances.
Such tolerant practices do nothing but ill
to Charley's masochistic pietism and he
must again go against the mores of his
society and seek out personal means of
punishment for his sins.
The principle method Charley employs
is to singe his fingers on small flames
votive candles, cigarette lighters,
anything hot and convenient. Besides the
recurring moments of black humor that
this plot section provides, the idea of this
self-inflicted punishment catches echoes
of the film's more profound concerns.
This occurs when one sees the desire for
punishment and the turning to fire as part
of the same longing in Charley
the
desire for something absolute and mighty
to believe in, to be part of.
This search is frustrated everywhere
that Charley turns in his world (this is the
?

?

significance of Charley's tangled'
relationship with his uncle, since the unCharley a Christ figure, though it is sym- cle's august and powerful position
bolic enough in its own right (you know, suggest a Jehovah figure who has
feeding the hungry and that sort of seemingly forsaken the clown looking for
thing). But beyond Charley's desire to holiness), a fact reiterated time and again
become a bona fide petty bourgeois is a in both the plot development and Keitel's

deep ache from that void where original fine acting. Caught in this world of
sin may reside.. Anguished over his own material affluence but spiritual empsinfulness, a condition positively en- tiness, a world where Buber's 'eclipse of
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God' is the fittest expression, Charley
finds himself literally 'turning to the
light' in one of the most poignant and
determined manifestations ofbad faith in
any film I can remember. That 'the light'
should herebe reduced to a votive candle,
or even worse, a cigarette lighter, is a
testament to how far one can fall in terms
of spiritual fulfillment, and still maintain
patterns of religious devotion, reminiscent of Hemingway's "A Clean, WellLighted Place."
These factors of Charley's faith and his
world lead him on an inevitable stumble
to his final and bungled fall. Not that
Charley's world is hostile toward him.
On the contrary, they are fairly sympathetic and firnedly toward him, at
times as attracted by his strained
attempts at pure altruism as they are
scandalized by his self-sacrificing naivete.
At these times, however, the tolerant attitude toward evil that the priests show in
Confession establish the course for action
amongst Charley's cohorts, a course
constantly at odds with his more pious intentions. The attitude is in fact like the
more compassionate side of the Grand
Inquisitor's doctrine that others understand the limits and possibilities of
Christianity more than Christ himself.
Unfortunately, or fortunately (if it is
true that we can take scorn better than
sympathy), in many situations, Charley's
good deeds are either misunderstood or
overlooked entirely. These further psychological barriers between Charley and
the people he must deal with to achieve
his unique salvation become bricks in a
road leading Charley inextricably away
from these people and to his damnation.
And when the focus of the film itself
moves away from Charley and to the
"Little Italy" society, the quality of
presentation actually gets better. The
mise en scene of Mean Streets catches
well the broader connotations of its title.
Grundge and glitter are mixed quite impressively in most of the interior shots,
and the natural environment of the
neighborhoods, Scorsese chose for locale
form an almost perfect atmosphere in the
exteriors. In both interiors and exteriors,
a restricted space provides the
claustrophobic ambience that best
reflects this closely knit but violence
prone society. The tight streets with their
combination of peeling doorfronts and
flashing neon catch both of these
elements beautifully, the tight streets being symbolic of the tightness of the
neighborhood's social bonds, the decaying buildings symbolic of the long
traditions that refuse to fall, and the
flashing neon symbolic of the forces of
the id that sink deeper and go back
further than any traditions or social
bonds.
And the use of speech also reflects this
universe that Scorsese is consistently
working towards. Not only is the
dialogue, with its wit, its force, its
vividness and its authenticity, the most
brilliant element of the film, but Scorsese
direction of it gives it the further dimension that extends it into the area of
metaphysical statement. Like a Howard
Hawks comedy, the beginnings and ends
of speeches often overlap those of the
other characters, but unlike the Hawks

pictures where what is saved in the
cacaphony is the only really important
part anyway, one gets the feeling here
that what is not heard (and sometimes
that involves complete sentences) is as
significant if not more significant than
that which is caught. Not only does this
accurately summarize the very technical
problems of communication in a society
where driven bounce off each other in
confined space, entangling in the process,
but implies the deeper statement that
these characters are unable, psychologically, to communicate with each
other. And this problem will simply seal
all the tragedy that the plot can pick up
on.

This clown's tragedy is contributed to
by almost all elements of the plot and
finally fused into an inevitable force when
the would-be martyr Charley unfortunately chooses Johnny Boy as his
spiritual ward. In one way Johnny Boy is
as opposed to the mores of his society as
is Charley, and this makes the attraction
between the two natural. However, Johnny Boy is not seeking some sort of salvation through commitment, but rather an
escape from the constricting bonds of the
neighborhood and, indeed, the restrictions on pure instinctual drives that any
society might demand. This is the meaning of the scene where Johnny Boy scales
a roof high above the tight streets and
begins firing a gun indiscriminately. That
Charley goes up to the roof and forces
him down out of the open sky is to be
seen as a large mistake on Charley's part
that will result in misfortune for both
men.
Okay, then, so the story line has some
extremely interesting contours, the acting
is terrific and the dialogue goes unchallenged as the most brilliant of this
film year. I would now like to take a little
space to talk about Scorsese's overall
direction. It is quite simply the work of
an amateur, albeit an inventive (though
that might be a euphemism for experimental) one. Scorsese seems determined to try most of the cinematic
techniques open to a film-maker with little attention to purpose or fitness. Bear
with me while I illustrate my point with a
little bit of guerrilla theatre. Scene: the
set of Mean Streets. The only actor:
Martin Scorsese. Scorsese is speaking intently as the scene opens. "Okay, let's
show we can track down a bar. Good
scene, lot of bodies. Fine, now let's show
we can take a full pan of a luxurious,
nearly empty restaurant. Great, now we
need some slow motion, I really go for
that slow motion bit. Hey, let's have
Johnny Boy dancing down the length of
the bar in slow motion, with a girl on
each arm yet. Reminds me of something
Fred Zinneman did." Yes, that's cruel,
but then guerrilla theatre is usually cruel,
and I've been entirely too kind to
Scorsese up 'til now.
Anyway, I only asked for a small space
for the flaws, and would like to end with a
recalling of the film's strengths. I understand that Scorsese is working on some
kind of follow-through to Mean Streets. I
can only hope that he again writes the
script but'gets somebody else for the
direction, or else builds up some restraint
of his own in this critical area. The result
promises to be exceptional.
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Every Sunday, the New York
Times runs a critical boxscore of
the current cinema in which they
tally the reviews given to each big
picture. The scoring for this tally
falls into three Times? arbitrated
categories: favorable, mixed and
unfavorable. If the Times were to
add my review of The Way We
Were to the count, they would
have to slip it into some sort of

Streisand.

She

is

Jewish, should be switched to Hollywood,
that burg whose factories' chief
product is the American dream.
Most of the film's second half
takes place here and dissects both
the town and the relationship at
the same time, finding benign and
malignant tumors all along the
way. In fact, the script makes its
most sophisticated maneuver here,
when it is most important to its
success. This maneuver involves a
tight-lipped indictment of
Hollywood for its sham and
artificiality, a consequent reserved
indictment of Hubbell Gardiner as
co-defendant with the town, and
then, the collapse of the Gardiner

bushy-haired, unconventionally
attractive (or conventionally
unattractive, if you will), deeply
intelligent and politically radical.
Her political commitment digs a
large valley that stands between
her and the quasi-apathetic
Hubbell. And yet, in the Grand
Tradition of syrupy romances, the
twain does meet in this story and
holding pattern category, Katy and Hubbell not only get
something like favorably mixed. together, but actually stay
One can only take a favorable together long enough to get
approach to all the pronounced married briefly. All the other
strengths of The Way We Were, characters in the film serve merely
but these pronounced strengths as a backdrop for the relationship
do not make up its entire between Katy and Hubbell. Most
vocabulary. Along the way to of them are attractive in their
reaching a great film, The Way We various ways but in the same
Were tracks down too many manner that well-constructed
well-trodden paths, avoids a cardboard can be.
number of difficult but important
But this is not really one of the
shortcuts, and diffuses various film's flaws since it does, as
energies until it is no longer the mentioned, belong to that genre
same film it had all the best where the careful development of
intentions of being.
one or two central characters is
The greatest strength of The the prime concern of the piece.
Way We Were is the themes with And The Way We Were is true to
which it works. These themes and successful in serving that
center on problems like the concern. Even the leap we are
possibilities of love between the asked to take in believing that
ugly duckling and the full grown Hubbell's writing ability is strong
swan, the convergence of the enough to hold as a common
mind and the body, the soul and ground for the relationship is not
the crotch, the committedand the that hard. Indeed, this is just one
fluid. Thrown into one batter, of the points at which the film
The Way We Were comes off the establishes points contrary to the
griddle as another statement of syrupy genre pieces to which it
that oft-repeated theme: the loss bears a superficial resemblance.
of the American dream. But The Hubbell, the film tolerantly
Way We Were is, story-wise at explains to us, is something more
least, more than another warm than just another pretty face. And
serving of a safely de-fused yet, the fact that he is "A Pretty
"relevant" subject. The way it Face" psychologically corrodes
molds its material makes the film any achievement he might attain
alternately touching, humorous, in his writing and, ultimately, in
mildly significant and interest his relationship with Katy.
But before all this happens,
reaching. Of course, blandness and
flashiness also alternate with these Katy and Hubbell manage to
other elements for various spans, capture the American Dream, that
but that's for later discussion.
is the convergence and synthesis
The Way We Were is one of of all the contradictory elements
those films, somewhat out of of the American experience. In
native soil for a Hollywood flick, Katy and Hubbell, then, we see
that focuses on its characters so the merging of blond WASPishness
strongly that they seem to spin and dark Jewishness, of the mind
the plot directly out of their and the body, of leisure and
personalities and situations, much luxury, and work and
like a spider spinning its web out commitment, or wealth and
of its bown belly. The characters poverty, of form and substance.
then, or for that matter, the plot, And, to complete the coalescence
are Hubbell Gardiner, a tall,blond, of opposites, when Hubbell's
athletic WASP who knows all measured skill takes the pair to
the right people and all the right Hollywood, we see that,
things to say. He could be played psychologically at least, Katy is of
by Robert Redford. He is. Katy the East and Hubbell of the West.
Moroskey, on the other hand,
It is another of the film's
could be and is played by Barbra fortunate strokes that the scene

marriage.

LUKECAPUTO
Although he may be quiet, his
never-tiring ambition is envied
by his classmates.

All of this occurs against the
lopped-off background of the
beginning of the Cold War and the
resultant blacklisting that took
place in Hollywood during the
late Forties and early Fifties. The
novel on which the film is based
gave these events a much more
pronounced position in the plot
sweep, but in a sense this
lopping-off decision might have
been judicious in helping the film
achieve some kind of moral
balance. This balance comes from
a number of slight twists in the
whereby Katy's moral
intransigence is hinted as being
itself partly responsible for all the
troubles in which she finds
herself. Thus the film decides to
relieve Katy of a "Joan of Arc"
image and at the same time sneak
in a little bit of grudging
sympathy for Hubbell. Not having
story

read the book, I can't say how the
larger place given to the blacklists
may have dealt with this problem
but the film's use of the material

does seem to suit its purposes.
And, again, these purposes all
deal with showing us another
variant of the loss of the
American dream. After all the
heartaches and heart-throbs, the
film tells us, East is still East and
West is still West and Kipling-style
tragedy is still a good seller. The
fact that Brooklyn bore Katy and
Hollywood undid her serves as a
fine level of attack against the
dream industry of Hollywood,
one of the chief side concerns of
The Way We Were. Hubbell's
ability to merge into the beautiful
but shallow landscape of Movie
City nets him only a distant
second to even the shrill
intransigence of Katy. and seems
to give her commitment a
verification as at least an
existential good. Like the hero of
one of his early stories, things
come easily to Hubbell, and to his
society. And dreams, being lazy
and idle, usually mist off when
hard light or hard work appears.
Now, in getting to these

testifiedly ironic that Pollack,
who has framed a career with
attacks at the Hollywood system
(by implication with selling

de-humanization as entertainment
in They Shoot Horses, by cutting
at its prized genre, the Western, in
Jeremiah Johnson and now
directly in The Way We Were,
should be moving progressively
toward Hollywood orthodoxy in
his style. Alright, Pollack likes
pretty pictures and we've known
that right from the beginning.
But, must he give us a couple of
shots of New York City over the
river that look like still paintings
caught in a moving look on the
wall of an art gallery? Or does he
have to show us over and over in
various obtrusive places that the
camera is a mobile instrument and
he can order it moved with just

one word and a flick of his wrist?
And it is not only flaws in these
fundamentals that keep Pollack
locked in to Hollywood
mediocrity, but also the
weaknesses in cutting and pacing
statements, The Way We Were has (though neither of these were
some problems and some aids. I'll anywhere near as bad as in the
give you the good news first. Both seemingly interminable Jeremiah
Robert Redford and Barbra Johnson).
Streisand are superlative in their
To be perfectly fair to Pollack,
performances, and the casting of I have to admit that he does show
the two major roles could not the ability that the director of
have been better. At first, one gets They Shoot Horses, Don't They?
the impression that Redford's had in his evocation of time past.
cool, knowing performance The time construction of The Way
completely tops Barbra's shrill We Were could easily have led to a
act, but then one realizes that this kind of musical periods game,
too is called for in the very with participants quickly grabbing
construction of the characters and on to the nearest memory.
their relationship. Hubbell is Instead, Pollack keeps each scene
meant to be to Katy what established in a more or less clear
Redford's acting style is to geography of time (though even
Streisand's. Again, the casting is as here, as my girlfriend pointed out
perfect as the best of the to me, Pollack's infatuation with
Tracy-Hepburn pairings.
prettiness distracts in the quick
Had the other cinematic rush of women's fashion, making
elements of The Way We Were the movement from one scene to
been as strong as the casting, we the next like paging through
might have had a classic here. Vogue). Still, director Pollack
Unfortunately, they fall short of must take most of the blame for
the casting coup by varying The Way We Were's failures. It is
degrees of failure. The biggest his work which loosened and
disappointment for me was the weakened rather than tightening
direction of Sydney Pollack, since and strengthening, and the
I had charted Pollack out as oneof distance between those two
the future greats in Americanfilm achievements is in this case the
after the great success of They distance between a good film and
Shoot Horses, Don't They? Part a great film. The Way We Were is
of the combined critical and worth seeing, but so is the
financial success of that film was, skyscape of Boston from the top
I believe, Pollack's keen sense of of the Pru. You should do both if
using innovation and imaginative you have the time and/or the
techniques while at the same time inclination.
not straying too far from
Richard Lord
established Hollywood style. It is
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Jonathan Kozol Speaks on Crime

. ..

BY JOHN IMPEMBA
"The school constitutes the
classic example of consumer
fraud." was the conclusion of
Free Schools advocate Jonathan
Kozol, speaking on"The Crime of
the Schools," as a recent guest
lecturer for the Department of
Sociology, on December 6.
The schools carry "one label"
on the outside, but are something
different on the inside. ,'The

textbooks is a "presentation of
lies." The material presented is,
according to Kozol, "straight
lies." He referred to the "total
neglect" of women in history as
the most "blatant crime of
all. Women in history are
excluded . great women don't
exist in public education. Those
that do are sterile, de-sexed,
dehumanized."

label," according to Kozol, "says
ethics
and
education,
what's inside is first
decency
political
and
foremost
This
indoctrination."
indoctrination is "the primary
ingredient of public schools in the
United States."
Kozol moved on to explain
how the content of many

He -blames these "crimes" on
the textbook authors and editors.
"We don't send textbook authors
to prison, though we should." He
pointed out, however, that "we
send to prison those who discover
the lies and react in anger." Kozol
looks upon these authors as
"creating the initial crime." This
crime is the "violation of reality."

..
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in the Schools

The conditions of the public
school system have not changed
much. In speaking of the open
classroom
situation
Kozol
believes, "the texture of the class
has not changed." The open
classrooms are looked upon as the
latest gimmick to pacify angry
children." The content has not
changed at all. The changing of
the physical structure of the
classroom is looked upon as
"minor innocuous counter-culture
options." There is a subtle
distinction Kozol sees "under the
illusion of free option, they think
they are choosing," but they are
not. They are only choosing
variations of the same product.

29

explains this free school as "free
open-market competition." There
are approximatelyBoo free schools
from coast to coast. The
movement is financially having a
rough time. But according to him,
"the movement is alive and well."

Jonathan

Kozol

and

the

people's movement headed by

Mike Amato have scheduled a
16.
Members of the UFW labor group
with whom Kozol participated in
a recent Thanksgiving Eve boycott
of A&P foodstores in Boston will
be present. The general public is
invited. Wine and cheese will be
provided. If it is at all possible,
~...
bring your own wine. Note well, Jonathan Kozol: Indoctrination is
Jonathan Kozol is an advocate do not bring Gallo wine. Julio the primary ingredient of public
of the free school movement. He Gallo does not use Union Grapes. schools. Photo by Saracino.
party rally on December

..
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News Commentary: Boston College Radio -An Open Door?
BY CLIFF MULLINS
It's been a long time, much
longer than any of us can
remember since WVBC first
started trying to obtain an FM
license. About seven years ago,
the first efforts towards this effort
were made. During this time, the
progressed
through
station
conflicts with Boston University
Radio, as well as inter-station
conflicts. They now appear to be
quite close to receiving their
license. But once this FM status
comes about, how will things be
handled?
Until the summer of 1971, the
station was located on the fourth
floor of Fulton. In general, the
personnel accepted the place for
what it was: an "extracurricular
(read: student) activity." Here
place" that
was a
would
occasionally remind you of a
(hopefully) long-gone institution,
"the frat." But when it came time
to do a show, things would get
serious. Then the operation was
moved
to
McElroy
where
everything got serious.
That familiar to a few, big, red,
white and blue door (The
Six-Forty Club) at the West End
of McElroy One has cloistered
Boston College Radio for the past
two and a half years. Inside lurks

the humming complex of past and
present days. On November
of this year, the
Station's Management received
notification from the Federal
CommunicationsCommission that
as a
a document known
Construction Permit had been
awarded to the "Trustees of
Boston College" on behalf of
WVBC radio, which means that
engineering
the
station's
department may now purchase,
build and install FM transmission
equipment. All of this telescopes
down to the fact that sometime,
next semester, FM status will be
broadcasting
finalized
and
commenced.
What sort of preparations have
been made for WVBC's first
attempt at real radio, with both
audience and FCC listening in?
Well, a couple of years ago, people
about
yelling
started
PROFESSIONALISM as they
were walking out of the record
library with station property.
Precautions were taken and the
number of albums stolen each
year has decreased. On matters of
security, the station's front door
is locked each evening before 8:30
pm,
to
unwanted
prevent
strangers or students from using
the phone to make long-distance
nineteenth

HOUSE
566-6468

programming will be nationally
produced on tape but the bulk of
the broadcast will originate in the

Give yourself a treat
Pizza of all kinds

A variety of subs

1920A Beacon St.

Cleveland Circle

mWT&
jmn

LOAF &-TANKARD
254-9588
Monday - Cicero & Andrew

HTues.,

Wed., & Thurs. Saloon

Fri. & Sat.

?

DevonSquare

studio.

<<@>rjfo rock

'Ujazz

7 nights
?

MnftCT
BJIMmM

Sunday Peter & Tobey
1239 Commonwealth Aye., ALLSTON near Harvard St.
?

Nixonomics.)
An
alternative
to
an
expenditure of this type at this
time could
have been the
allocation of funds to the Music
Department in an effort to replace
damaged albums. This, of course,
was a suggestion made informally
to members of the station's
Executive Board, but, well we all

know how executive boards are.
We
also know how damn
aggravating it is to be listening to
a record and have it start skipping.
Boston College Radio is faced
with the techno-personal problem
of making FM "sound good." The
FM band is. of a much higher
fidelity than is the present AM
carrier-current system. This means
that scratched records and certain
announcers who aren't aware of
various microphone techniques
will be making all sorts of
noises.
unwanted/undesirable
Some
of
the
station's

???????????________

PINCS
PIZZA

calls or from walking out with the
new lounge area furniture. (Even
Naugahide has felt the effects of

Naturally, with publicity about
FM causing many new individuals
to join the station, the directors
of individual departments (News,
Music, Sports.etc.) can more or
less pick and choose who is
talented enough to work on an
on-the-air basis. But one thing
which the management of Boston
College Radio must never forget is
that the overwhelming majority of
station members still want VBC to
be fun! The station has the raw
do
good
talent
to
FM
programming. But it shouldn't be
a

place

where

people

start

backstabbing in powerplays to be
next year's Program Director.
Nobody gets paid; no one even
has work at the station transferred
into academic credit. All anybody
receives from their work at the
station is some sort of personal
satisfaction in the work s/he does
there. If it gets to the point where
people stop being the primary
concern in deference to the
station, then true professionalism
will by reached.
That's basically why I believe
that Boston College Radio needs
time to get accustomed to FM, to
realize that all they are is a college
station, and finally to grow out of
of
stagnation
image
the
consciousness and into expanding
the
forms of service to
community. The FM station is
licensed to the Trustees of Boston
College. This means that FM will
have a moral/ethical if not legal
obligation to the University.
Certainly they will be giving much
free publicity to the school and
even though budgeted by BC,
could conceivably end-up being a
money-making venture. There is a
service which they have shunned
in the past and to a great extent
still do neglect. They, however,
are not the pnly party to blame.
There appeared earlier, mention
of the fact that those at WVBC do
not receive academic credit for
work done at the station.
Numerous University newspapers
and radio stations offer joint
programs with the Journalism and
departments
Communication
respectively.
College
Boston
obviously does not have a
Speech/Communications
department with anywhere near
the sophistication of Boston
University's School of Public

Communication, but it does have
one of the very best equipped

college radio stations.
I therefore propose to both
present and future Executive
Boards of Boston College Radio
the feasibility of forming a liaison

between

themselves and

the

Speech/Communications
department. This does not in any
way
party's
either
imply
attempting to take over the other.
Strong precautions should be built
into the agreement to prevent one
party from encroaching on the
other's rights. This might entail a
small revision in the station's

constitution but this is a rather
minor inconvenience.
In past years, such an
agreement existed on a very
informal basis. Certain speech

professors suggested that some of
their students would be able to
spend much time at the station,

which, after a while, became a
severe inconvenience to the
management. This situation soon
ended when WVBC virtually
banned non-member access to the
station. This has laxed somewhat
over the past few years, but there
is still a justified fear of

"outsiders"

existing

damaging equipment,
the station's

within

management.

This fear is justifiable but not
necessary. If future Managements

come down to earth and realize
the potential usefulness of Boston
Radio, plans to utilize this
potential could be implemented.
The liaison between the station
and the Speech/Communications
department previously mentioned,
would be structured yet informal.
Of course this has not yet been
finalized, but the proposal would
include some of the following
suggestions.

Students enrolled in the Speech
Department's Introductory Radio
Course would spend 50 percent of

their three credit-hours in a
classroom situation, learning the
text-book necessities such as

structure,
station-management
responsibilities
of
various
department heads, FCC rules and
regulations, etc. The remaining

half of the course would be
conducted at the station by
qualified station personnel whose
the
experience
"students"
"hands-on" approach to an
education, learning the mechanics
and structure of radio first-hand.
"Qualified station personnel"
are people who are legitimate
members who are
station
interested in doing this type of
work and who are accepted by the
chairman of the Speech/Communon
department
ications
recommendation by the General
Manager of Boston College Radio.
The reason for the rigidity of the
selection process is that these
instructors will also be receiving
three academic credits for the
student-instructorship as well as
their mandatory class attendance.
The reciprocal end of this
agreement would be that station
members, who do not wish to be
studentconsidered
for
instructorship could still receive
credit for their work. Students
departmental
meeting
prerequisites could take a
Readings and Research course
under the guidance of one specific
(Cont. on page 31)
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The Black Student Forum: Who Is It...What Is It?

BY PATRICIA A. ADAMS
The time has come for the
Black Student Forum of Boston
College to be defined and
recognized (as it is defined).
The BSF evolved out of the
need for a representative voice for
Blacks on the Boston College
Campus. Since then it has been
termed as a club, a group, you
people, etc. First let me begin by
saying the BSF is an organization
with an organizational structure.
The BSF being representative
m\ #00 Blacks on this campus is
Structured as such, an Executive
Committee which is made up of
the President, Vice President,
Secretary and Treasurer of the

Forum, the five committee
chairmen, and a faculty advisor.
The BSF consists of four basic
committees:
1. ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE:
The political and social function
giver of the Forum (political
speakers, concerts, cultural events,
film series, etc.).
2.
COMMUNITY
COMMITTEE: Is designed to
maintain the Community ties of
the Blacks here at BC, also to
maintain closer ties with the Black
of
Roxbury,
Communities
Dorchester and Mattapan.
3. DRUM COMMITTEE: The
newspaper.
BSF
The
Communications arm of the

Rochester, New York. The very
talented group present a program
of creative African Theatre,
African Dance, African Song,
African Poetry.
Sunday, December 15, from
1:00-6:00 pm, in the Resident
Lounge
McElroy
Student
Commons, Boston College, An
African Arts Festival, Featuring
community. Everyone brings what Robert Ruff from Hartford
he has grown or made to Connecticut, and Charles Early
contribute to the KARAMU feast. from New York, Nubian Notions
singing, in a display of unique African Art,
Festivities
include
dancing, feasting, in a word, life is Sculpture, Paintings, Drawings,
Statues, Artafacts, Dashikis, etc.
lived in sheer enjoyment.

KWANZA is a word meaning
"First" or in this case, it signifies
the First Fruits. Celebration of
harvesting the first crops or First
Fruits is traditional in Africa. At
this time of the year our people in
Africa come together to make
joyful noises, give thanks and
enjoy the blessings of living and
acting
together
for
the

Forum. Publications are released
two times' a month (without
difficulties).

4. WOMEN'S COMMITTEE:
The hostess arm of the Forum.
Black women of Boston College
unite to present women's day,
annual Halloween parties for
Black orphans and youths of the
Black
Community,
annual
Kwanza and Parents Day. All
functions of each committee must
4. WOMEN'S COMMITTEE'
The hostess arm of the Forum.
Black women of Boston College
unite to present women's day,
annual Halloween parties for
Black orphans and youths of the
Community,
Black
annual
African Fashion Show,
8:00 until, an African
Highlife, Fenwick Hall, Boston
College. It is an African social
designed to bring all people
together in the celebration Dance.
All Festivities are free. Your
An

from

presence

will

make

this year's

KWANZA
Celebration
a
tremendous success. Come and
celebrate the African Harvest
Festival with us. All are welcome.
Any further information please
feel free to contact: Patricia
Adams, Nedra Joyner, Sharon
Jackson, 969-0100, ext. 866.
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NO JOB SHORTAGE AT
BRIGHAM'S NEWTON CENTRE

PRKWANZA
ISNCEVL OP

Umoja - Unity
Kujichagulia
Self Determination
Ujima - Collective Work and
Responsibility
Ujamaa - Cooperative Economics
Nia Purpose
Kuumba Creativity
Imani Faith
?

Morning, afternoon, night
and weekend shifts available.

?

?

?

Brothers and Sisters of African
descent, this year the Black
Student Forum of Boston College
presents its annualKWANZA. The
the
dates
for
KWANZA
celebration are December 14 and
15.
Friday, December 14, 8:00 pm,
Campion Gym, Boston College,
The Black Student Forum
proudly presents: The Bottom of
the Bucket Dance Theatre from

MCAT-DAT-GRE
LSAT-ATGSB
OCAT
NATL. BDS.

Please apply to store manager,
821 Beacon St., Newton Centre
or call 527-9217 between 4 p.m. and 8 p.m.
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Palmtronic LE-801W
Canon offers

the new LE-80M with memory for automatic

totaling.

I

\

Gel your Volkswagen

pointed FREE!

While functions vary, quality doesn't. The Palmtronic
LE-80M gives you a comfortably spaced keyboard. So there's
less chance of double entries. And while it takes only a light
touch, you can feel the numbers enter the machine. You
don't have to keep watch on the display panel.
Has battery check, arithmetic entry, automatic clearing,
floating decimal and underflow system. Works on penlight
batteries. Or on rechargeable.NiCad batteries. On AC, too,
through the recharger.
Another thing. The same dependability we build into our
full-size calculators goes into our compacts. There are many

compact calculators, but not with this reputation.

$14995
An exclusive offer available
only at Boston College: the
colorful,
RP-62-a

durable
Toshiba
solid state pocket

radio?is

free
with
the
of a Palmtronic
Again, this is a

purchase

LE-80M.

Boston College exclusive.

You can earn easy money, every month during school,
?or doing nearly nothing. Beetteboards of America will
paint your car FREE, in incredible fashion, and pay you
for driving it around as usual. That's practically all there
is to it. For the full story, write immediately to:

S

SINCE 1938

The TutunngSchool with the Nationwide Reputation

-

assimilated into the Boston
College mainstream.
The time has been long overdue
as far as the strength of minority
organizations coming to the
surface is concerned.
For the Black Student Forum
our time is here and now. Boston
College, WAKE UP TO THE
BLACK STUDENT FORUM!!

*:'m£*

\

An Equal Opportunity Employer

167S Em 16thStrttt Brooklyn, N Y

Branches in Major Cities in U.S.A.

organizations
must
be
acknowledged just as is UGBC.
The university's commitment to
its minority students has been
grossly
neglected
socially,
culturally, academically and
politically. I feel without the BSF
or Union Latina, both Spanish
and Blacks would be totally

JUJ

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

DAYS. EVENINGb, WEEKENDS

there. The Administration of
Boston College must first accept
its minority students as an entity
within the BC community. The
BSF
minority
and
other

For when you need a memory.

Summer Sessions
Special Compact Courses
Weekends - Intersessions

*__

organization. Yet it doesn't stop

No experience necessary. Uniforms provided.
Liberal food allowances.

admission to graduate and professional schools
twelve session courses
* Six andgroups
Small
*'Voluminous
material for home study
prepared by experts in each field
* Lesson schedule can be tailored to
meet individual needs. Lessons
can be spread over a period of
several months to a year, or for
out of town students, a period
of one week
'Opportunity for review of past
lessons via tape at the center

BOSTON

30

Palmtronic

'WAITRESSES/Waiters
'GRILL and SHORT ORDER COOKS
'FOUNTAIN and TAKE-OUT POSITIONS
'DISHWASHERS

* Preparation tor tests required for

(21?) 330-SiOO

Kwanza and Parents Day. All
functions of each committee must
first be cleared through the
executive committee.
As mentioned above, the BSF
evolved out of the need for a
representative voice for Blacks on
BC Campus. These needs being
political, social, cultural, etc. The
structure of the BSF Committees
is designed to fulfill the basic
needs of Black people here at BC.
Blacks on BC Campus number
400 out of 1 1,000. Our strong ties
with other Black organizations in
the Black community and other
universities enables us to maintain
identity.
our
cultural
We
completely rely on the BSF for a
cultural experience no other
group or organization on Boston
College Campus can give us.
Therefore it is compulsory that
the BSF be recognized and dealt
organization
with
as
an
representative of a very important
segment of this university's
structure and not just for statistic
or quota purposes.
The BSF has made some
positive
moves
with
the
Undergraduate Government of
Boston College (UGBC) in as far
as being recognized as an
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Beetleboards of America, Inc.
7785 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90046
Or Call (213) 876-7517 Collect
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THE CALCULATOR SHOP
BOSTON
1119 COMM. AYE.
(617)787-2323
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BOSTON
40BROMFIELDST.
(617)542-6182
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QUINCY

361 HANCOCK ST.
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Analysis; The Death Penalty: Alive and Well in

..

was permissable
under the US Constitution. In
June of that year, the Court
declared that "the imposition and
death
carrying out of the
penalty
constitutes cruel and
unusual punishment in violation
of the Eighth and Fourteenth
Though
the
Amendments."
of
the
Justices
majority
recognized that the administration
of the death penalty has been
provenly unfair, in violation of
the"due process" and "equal
protection" guarantees in the
Constitution, they decided to tip
toe around the crucial issue of
whether or not the death penalty
is, in itself, cruel and unusual

crime, forever forecloses future
is the
antithesis of the concept of
rehabilitation to which your
administration has committed
itself." The petitions were given
proof of innocence, and

...

to Sargent, who has not yet taken

punishment.

a public stance on the issue.
Insiders believe that the Governor
will pass the buck (Bill 1976) to
the Court for a ruling on its
Constitutionality. If the Bill is
declared legal, it is anybody's
guess as to which way he will
bend.
As was pointed out previously,
administrative discrimination was
the basis of the Supreme Court
Decision that Capital Punishment
and
was
cruel
unusual
punishment. Proponents of Senate
Bill 1976 argue that, when
implemented, this law will serve
the cause of equality and justice
by removing jury discretion and
the potential for discrimination. If
a man or woman is convicted of a
crime which falls into one of the
nine categories, he will promptly
be executed; no ifs, ands or buts.
This argument is false for two
reasons. First, juries will be
reluctant to render verdicts of
"guilty" when they feel that
sending a man to the gallows is
too harsh a punishment for the
crime. These juries will be left no
alternative but to render a verdict

It seems that the Massachusetts
Legislature places about as much
in
credence
the evidence
mentioned above as President
Nixon did in his Commission on
Marijuana and his Commission on
Campus Unrest. Here in the
Commonwealth we find that our
legislators have drafted a piece of
death penalty legislation which is

reactionary,
bit
as
discriminatory and ignorant as
they feel the Court will allow.
At last week's press conference
held at the State House on behalf
of the National Coalition for
Change,
Correctional
BU
imposed by a jury having President John Silber called upon
discretionary power to sentence a Governor Sargent to veto Senate
man either
to
death or Bill 1976 that would provide a
every

Christmas gifts priced for
the student9s budget
Available on Campus.
<Q/»_rV/

can

surround

himself

(Cont. from page 29)
professor. Requirements for the
R&R would include producing a
predominantly
music-oriented
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the
over
station's
operation. Chief Engineer Steve
Eichorn commented that he
would "not want to preclude
those students who look at it as
an extracurricular activity" from
continuing to enjoy it as such.
Eichorn also expressed concern

NEW FAR EAST
CHINESE RFSTAURANT

II jjB

II

111
111
111

Wanted: a BC student who would be willing to
do light chores in exchange tor room and
board. We are a family living close to BC.
January to June. Phone 734-1224
When
after 5:30.
?

Future CPA's learn how to prepare for
the CPA Exam. BECKER CPA
REVIEW COURSE. Call College.
617-536-1440.

'

$25;

ap on over
ou can't afford to miss it.

at

262-2797.

WANTED
Wanted and Needed: New toys and donations
needed for ex-offenders'and present offenders'
families. Anything else given would be greatly
appreciated. Call Boston Offender Service
Project 261-3851.

MCELROY HALL

RES. STUDENT LOUNGE
(OPP. CAFETERIA)

AVAILABLE
For Sale: Honda 500 cc. 4 1973, very low
mileage including crash bar. sissy bar, Kony
shocks. Must sell. Asking $1,200 call daytime
1-879-3121, ask for
969-0400; after 600
Scott.
?

?

Thursday & Friday Dec. 13th & 14
BE SURE TO STOP & BUY
?

"
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Wah-Wah $20. 449-2788.

vice. Call Leslie Burke

RESIDENCE LIFE COMMITTEE

I

I

.

i.

Typing, editing, and proofreading of papers,
theses. Reasonable rates, fast and accurate ser-

?

AT:

'

£..,/

Watt Silverlone-100 $65; DeArmond Acoustic
pickup $20: Gibson Les Paul Stand. Pickup

Brought to you by

J

Wah-Wah $20. 449-2788.

Earn while you learn and build your own
business. Do you have initiative and positive
attitude. Further information: 438-9088 6-11
pm.

II

*

"Tk.

WallSilverloneBloos6s: DeArmond Acoustic
pickup $20; Gibson Les Paul Stnad. Pickup

The Sale of the Century:
Rugs, bedspreads, wall hangings
and other choice quality stuff
f° r you an< your room at Pr ces
even we can't believe.

111

*?____
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REFIGERATOR

exerting ideas
between
the
two
Heights
The
organizations.
comments
from
welcomes
spokesmen of either party in an
effort to bring about such a
situation which would assuredly
be beneficial not only to the
individuals involved, but to the
University as a whole.

department eventually
control

For Sale: 12 STRING GIBSON $160: 100

AND OTHER ROOM ACCESSORIES

over the fact that as the present
registration process stands, the
course could be limited to majors
only
and
overenrolled " to
accomodate non-majors. On the
other side of the proverbial coin,
station member John Spiliakos
felt rather enthusiastic about the
proposal terming it"a far-out

show once a week as well as
moderate involvement in one of
the station's departments such as
Music, News, etc. and a paper and
or audio tape to be given to the
professor on the student's specific idea."
in
area
of
involvement
broadcasting.
This is naturally only a brief
Some station members have proposal. Neither the radio station
expressed negative feelings about nor the Speech/Communications
this proposal stating their fears of department would be prepared to
station
its implement such a program for at
losing
the
student-activity
atmosphere, least two more years. When the
taking on one of the an day comes, details can be worked
educational experience in its place out between the two parties, but
and of the possibility of the for the time being, let this serve as
Speech/Co mmunications an opening for discussion of these

?

wk

same ranks as before.
The Governor will be making
his decision any day now. The
political pressures from both sides
are leaning on him heavily.
Sargent is aware of the 1968
citizen referendum in which
Massachusetts residents voted
1,159,348 to 730,649 to keep the
death penalty. It can be assumed
that the recent events in
Dorchester and in Walpole State
Prison will serve to solidify the
sentiments of "law 'n order" folk
who have expressed a preference
for simple-minded solutions to a
complex social problem.

Can WVBC Handle FM?

For Sale: BSR/McDonaW 3IOX Turntable I
new: $60.00 must sell, asking
year old
$25.00 call Jane Xuvier 332 phone: 244-5262.

\u25a0m^otools

with

and
psychiatrists
highly-paid
lawyers and thereby create an
effective defense. Clearly, recruits
for execution will come from the

CLASSIFIEDS

$25;

31

Massachusetts

mandatory death penalty for nine of "not guilty" thereby allowing
categories of first degree murder. the murderer to go free. Secondly,
The press conference was the to defend the inherent equality of
culmination of a state wide this law is to ignore documented
student effort to mobilize public evidence which proves that juries
are traditionally prone to convict
opposition to executions.
College
Boston
students a poor member of an ethnic
accounted for roughly 500 of the minority much more readily than
10,000 Massachusetts voters who another man in the same
endorsed a petition to the situation. Racism is not the sole
Governor which held that "the factor in this imbalance. It stands
death penalty is not a deterrent to to reason that a man with money

imprisonment,

BY BOB CONTILLO
In October of 1968 the Special
Commission of the Massachusetts
Legislature to Investigate the
Effectiveness of the Death Penalty
as a Deterrent to Crime submitted
its Interim Report. As expressed
in the report's opening sentence,
it concluded that "the death
penalty is not a deterrent to
crime." On January 7, 1971, the
National Commission on Reform
of Federal Criminal Laws released
report
its
final
which
recommended the abolition of all
federal death penalty statutes.
recently,
statistical
More
evidence has been provided by
Professor Hubo Bedeau of Tufts
University, author of The Death
Penalty
in America, wl ich
maintains that (1) the use of t*"ie
death penalty in a given state does
not decrease the subsequent rate
of criminal homicide in that state;
(2) states that abolish the death
penalty do not have lowerrates of
criminal homicide than non-death
penalty states; (3) states that have
reinstituted the death penalty
after abolishing it have not shown
a decreased rate of criminal
homicide.
Also in 1971, the Supreme
Court was to decide on whether
the death penalty for felony
murder and for rape, when

December 11, 1973
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LIVE CHEAPLY AND SKI FREE,
beautiful, modern chalet in Vermont, 8 beds
with 8 season ski passes for private ski range
with slopes for beginners to experts, with
chairlifts, saunas, restaurant, lounge. Total
cost $300. for season prefer grad students, call
Ken at 327-9446.

Books & Pages, Ltd.
Spectacular savings on gift books
for the holidays.
1265 Center Stree, Newton Centre, Mass.
244-8577
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UGBC

Supports PIRG

include PIRG on the bill, which
will be published in The Heights.
However, on the second point of
the Administration'sveto.
the petition he is firm. "It is just
The petition, which was not a good idea to have separate
supported by the overwhelming groups billed on our invoices."
Campanella also said, as a reply to
majority of the Caucus, stated:
1. The UGBC expects a public the petition's fourth demand, "1
statement of explanation as to feel that we are pretty responsive.
why PIRG was not on the bill for No student has ever had a
spring '74.
problem making an appointment
2. The UGBC expects the with me, or getting a chance to
PIRG fee to be collected by the talk with me or other
University second semester, spring administrators."
'74.
According to Jeff Graeber, BC
3. The UGBC demands a PIRG coordinator, "we are
prompt decision in regard to pushing to get it (PIRG) on the
future billing of PIRG.
bill next semester" (fall '74). He is
4. The UGBC demands that the confident that PIRG will be on
University be more responsive to the bill in some revised form, such
all types of student input.
as in addition to the student
In response to the requests of activity fee. In the meantime,
the Caucus, Campanella said that PIRG at BC will be supported by
he is willing to issue a public the funds of Eastern Mass PIRG,
statement of explanation on the but will not be a voting member
administration's decision not to of that body.

BY JOAN QUINLAN
The UGBC Caucus sent a
petition
to Executive
Vice-President Francis Campanella
last week stating their support of
the Eastern Massachusetts Public
Interest Research Group, and
asking that the administration
reconsider its decision not to
place the $4 PIRG fee on the
spring bill, which went out last
week.
The decision of the Caucus to
send the petition came as the
result of a campaign by Boston

College PIRG members, to gain
BC PIRG students met last Wednesday in a town meeting to discuss the the support of as many student
groups as possible, in the face of
university's veto of PIRG. Photo by DiLella.

Wegman

Sets Concert 'Moratorium'

DBJYGLR
A USSO
Carole Wegman, Director of
Student Activities has declared a
"moratorium of concerts until
March 1." Wegman's reasons for
this declaration are the need for a
general re-evaluation, including a
review of the benefits of concerts,
their accountability, and the
management of the Social
Committee.
This decision follows a
Mountain concert on December
Ist, which was attended by only
500 students, while 1500 were
needed to break even.
Mike Gustafson, Chairman of
the Social Committee, responded
to the decision by saying, "There
has been a suggestion for
re-evaluation of concerts on
campus, but as to the suggested
moratorium until March 1, until
we receive official notification, we

will continue booking acts and
hope that this problem will be
cleared up before ticket sales for
the next concert begin."
At a meeting held on

BC students. Gustafson feels that
it is necessary to open concerts to
the public if they are not sold out
on campus to keep the committee
financially stable. He said, "It is

Fr. Edward
Hanrahan, Dean of Students,
Wegman, and Gustafson discussed
concerts on campus. Fr. Hanrahan
stated, "It (the moratorium) is
basically a review to consider the
whole concert program to
determine its social value
primarily to the BC community."

not a realistic policy due to the
high cost of major group artists
and their demand in professional
concert arenas."
Gustafson admitted to the
financial loss of the concert. He
attributed it to bad scheduling
since concerts in Boston, a
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therefore aware of their needs.

Although he couldn't point to any
exact figures he cited "a good
number of handicapped students
at BC."
Taylor was "very optimistic"
about the success of the audio
response system and cited MlT's
success as an example. "It's not
costing the University anything.
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There are probably as many answers
as there are individual Maryknoll
priests and Brothers. Some men are
deeply moved when they hear of
babies dying in their mother's arms
because of hunger or disease. Others
are distressed by the growing antagonism and separation between the
rich and the poor nations. More are
concerned about the great injustices
that have been inflicted upon the
poor by those who possess wealth
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The Massachusetts Commission
for the Blind is paying for the
system as well as the computer
time, but the system has merit
beyond that."
Other area schools, such as BU,
Harvard, Tufts, and UMass., are
working together to ccordinate a
"resource center for the

and power to an excessive degree,

Others look

to

learn from

peoples

who have grown up with a different
mentality than that which is theirs,
All feel that the only solution to the
crises "tTTaT threaten to split men
asunder is the love of God as shown
in the life of His Son, Jesus Christ,
This love of God urges men to go
forward and be missioners so men
can love one another. What could be
your reason for joining Maryknoll?

handicapped."
One point Taylor wanted to
stress was a need for "sensitivity"
from the BC community towards
handicapped students. "One of
the things we want to avoid is
creating something which will
have a stigma attached to it."

If you keep saying you want to do something
with your life - here's your chance to prove it
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I do want to
do something.
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City

.

Age

"shooting for a December
installation."
"The Audio Response
Keyboard," Taylor explained, "is
a fairly complicated computer
system which would enable a
blind person to type term papers,
do bookkeeping, prepare letters;
all by means of audio feedback or
computer produced speech."
Other functions of the room
would be "... to provide a

explained by Taylor. "Right now service oriented program, whereby
the progress of the room is up in people could organize car pools,
the air. The primary reason for etc." This is one service Taylor is
the room is the Audio Response currently operating out of his
Keyboard." When Taylor was last office. "The only other
in touch with the company equipment in McElroy 119, would
installing this piece of equipment, be 'human resources.' "
they told him they were
Taylor has been personally
involved with the handicapped for
the past four or five years and is

off i why does a man
join Maryknoll?
u
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BY MAUREEN SCOTT
Gene Taylor, Director of
Counseling in the School of
Education, is planning a "second
semester opening" of the
handicapped students' office to be
located in McElroy 119.
Carol Wegman, Director of
Student Activities, said "... the
room is available and they can
move in anytime." The delay in
"setting-up" the room was

|«§

For Eaoh Adult Member of Your Party

y

Handicapped Student's Office

Rathskellar semi-formal, and the
football game all occurred on the
same weekend. Gustafson chose
Mountain on the basis that it had
recently sold out a show of equal
capacity at Worcester Tech and is
said to have sold out Madison
Square Garden two weeks in
The Social Committee, advance. "The Social Committee
however, does not agree with the was amazed at the lack of
proposal to limit ticket sales to attendance," said Gustafson.
Methods proposed at the
meeting to improve the concert
situation included a polling of the
student body regarding what
performers they would like to see,
and a suggestion to limit the sale
of tickets to BC students.
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BC and Brown player vie for puck. In this case, BC

got short end of stick,

3-0.

KEN RIVETZ
In what was a very exciting and
action-packed hockey game the BC
Eagles outscored and outfought St.
Mary's University of Halifax. Nova
Scotia 6-4 at McHugh Forum.
The first period started out with
BC flying but thai was nothing compared to what transpired in the second round, I mean period, of the
contest.

BC coach Len Ceglarski, in an effort to get some offense generated
after the 3-0 loss to Brown last
Wednesday, shook up his line combinations.
It payed dividends right away as
at 1:48 of the opening period
freshman standouts Mike Martin
and Bob Ferriter combined for the
Eagles' first goal of the wild game.
Martin stole the puck from a
Huskie defenseman behind the
SMU cage, fed it out to Ferriter
who backhanded the puck into the
net.

It was a conservative game for the
next nine minutes or so, when the
Eagles then exploded for two goals
in a one minute span.
John Monahan scored the second
BC goal followed by a pretty goal
from John Baier on a semibreakaway. A pass from senior
defenseman Chuck Lambert set up
Baier for the score.
Here is where the Eagles decided
to stop playing hockey and this lapse

resulted in very generouslyallowing
SMU to tic the game with three
goals in a five minute span.
The first period ended with the
game tied 3-3 but the fun had hardly

intermission as BC came out hitting
everybody in sight and this resulted
in the fourth BC goal.
This goal which came at 2:05 was
the prettiest of the game.
Mike Martin fed captain Ray

D'Arcy, who instinctively

backhanded the puck into the net
while looking the other way. Maybe
that's what everybody should try
someday.
Now we get closer to the real excitement.
After Bob Ferriler scored the
eventual game-winner at 10:48 the
real action began.
At 11:54 of the period Mike
Quinn of SMU decided to spear
John Monahan while waiting for a
face-off for no apparent reason. At
this John unexpectedly retaliated
with going at Quinn and this
resulted in some heavy hitting
between the two. After what seemed
like several minutes of fighting the
referees finally broke it up and
banished the two for the remainder
of the contest. As a result from being ejected Monahan is automatically out of Tuesday night's game at
Providence. The spear by Quinn was
without a doubt the cheapest shot I
have ever seen.
Less than a minute later another
altercation broke out. Again it was
an SMU player starting it after being called for an obvious trip with
BC's Mark Albrecht being the
target.

Each went out lor four minutes
for roughing and high-sticking but
that wasn't the end of it. The St.
Mary's coach felt he was cheated
begun.
and called for his players to leave
Coach Ceglarski must have said the ice. At that the referee probably
something to his players during the told him to grow up or something to

1973

Dan Kilcullen pops trom the corner, but it wasn't enough against Canisius.

Ice Eagles Shake Up St. Mary's
BY

December 11,

Eagles Bounce Back,
Bury Brown

that effect and play finally resumed.
However. BC defenseman Rich
Hart began hitting everybody in
sight and had to be taken out by
coach Ceglarski to cool off.
SMU must have become fired up
as they scored to make things sticky BY MIKE MEEHAN
for the Eagles to end the second
Boston College got on the vicperiod with BC on top 5-4.
tory trail Saturday night as a
The third period started with ihe strong second half comeback enfans expecting great things lo occur.
However, it seemed like an entirely different hockey game as nothing
happened until late in the game.
St. Mary's began putting some
pressure on for the equalizer but
BC's leading scorer of a year ago,
Richie Smith relaxed the crowd on
an unassisted breakaway goalwith a
minute remaining. To make it
Trengrove on Canisius-BC .p. 3
sweeter the Eagles were playing a
man short.
Len Dc Luca
p3
Putting it mildly it was a very exHockey
Brown-BC
p.
4
citing, wide open hockey game but
BC again was careless in their own
Jack McMahon, Guest
end resulting in the SMU goals.
Commentary
p. 5
From the Locker Room:
Defenseman Leo Scarry had quite
p. 6
Women's Swimming
a few penalties which should slop if
he's to help the team.
A Last Photographic
The leading point getters for BC
p.7
at Fall
Look
were
game
in the
Bob Ferriter with
two goals, and Martin, D'Arcy, and
p.B
John Florescu
Smith all chipping in with two
St. Anselm's Wrapup
p.B
points.
It looks like Len Ceglarski has
pulled another jewel out of the high
school ranks as freshman Mike
Martin from Norwoodis leading the
team in scoring with a goal and four
assists.
Another freshman Bob Ferriter is
also playing very well.
In the penalty filled game there
were almost 40 minutes in penalty
time given to the two teams combined.

Inside

.

Heights Sports

abled the Eagles to subdue a
highly spirited Brown team. In the
first half, it looked as if this Eagle
trip to Providence would be a sad
one. Not once, in the entire first
half did the maroon and gold
score more than two points in
succession. BC's "instant offense," Bobby Carrington rarely
saw the ball in this hectic first
period that permitted the Bruins

to extend the lead to thirteen.
The half ended with Brown holding an eleven point advantage.
But BC came out strong in the
second half and started crashing
the offensive boards, a tactic that
the Bruins had used so

successfully in the firs,t half. Pivotal in the Eagle comeback was the
insertion in the lineup of the
sixfoot senior, Jere Nolan. Nolan,
coming back from an ankle injury,
started getting the ball to
Carrington, and Smooth "did his
thing." Twice, after Brown baskets had cut the BC lead to one
point, Nolan hit Carrington with
length of the court passes, one for
a hoop, the other resulting in two
foul shots. But the game was not
decided until the final six seconds
of play, when Carrington hurried
an inbounds pass to the point that
Nolan picked it off to preserve
BC's first victory of the season.
Carrington led the BC scoring
attack with 21 points. The victory
puts the Eagle record at 1 and 1

for the season.
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Griffins Take Hold Of
Flow, Shock BC By Five
BY JIM TRENGROVE

Something was obviously
missing besides the five points in
the 86-81 loss. Everything seemed
to be there at the opening tap of
the BC-Canisius contest.

The crowd was there. Not a
SRO crowd, but nonetheless, a
good basketball crowd. The Eagles
looked like Ohio State before
they faced the Wolverines-super-

psyched!
The talent was there. Smooth,
Rat, Glue, Russ.el, Syd, Frid, they
all made their presence felt. A lot
was expected, maybe too much.
Something was missing. It was
tough to pinpoint.
Pinpoint 1:22 remaining, game
already decided, enter the missing

link, the "Flow."
The "Flow" sat on the bench
the entire game until the above
mentioned time. The "FJow" isn't
dynamic or overly flashy. Not
electrifying or extremely colorful.
He is just the "Flow." He wears
No. 10 and was sorely
missed-sorely! Jere Nolan had to
play more.
Whether physically capable of
playing or not is immaterialat this
point. He did not play enough.
For the short time he was in, Jere
got things flowing, just a bit. But
it was too little too late.
It was a matter of
inexperience. Mcl Weldon saw his
first varsity action, and played the

owned 24 of the first 38 points
and finished with 41. He could
have had a lot more.
The BC Eagles-Canisius Fogies
hadn't seen that much action in contest would seemed to have
the past. That left the Rat, fallen in favor of the home team
Kilcullen and Morrison with most with the departure of Larry Fogle.
of the experienced know-how.
Exit Larry Fogle. Enter one
Niether the Griffins nor the Canisius basketball team.
Eagles could pull away by the
When the SW Louisiana
half. Big man Kenny Kee had only transfer fouled out, the Eagles
eight points by the half. Mcl were ahead 67-65. The Griffins
Weldon held Canisius guard, Jim immediately took the lead the
Schofield, to zero points by the never were headed. Exit 2,179
half and only five foul shots for paying customers with foot in
mouth.
the game.
For until 7:47 of the second
An interesting statistic: the
half, Larry Fogle was a 747. He Eagles and Griffins hit the same

entire game. Syd Sheppard played
his first game since high school
and played until his fifth personal
foul. Collins and Carrington

LDLen uca

A Watershed Event
Saturday night was another one of those things that historians call a
"watershed event." The subject of that event was the Boston College
basketball team. The occasion was the Brown-Eagle encounter at the
Providence Ivy League School's swimming pool (which, they tell me, in
winter is converted into a basketball court).
Over and over fans are tormented by coaching catchphrases such as
"it was a great win because we came from behind, and the kids didn't
give up ... " etc., etc., ad infinitum. Well, in the case of this last
chapter in our continuing saga of "Can BC do it?" one might even have
excused Bob Zuffelato for employing the cliche.
Boston College's highly touted hoopsters looked positively impotent
defensively in their first three halves of basketball this year. Against
Canisius 6' 6" Ron Lee look-alike, Larry Fogle, shrugged off BC's
attempt to guard him, be it through a zone or a man to man defense.
When he fouled out, unknown and unheralded Bill Leonard, Jim
Schofield, and Mike Roberts controlled the tempo of play as the
Griffins had never even done avec Monsieur Fogle.
When the Eagles travelled down Route 95 four nights later, someone
must have misinformed them as to which set of Bruins they were about
to compete against. Defensively, the Eagles were about as aggressive as
the Newton College Christmas Ball. They therefore made Brown, a
great team by that school's standards, and a good team by any other's,
look like UCLA East" as the hosts jumped out to an eleven point lead
largely due to their 50% shooting around a pitiful one.
By the time the second half had rolled around, an undoubtedly
perplexed Zuffelato, apparently had been able to appeal to the better
instincts of his team and hastened them to play a tighter defense. They
did, and crippled with some heroics by an ankle-ailing Jere Nolan, the
defense proved to be the primary facilitators in BC's first and crucially
important victory of 73-74.
The Brown game saw BC mix fast breaking and a control of the
momentum of the game completely for the last ten minutes. But the
jury is still out as to whether the Eagles can effectively combat a zone
defense. The decision will be soon forthcoming to be sure: Tom
McCorry, Zuffelato's assistant in 71-72, is now the Fairfield assistant
and viewed the Canisius game last Tuesday. Conclusion: BC will see a
lot of stags in zone defenses this Wednesday.

On Friday, BC will take on the Harvards at Cambridge, and although
Satch Sanders has not been around the college scene for more than a
month, the Eagles will sec Crimson zones because 1) Satch is a smart
cookie when it comes to defense, and 2) Harvard is woefully thin on
talent, and probably does not have the horses to play man to man with
BC's groundchamps,
have the horses to play man to man with BC's play ground champs.
The fact that BC's best and brightest are more inclined to run and
gun rather than to pass it around the perimeter looking for the
unmolested 10 to 15 footer, reveals something of the way that this
promising yet unproven squad must be treated by fans and reporters.
Dave Gavitt, the Providence coach said it best: "No matter how great
a talent a ball player was in high school, he still has to adapt and learn a
lot before he can excel in college." Gavitt, who has seen the gamut in
programs he has coached, uses the example of John Thompson. "Big
John" now the head coach at the rejuvenated Georgetown program was
another one of those "can't miss" high school, All Americans who
entered the college ranks tabbed as a pro prospect from the start. His
just two years were not gargantuan successes (i.e. he was not a Jabbar
or Walton), and the fans were on him. His senior year saw matters turn
around, a National Invitational Tournament and the starting point for
the succession of quality teams at Providence.
There is a lesson to be learned by Eagle fans. No matter what it
seems, BC should be able to do from the outset, these are times which
are still educative experiences for Messieurs Carrington, Morrison,
Collins, Berwanger, and even Weldon. Jack McMahon, the local
talent-resource expert whose analysis you can read elswhere in this
editon of Heights asserts that if the Eagles go four and four in the first
eight games, they could possibly win twenty this season. Peter
Gammons of the Globe has said that this team could win 23 or 7
depending upon the adolescing.
The point should be well taken. Indeed, the win over Brown was the
first "watershed event"of the "BC Basketball Revival." But more
importantly, now the process of discovering and defeating the bugs
must continue. This will demand evergy from several parties: the team,
Zuffelato and Drayton Miller, and the fans. An interesting question:
which source of energy will be the first to experience a shortage?

number of fieldgoals for the game.
Canisius didn't attempt a foul
shot until the second half. 86-81,
five foul shots!
The 1-4 strategy didn't seem to
work against the smaller 2-3
Canisius team, especially at the
end, especially when the one in
the 1-4 played the entire game.
Experience, a few games under
the belt, should solve some
problems. That comes with age.
But the 1-4 didn't seem effective.
Neither Weldon nor Nolan can
ride the bench, they're proven
starters. It's simple: No flow, no
go!
Last week, Heights Sports
printed a caption to a picture

on page S-4 which read, "A
confrontation between two
potential studs, Bill Collins and
Syd Sheppard." At that time
there were objections raised to
the use of the word "studs" to
describe Mssrs. Collins and
Sheppard.
It was only after the paper
hit the newstands that the
possible misinterpretation of
the slang, colloquial basketball
term became apparent. It is
therefore appropriate that
Heights Sports offer both its
apologies to Mssrs. Collins and
Sheppard and to all members
of the Boston College
community offended by the
caption, as well as to explain
the intended meaning of the
caption.
The term has been used very
often in the parlance of city
playground basketball. It
connotes a degree of flashiness

and excellence of the
individual basketball player. In
short, most of those who
follow basketball realized the
term was complimentary.
Those who did not, interpreted
the term as being derogatory.
Heights Sports can only
reiterate to our reading public
(as it has done personally to
Bill Collins and Syd Sheppard)
that the use of the term "stud"
was simply an unfortunate
ambiguity. The respect that
this newspaper has for the two
ballplayers involved is
unquestioned. It is Heights
Sports' sincere hope that this
note has sufficiently explained
the unfortunate situation.
Len Dc Luca
Editor, Heights Sports
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Bruins (Brown Chapter) Blank BC

The Best In The East

chances on close range shots by College was sloppy in their own
Jim King, initially, and then Rich end and unable to really get going
Hart. Madich, who would be offensively. When they did
voted my top star in the game, manage to pressure Brown, Major College Rankings
however, Madich was there to
was impregnable however.
Later in the period BC put the turn away all 26 BC shots. One
1) Providence
pressure on again during another really can't fault Ned Yetten on
Boston College
2)
any
of the goals as he made his
power play but were repeatedly
usual
number
U. of Conn.
3)
great
Madich.
of
saves
by
thwarted
and
offensively.
While the Eagles tried their turned away 22 Brown shots.
4) Brown
In between, however, Brown hardest to get back the two goals,
5) U. of Mass.
goalie Jim Madich made several the Bruins were biding their time From the locker room:
6) Fairfield
BC saw their long undefeated
saves on the spectacular side to and at 18:57 of the period scored
string
McHugh
at
Forum end with 7) Boston Univ.
prevent BC from getting on the their third and final goal as Ned
Yetten was beaten by Norm the loss along with dropping their 8) Northeastern
scoreboard.
The opening period saw the Howarth to the far side of the net. first game of the year after a win 9) Rhode Island
During
first seventeen and a half minutes
the final period against St. Anselm's. The streak 10) Harvard
go by with very little excitement. absolutely nothing at all went back over 20 games to Jan.
11) Vale
Then finally at 17:31 Brown's happened. There wasn't even a of 1972 in Snooks Kelley's last
12) Holy Cross
Steve Menich scored what would single penalty called not to year as BC coach.
13) Dartmouth
About the only thing the BC
be the game winner on a shot mention the fact that neither
from close in as BC goalie Ned team was able to mount any kind fans had to cheer about was a 14) Maine
Yetten was screened and didn't of an offensive threat as BC well-timed hip check by freshman 15)U. ofN.H.
managed only three shots on the defenseman Bud Yandle.
have much of a chance.
16)Vermont
Before the Eagles had a chance Brown net.
The Eagles are now 1-1 overall
to regroup and mount an attack
It was a game in which Boston and 0-1 in division one play.
Small Colleges
on Brown, the Bruins came back
and scored their second goal 57
seconds later on a cheap goal.
1) Bentley
When a Brown player attempted
2) Assumption
to pass to a teammate across the

KEN RIVETZ
Last Wednesday night at
McHugh Forum, the BC Eagles
lost a frustrating hockey game to
Brown University by the score of
3-0.
The game started and finished
in very boring fashion as neither
team was able to get much going
BY

crease, Eable defenseman Chuck
Lambert happened to be standing
in the way and the puck deflected
in off his skate for the score.
In the period BC had three
power play opportunities but was
unable to break through goalie
Madich as the period ended with
BC trailing 2-0.
Early in the second period the
Eagles had their best scoring
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Best of the Rest

Boston State
Brandeis

Bryant

Cent. Conn.
Colby

Merrimack
Quinnipiac
St. Anselms
Springfield

Tufts

All New England

First Team
F-Marvin Barnes (P.C.)
F-Bob Carrington (8.C.)
G-Kevin Stacom (PC.)
G?Bill Raynor (Dart.)
G-Mel Weldon (8.C.)

Third Team
F-Mike Baskauskas (Vale)
F-Kerry Walker (8.U.)
F-John Grochalowski (Assump.)
F-Rich O'Connor (Fairfield)
G-Brian Hammel (Bentley)
G?John 71ark (Northeast.)

Second Team
F?Phil Brown (Brown)
F-Ken Boyd (Boston U.)
F-Al Skinner (UMass)
G-Al Weston (UConn)
G?Ed Morris (Brown)
OTHERS TO WATCH: Bob Cooper, Joe Hasset, Rick Santos (P.C);
Paul Berwanger, Bill Collins, Will Morrison, Jere Nolan (8.C.); Cal
Chapman, Gary Custick, Jim Foster, Earl Wilson (UConn); Lloyd
Desvignes, Jim Busam, Dudley Simmons (Brown); Bill Endicott, John
Murphy, Jim Burke (UMass); John Ryan (Fairfield); Derek Reveron
(BU); Carlton Smith (URI); Tony Jenkins, Lou Silva (Harvard); Wayne
Morrison, Erie Feragne (UNH); Adam Sutton (Dart.); Joe Greco (Ver);
Pete Gavett (Me); Tom Cockill (Bentley).
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boston college sports network

[ BROADCASTS FOR THIS WEEK

'

Tues: Hockey at Providence 7:50
Wed: Basketball vs. Fairfield 7:20
; Fri: Basketball at Harvard 7:50

ii
WBOS FM 92.9 MHz
WVBC AM 640 KHz

Hockey

Dave Pearlman

j Tom Burke

I
S upcoming:

MOST UNUSUAL GIFTS IN LIQUOR

FREE PERSONALIZED GIFT-WRAPPING
RARE & UNIQUE BOTTLES
"Ktt DELIVERIES

with minimum purchase

-

mileage limitation

!

Play-by-play
Color

?

!

Basketball
Len DeLuca
Bill Evans

'

I

21: Hockey vs. UNH
Sat Dec 22: Basketball at Syracuse
|l
Follow the Eagles both Home and Away j
on the Boston College Sports Network j
"Your Eagle Air"
Fri Dec

j

'
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SEASON'S GREETINGS!

From George, Mary Ann and Johnnie

...

Guest Commentary: Jack McMahon

Providence Still Best in East, but BC Could BE...
Once again it will be the pack include Brown (heights could hurt
in the end), UMass (quickness a
chasing Providence in New England major college basketball. Bosquestion), and Fairfield (depth?).
ton College and the University of This year in particular any one of
Connecticut would seem to have
the best chance of dethroning the
current champ. Ernie D and Fran
Costello are gone but PC still
seems to have the edge. It is
basically a two man team this year
with Marvin Barnes and Kevin
Stacom. The rest of the team will
complement these two but will
lack the all around skills of the
main men. Stacom was drafted
and would have signed with the
right team and Barnes has had the
pro dollar waved in front of him
since his sophomore year. Barnes
has really matured this year, offensively and is capable of dominating any game with the possible
exception of a top ten team.

BC an UConn have a
because of superior depth
overall height. UConn which
not play PC this year might

shot
and
does

have
the edge in experience and starts
out with a very tough slate. However, with the proper mixture of
patience and dedication, it should
be only a matter of time and
although they may not have the
best record, the Eagles should
have the best team at the END of
the season. Right now they could
use a healthy Jere Nolan for his
experience and floor leadership.
The third tier of teams would

the top teams is able to knock quite a few 'upsets'.
down someone who is above
The fourth level has Boston
them. It is a good year to come to University (great up front but
play every night or there might be badly need guard to control

team). Northeastern (last year surprised everyone - this year surprise
is gone and heights could be fac-

tor), and Rhode Island (coach
hasn't lost many but team could).
The fifth group includes Harvard (get em Tom). Holy Cross
and Vale. These teams would have
a couple of good players but then
the talent dropoff is noticeable
and the bench is a problem.
Probably holding up the bottom of the major college group
will be Dartmouth (Raynor only
expreienced player), Maine (not
enough talent), and New Hampshire (no appreciable height).
These teams will have considerable difficulty in staying with
higher ranked teams.

On the small college scene,
Bentley and Assumption continue
their three year battle for supremacy. Bentley with a raft of returnees including super small college
players, Tom Cockill and Brian
Hammel. seems to have the edge
but Assumption has a tougher
schedule and is guaranteed at least
one trip to Evansville, the Dec.
28-29 Tourney-the opponent,
Long Beach State. If you like
small college ball and you like
teams that run, go see Bentley
some night especially January 31
at Assumption. You will probably
think that they are using three

basketballs.
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Women Aquanauts Triumph Twice
successful Groden. The 24 women swim
Following
a
performance at the Masse-Spears team gained control of all but two
Relays at Wellesley College against events, the 50 yard Backstroke
fifteen other New England and the 100 yard Backstroke.
colleges on November 28, the BC
BC's team strength was due to
Women's Swim team scored its the large number of women
first victory of the season swimmers, 24, as compared to
overpowering
Southern SMU's six women swimmers. In
Massachusetts University 80 to 23 many of the events, the SMU
December 3, at BC's sports team could only afford to place
complex.
one girl on the starting block. In
Placing first in ten out of 12 the diving event, SMU did not
aquatic events, BC led the winning even have a diving representative,
streak all the way starting out so BC's two divers battled it out
with the 200 Individual Medley between themselves with Julie
consisting of swim team members Twyford placing first and Ruta
Kathy Bailey, Mary Kay Finnerty, Aras placing second in the diving
Sara
Schwartz and Reenie score.
The strongest races by BC's
were
girls
the
100 yard
Breathstroke by Mary Kay
Finnerty, the 50 yard Free Style
by Janet O'Leary, the 100 yard
Semler has on the team this Free Style by Sara Schwartz and
With Kennedy on the first line
will be senior and co-captain John year a group of promising
sophomores from a frosh team
Martin and junior Dave Kelly.
Leading the defensive corps will that went 15-5 last year, mixed
be junior Jeff Nixon and the other with a number of experienced
co-captain Mike Marvell. At this lettermen.
juncture, Marvell is the leading
The first line shows this blend
point getter with a goal and five of youth and experience. It
assists. Also seeing action will be consists of senior Brian Mcintosh,
freshman Ron Wilson.
Stuckey, and
junior
Mark
BC's success this year will sophomore Pete Maguire.
depend on how much the
Also playing up front will be
newcomers can contribute and
how
many captain Clay Kyle, juniors Mike
much
the
underclassmen
have improved Bascon and Corky Powers, alo
from last year's young 11-14 with super soph Gary O'Meara
who tied the freshman scoring
squad.
The Friars will be a strong team mark last year with 48 points.
Defense couldn't be the Tiger's
if these young players perform
weak
point. The top four
their potential.
defensemen consist of a pair of
juniors and two sophomores: Him
PRINCETON
In summing up Princeton's Damberger, Ray Hopper, Al
chances this year coach Jack Rosner, and Paul Dionne.
If it's any indication of the
Semler said, "I'm not predicting a
spectacular season but we'll be team's potential this year, they've
more competitive than last year's defeated Brown who in turn
shutout BC, so Princeton could
squad of 5-18."
With this in mind BC will host give the Eagles a run for their
the Tigers in McHugh Forum on money on their way to possibly
this Saturday December I sth.
the Tigers' best season in years.

Friars And Tigers Next On Slate
BY KEN RIVETZ

PROVIDENCE

On Tuesday Night Boston
College will travel to Providence
and play the Providence Friars in
the new Schneider Arena.
The contest will mark the
dedication of the new arena, and
the Eagles could have their hands
full with an improving Providence
team.
Thus far this season, the Friars
playing with only four seniors
have won two and lost two with
their latest loss at the hands of
Boston University.
Leading Providence this year
with the absence of last year's
leading scorer Gary Williamson,
will be a group of inexperienced
players.
The top goal scorer has been
sophomore wing Dan Kennedy
with three and freshman forward
John McMarrow who has scored

twice.
Most likely sophomore Phil
Anchukaitis will be in the nets
versus BC as he has impressed
coach Lou Lamoriello the most
up to this point.

the final race, the 100 Free Relay
consisting of team members
Reenie Groden, Chris Breen, Sara
Schwartz and Janet O'Leary.
The success of the women's
swim team at BC was mory than
just the combined effort of the
members of the team, but in fact
the result of many demanding
practices under the direction of

BC Coach Tom Groden, head of
the Aquatics Club. This year's
women's swim team has many
veterans from last year. The team
comprises 15 sophomores, six
freshmen, one senior and one
junior, numbering as the largest
women's swim team in the New
England League.
The next swim meet for BC's
Women's Swim team will be at the
sports complex against Wheaton
College
on Tuesday night,
December 11, at 6:30.

RESERVOIR PROVISION CO.

Dealers In High Grade Groceries 1922 Beacon Street
Foreign and Domestic Liquors
Tel. LOngwood 6-5588
Brighton, Mass.
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all you want!
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Paul's Tureen of Italian
Minestrone Soup on your
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Make your own Antipasto
from our Pushcart with
over '5 Ingredients!
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Pasta or a Fresh
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Baked Manicotti
Chicken Cacciatora
Veal Parmigiana
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TALLINO'S
Rou<e 9 268 Bovlston St.) Chesmul Hill
No Isjl
(opposite the Chestnut Hill Shopping Center) jeans
please.
TeleP hore: 731 WOO FREE PARKING
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[THE SKILL BUREAU ???
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of our 23 other gieat specialties
Come Celebrate Informally! Entertainment
niofitty in our lounge until 2:00 a.m.
choose

j

FREE \J

\u25a0
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table help yourself!

I
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FREE

for
Educators, Authors, Architects
Dissertations, Theses, Reports
Cassettes You tape it...We type it

-

iV\

Hot Baked Loaves
of Italian Bread-

|J

I|

$3.25

Starting at

PROFESSIONAL TYPING

Our specialty is large manuscripts with the quickest
turn around time of any m.s. service in New England.
We follow any style desired.
All work is fully
guaranteed.
Our proven typists have top skills
plus superb academic credentials.
8 WINTER ST. BOSTON
1278 MASS. AYE. HARVARD SQ.
423-2986
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We. include the following
FREE with every dinner!
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WOW! PAUL'S OUTDONE HIMSELF!
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For undergraduates n Instruction in English
a Hebrew Ulpanprior to academic term
a Independentstudy project for interested students
\u25a1 Tours, seminars and extra curricular activities
ONE YEAR PROGRAM
II SPRING SEMESTER
Q

American Friends of the
Tel Aviv University
342 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017
(212) MU 7-5651

|

|

I
I
I

Israel Program Center AZYF
515 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10022
(212)753-0230/0282
Note: departure, January
?
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The nation's second leading scorer?Mike Esposito?will break a new BC record every time he carries the
ball next year.
This man heard rumors that

BC fans will get to see Gary
Even though sidelined with an injury for a good part of the season, Phil Marangi
one more time this year
Bennet's last two games showed him to be a definite pro-prospect.
as quarterback in the East-West
Shrine Game.

Things weren't going well for Coach Yukica

PHOTOS BY
RICH SILVER

So he showed his knowledge through the entire Holy Cross game

Fred "The Foot" Steinfort
amazed the fans all season.
Keith Barnette seemed to fly in for this touchdown vs. West Virginia,

The football team really gave the cheerleaders something to toot about

But even coaches get to relax
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Eagles Take Penalty Marred Tilt
BY TONY PIANTIERI
The Boston College 1973-74
hockey season got off to a

and Kearns forced Yetten to make
two unbelievable stops and when
the BC defense failed to clear the
second rebound, O'Brien sent the
loose
home.
puck
Yetten

protested furiously, apparently
arguing that O'Brien had directed
the puck with his skate, but to no
avail.
Smith then proceeded to do his
penalty bit for the night when at
12:30 he was called for offsides
and had some heated words for
somebody. The ref took it
personally, and Smith got ten for
misconduct. That in turn sparked
an altercation shortly afterwards
at 13:44 between Bob Ferriter
and John Lindberg, who both
went off for roughing. Cahill then
joined Lindberg and Ferriter at
13:58 when he got the gate for
charging. This resulted in BC's
second power-play goal of this
unartistic contest when Albrecht
sent home his second of the night
from another pile up in front
(There were many of these on this
out-hustled.
particular night!) with Frosh Mike
Then,
at
17:29
Anselm Martin getting the assist, his third
defenseman Dick Gerry was called point of the game. Now it was
for hooking, and the Eagles Gavin's turn to give the ref some
capitalized
on
their
first heat as he apparently felt there
power-play of the year. Richie was a
member of the opposition
Smith, after combining with Bob in the crease. The ref promptly hit
Ferriter and Mike Martin, jammed Gavin with a 10:00 misconduct,
it home from a pile up in front at which brought in Frosh goalie
19:06 to put the Eagles in front. Eric Anderson who played
This goal seemed to give the exceptionally,
holding
BC
Eagles the lift that was lacking as scoreless throughout his trying ten
BC noticeably carried the play minute stint.
through the final minutes of the
Then,
with
11
seconds
period.
remaining and BC apparently
The Eagles began the second heading for the locker room with
period the way they ended the a two goal lead, winger Ed King,
first-flying. They struck rapidly who had been skating well all
at 0:08 when Mark Albrecht, evening, pulled a Bobby Orr-like
offensive star of the night, tallied rush, weaving his way through the

on a wrist-shot, with Smith and
Jim King drawing assists. Hart

BC defense, in for a back-hander
that Yetten failed to stop, and the

shortly followed with his second stunned Lagles headed for the
penalty of the game when he was locker room with a one goal lead.
called for interference at 1:41,
After the events.of the second
though nothing came of it.
period, one would think the third
St A's would not be rattled, to be somewhat anti-climactic.
though, as Gavin came up with Not
in
the
least.
The
great
stops on Smith and Martin-Baier-Albrecht line kept
Albrecht, and Lanoue followed by the pressure on Anderson
flattening both of them. This, continually.
At
one point,
undoubtedly, continued to inspire Anderson came up with four
an already inspired team as Gerry consecutive beauties before Gavin
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John lorescu

Hockey Opener Results In Squeaker

slam-bang start Sunday night, as
the Eagles slipped by St. Anselm
by the score of 5-4 before a
packed house at McHugh Forum.
The only redeeming feature of
this particular game was the final
score, which really could have
gone either way. Both teams
played sloppily enough to lose,
though Anselm-a division 2
team?did appear to make a
valiant effort.
It was St. A's that got the
scoring started at 4:48 of the first
period when left-winger Mike
Gavin got the puck from center'Joe O'Brien, who had just won a
face-off to the right of goalie Ned
Yetten. Gavin wasted no time in
snapping off a quick wrist-shot,
beating Yetten cleanly to the far
side. That's when things started
getting rough. Frosh defenseman
Dave Lanoue, who was making it
his policy to hit anything with a
BC uniform on, decked Leo
Scarry. Rich Hart in turn decked
Lanoue, and the pace was set.
From that ponton it appeared
that one team or the other always
had a man in the penalty box.
Hart received the first penalty of
the evening at 4:53, shortly after
the goal, for tripping and Yetten
kept BC in the game with great
stops on Gavin and King from in
close. Fortunately, BC escaped
and
consequently
unharmed
avenged themselves when Martin,
Baier, and Hart combined nicely
for the equalizer. Hart, working
out of the BC end, fed Baier at
center. Baier connected with a
streaking Mike Martin on the
right-wing, who blasted one past
the far side of goalie Tom Gavin
at 8:38.
But Anselm, as it had from the
outset, continued to skate hard,
forcing BC mistakes. Chucky
Lambert received the next two
penalties, one for hooking, one
for tripping, and once again,
through the flawless goaltending
of Ned Yetten, the Eagles escaped
without incident. Throughout
most of the period, it appeared
that the Eagles were simply being
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finally returned. The sight of
Gavin in the nets once more, must
have given the Eagles a sigh of
relief as BC came up with its fifth
and final goal, shortly after his
return. Monahan and Scarry got
together for a give-and-go type
goal with Monahan deflecting the
return pass at 8:31. Ah, two goal
lead, third period, nothing to
worry about, right? Not tonight.
St. A's, once again, refused to die.
Lindberg and Gerry combined
with Mike Gavin through the
center for a quick finish at 1 1:29
to pull the Hawks within one. But
thanks to some fine defensive
work by Hart, Lambert, and
Freshman Harry Yandle, Anselm
was kept at bay.
We won. And winning, no
matter how, is always welcome.

..
. .
.

But what price victory!

* **

Slap-shots: Over 40 minutes in
penalties were dished out in this

.

Martin,
mess
Freshmen
Ferriter, Yandle, Lanoue (St. A's),
and Anderson (St. A's) all
distinguished
themselves
admirably in this baptism of
fire .. Lambert and Hart had
two penalties apiece. We need
most
we're
them
when
short-handed .. Zeke Doyle and
sorely
Powers
are
Mike
Maybe everyone, the
missed
Eagles included, just slightly
underestimatedSt. A's?

..

It could just be that if Hie Nastase were to walk down Beacon
Street today, somebody might walk up to him and without mistaking
him for Derek Sanderson, ask him his autograph. If that isn't a
triumph for international tennis, it certainly is one for Hie Nastase,
chump, for some, of tennis etiquette and champ of last week's Grand
Masters Tournament in Boston.
"Why don't they like me in Boston," snapped Nastase to
newsmen after losing last Tuesday night to tennis leprichaun Tom
Gorman in two straight sets. Indeed it was boos and hisses after what
appeared to be Nastase's refusal to shake Gorman's hand at the conclusion of their game. But by week's end, Nastase, when asked if he
would ever return to Boston, cheerily responded, "Anytime I can."
The eight man tournament was divided into two categories: blue
and white, each category playing amongst itself and the two top
players of each four man group entering the semis. Out of the blue
came Nastase and Newcombe both of whom had compiled a 2-1
record while the white group sent on Connors and Okker.
Amazingly, in the semi-finals Newcombe capitulated to Tom
Okker in the final third set at match point, Newcombe's favor. At
deuce, the Aussie served a grunting topspin, was returned with a lob,
went up to smash it away and came down to forfeit the match by landing on his ankle and tearing lateral muscles, ttl could have
attempted to ace my next serve" and win the match, "but I wouldn't
have been able to play in the fina.s" In the other semi-finals match.
Hie Nastase with a one year wedding anniversary to celebrate chose
to do so by overpowering up and coming Jimmy Connors: an act
done in front of Connor's bride to be Chris Evert &Apparently, Jimmy's loss did little for their engagement). Connors scored glorious
wins over Orantes and Smith but was abruptly thwarted by the
Romanian lieutenant. Strategically, Nastase sliced the ball to Jimmy's forehand which as Jimmy later said, "unsettled my game." The
slow, calculated rallies never let Jimmy use his reputed two handed
back hand and helped Hie from overstraining an aching arm.
Before a 4500 audience on Saturday afternoon, finalists Nastase
and Okker hastened to the court to settle the fight for the world's
number one spot. Hie started out frisky and wristy winning the first
four games the second at 40-0 and the fourth with the help of two
aces
while Okker twinkled pitifully around on the Mateflex surface until the fifth whereupon he managed to hold serve. But the set
was soon over and at 6-3 my neighbor Mrs. Nastase explained that if
Hie doesn't win it in three sets "his arm won't last five."
Up to his wife's expectations. Hie snatched the second set and at
the same time won the battle of manners. Okker lost his temper, and
then his racket, over what he considered bad calls by Bill the
linesman. Finally, confidence, the ingredridiante that got Okker to
the finals, got Okker into the match by the third set. Skillfully luring
Nastase to net, the Dutchman blew several shots past him and inched
to a 5-2 lead. Nastase held serve for two more games but finally lost
the third set at 4-6.
In the final set, an arm-ached Nastase, unwilling to tone down as
he did with Connors, belted his backhand service return and combined with his accurate fist serve balanced the weight of an everimproving Okker. With Nastase grabbing a 40-30 lead at 4-4, the
Romanian sliced shallow to Okker's forehand and blew Okker's
feable return down the line. The service break gave Hie the critical 5-4 lead and from that point on it was a question of academics and two
"bravo" shreiks from Hie.
"It wasn't a good game," said Hie to newsmen after the match.
But in all, Nastase proved to be a paragon of precision, a Houdini
with a tennis ball, deciding when and how to tantalize his audience.
?

?
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